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91 – Introduction
Every thing in the world has a biography of its own. Artefacts are born when 
they are made by man, live a life in public and in private, and die when they 
are spent. Throughout this itinerary, people attribute meaning to things. Things 
may be valuated in economic terms, or appreciated for their symbolism. Such 
ideas and emotions influence what happens with objects, by which they come to 
occupy temporary or permanent places in the lives of people. Things are used, 
exchanged, and moved through different contexts according to how such objects 
are to be treated in the most germane manner. These uses and recontextualisations 
accumulate a biographical sequence of valuations and attitudes guided by cultural 
concerns, which leave their traces on the material. Studying these traces may reveal 
the unique histories of objects, giving insight into the mechanisms that drove past 
societies.
The most recognisable artefacts of the pre-Columbian societies of the 
Caribbean are the threepointers. The biographies of these artefacts are still 
progressing, as many feature in the museums and historical societies scattered 
throughout the archipelago. In the Greater Antilles threepointers are appropriated 
into modern day symbolism, appearing on logos and car stickers alike. With replicas 
sold by tourist stores and forgeries sold on the streets, they occupy a space in public 
life. Threepointers were further amongst the first pre-Columbian artefacts to draw 
academic attention, and have received much contemplation since then. There has 
been substantial speculation on their unique forms, intricate iconography, and the 
religious significance they once possessed. Nevertheless, little is known on how 
threepointers were used, why people involved them within their daily life, and on 
which cultural values they acted. Consensus exists on even less of this. This thesis 
presents a pilot research into the biographies of threepointers aiming to reopen this 
discussion.
To accomplish this goal, the research makes use of biographical theory. 
In doing the biography of a thing, one would ask questions similar 
to those one asks about people – Igor Kopytoff (1986, 66)
10
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Biographical frameworks are heuristic tools used for framing the social cycles and 
transformations objects undergo during their use life. They were first developed in 
the field of anthropology in the 1980’s, in the studies of Igor Kopytoff (1986) and 
Arjun Appadurai (1986a) on the social life of things. Since then other renditions of 
the biographical metaphor have emerged, for which Alfred Gell’s (1998) framework 
for the agency of things is the most well-known inspiration. These frameworks 
have been adopted by archaeologists supplemented with a variety of techniques and 
lines of evidence as a means to access past cultural perspectives. The present study 
follows in their footsteps, tuning this theoretical framework to the ontology of the 
pre-Columbian Amerindians in order to approach the complete range of questions 
on threepointers. What are they?
1.1 THReepoInTeRS: A SynopSIS 
The threepointers form a group of highly visible, iconic, and arresting artefacts 
(fig 1). They are recognisable by their characteristic shapes, being triangularly in 
form with the three extremities projecting outward (fig 2). Many show a grooved 
Figure 1. A selection of threepointers (not to scale). Top row specimens on 
display, Museo del Hombre Dominicano. Other specimens M02, C11, AG4, PG1, 
GR10, M06, PC7 (Appendix 1). Centre photograph courtesy of Ben Hull.
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concavity on the basal surface, or possess concave bases or edges. Furrows 
located on the lower portions or bases that retract under the conoid projection are 
commonplace. Some specimens possess sculptured facial and corporal motifs, 
often supplemented with abstract iconography. Threepointers may be made of 
many different kinds of materials, but have never been recovered as composite 
artefacts. Many different rock types were used, although softer sedimentary rocks 
are more common than harder volcanic or metamorphic rocks. Various corals 
appear and several shell species were utilised, particularly Lobatus gigas. Ceramic 
threepointers are reported incidentally (e.g. Allaire 1974), and the use of bone was 
exceedingly rare (cf. Fewkes 1922, 155). Only a single unprovenanced threepointer 
of wood is known, housed at the Fundación García Arévalo (Petitjean Roget 1983, 
523). If threepointers were also made of other materials, these did not survive in 
the archaeological record. It is unknown what this raw material diversity signifies.
The temporal distribution of threepointers spans most of the Caribbean 
Ceramic Age. Their first presence is commonly estimated at around 200 BC, 
appearing in the material culture repertoire of the first fully horticulturalist 
immigrants in Puerto Rico (e.g. Rouse and Alegría 1990, 30-31; Walker 1993, 44). 
They are encountered in the northern Lesser Antilles in contexts dated after the 
first few centuries AD (e.g. Hoogland 1996, 80, 84). Threepointers are common 
between eastern Hispaniola and the Guadeloupian archipelago, but experience 
a steep drop in numbers outside of this region (fig 3). The majority of the large 
sculpted threepointers occur between eastern Hispaniola and Puerto Rico. While 
a few were found in the Lesser Antilles, the actual distribution area of these 
threepointers is much more restricted than that of the smaller specimens. The two 
groups are dichotomised as public versus private in function, but their relationship 
is not well understood. 
Figure 2. Nomenclature of the threepointer (adapted from Clerc 1973).
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Much has been postulated in terms of function and significance, but very 
little is empirically verifiable (see Boomert 2000, 488-490). Threepointers are 
mentioned in the ethnohistoric records as being zemies, things in possession of 
a spiritual dimension: threepointers were specifically responsible for the growth 
of yuca. Though some scholars have interpreted the records to indicate interment 
in agricultural mounds, threepointers are usually found in refuse deposits. Other 
interpretations range from axes mundi to representations of deities or landmarks 
like the volcanic islands (fig 4). Plant fertility, curing power, and the legitimisation 
of chiefly rule predominate as interpretations for what threepointers were used for. 
More utilitarian uses have also been suggested, including cord tying, sometimes 
with tarry residues, but also functions such as grinding or pounding implements. 
The merit of these interpretations is revisited throughout the thesis. 
Threepointers are considered to be indigenous to the prehistoric Caribbean. 
An alleged early threepointer-like ceramic object from the Colombian Malambó 
complex suggests a mainland origin to some (Veloz Maggiolo and Angulo Valdés 
1982), but this hypothesis is not considered convincing by everybody (Boomert 
2000, 488-489). Others take the distribution area of early threepointers to be 
evidence of a local development, as it centres in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, 
Figure 3. The circum-Caribbean. In red is the central distribution area of 
threepointers and in blue is the distribution area of trigonoliths. 
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and the Leeward Islands.1 Their typological development indeed took place the 
Antilles. Threepointers were typologically arranged first early in the 20th century 
by Jesse Walter Fewkes (2009 [1907]), which was framed as a steady increase 
in iconographical elaboration. Several later studies made effort to describe such 
developments in more detail, basing themselves upon local assemblages. 
Many ideas and interpretations have been developed, yet for all this attention 
the scientific understanding of threepointers remains limited. Knowledge on who 
used threepointers and what for is solely hypothetical, and intra-group variation is 
often not considered in attempted explanations of the threepointer phenomenon. 
The hypotheses and preconceptions on threepointers are put to trial in this study as 
much as the artefacts themselves.
1.2 AIMS AnD ConCeRnS
The principle objective of this thesis is to readdress the current understanding of 
threepointers. Many common interpretations are influenced by unacknowledged 
presuppositions and assumptions. Of concern are the typological differences 
and what property defines the artefact group, misrepresentation caused by the 
1  This distribution is in concordance with the north-eastern Caribbean interaction sphere 
(Hofman and Hoogland 2011; Hofman et al. 2008a).
Figure 4. The volcanic island Saba as viewed from St. Eustatius. Photo courtesy 
of Pieter Soffers.
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overly broad application of the ethnohistoric records, intra-group variation over 
the Ceramic Age timeframe, the focus on iconography and political roles having 
overshadowed alternative understandings, the relationship between the ‘large’ and 
the ‘small’ threepointers, and to end, the oftentimes prevailing attitude that studying 
threepointers is a hopeless endeavour. By studying the space threepointers occupied 
in the indigenous cultural system the thesis aims for significant improvements in 
understanding the artefact group. 
To this end, the actual aim of the research is to analyse the biographies 
of threepointers. A biographical framework examines the important phases and 
changes in a things’ life and how it passes through them. It is commonly divided into 
four phases: conception (procurement of the material), birth (manufacture of the 
object), life (through use or trade), and death (deposition). This thesis distinguishes 
the cause phase, preceding the conception, to include the reasons why threepointers 
were made as part of the theoretical framework. These reasons may be investigated 
using the rich ethnohistoric data and ethnographic parallels available to Caribbean 
archaeology (cf. Hofman and Jacobs 2000/2001). A change within the biography 
causes a recontextualisation of the object, which is guided by social, cultural, or 
ontological processes and attributes different or additional meanings to the artefact. 
For instance, cultural traditions may require artefacts to be given away or received 
as part of a rite de passage, such as coming of age. This biographical approach 
allows for the study of such customary cultural expressions and of the lives things 
lead by the preferences of the indigenous societies. 
 1.2.1 Research Questions
To summarise, the threepointers from the Ceramic Age Caribbean are an 
archaeological enigma. This thesis addresses these artefacts by applying a framework 
based upon biographical theory. The conception phase approaches the variety of 
materials and any patterns therein. Cultural or cosmological reasons that account for 
observed disparities are searched for, with the aim of understanding how this phase 
influenced the further life trajectory. Secondly, manufacturing strategies are well-
known for their sensitivity to cultural or societal concerns. Charting the operational 
sequences may uncover patterns that allude to such matters. Thirdly, studying how 
threepointers were used may provide insight into the purposes that they were used 
for. This evidence can be used to judge earlier hypotheses and provides ground for 
new interpretations. From thereon the biography of a threepointer moves on to the 
15
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final concern, its ending. Examining where and how threepointers ended up in the 
ground may reveal the cultural significance within the manner in which the lives 
of threepointers came to fitting ends. The reasons which the ethnohistoric sources 
indicate that caused threepointers to be made may be reflected in the patterns in 
these data. Finally, threepointer biographies did not remain static over time and 
across space; these differences may reflect changing attitudes in the Amerindian 
ontological systems. Each of these assertions promises renewed insight into the 
threepointer enigma.
The central research question is formulated accordingly:
How are the biographies of threepointers from the Ceramic Age 
communities in the Lesser and Greater Antilles composed, and how is the 
apparent heterogeneity of the artefacts reflected in this composition?
Six sub-questions follow this objective in different parts of the biographical 
framework:
(1) What biographical evidence is available to establish causes of origin 
of threepointers and how do these correspond to the processes 
described in the ethnohistoric sources? 
(2) What were the criteria used for the selection and procurement of 
materials, and how are they influenced by technological, ideological, 
and preferential concerns?
(3) Were specialised manufacturing technologies or preferred strategies 
used to produce threepointers, and what insights into cultural 
processes do they give?
(4) What are the causes of any potential use wear and residue traces 
present on the threepointers, and what kind of inferences do they 
allow with regard to social and ritual functions?
(5) What sort of recontextualisation took place in the deposition of 
threepointers?
(6) How does variation within the reconstructed threepointer biographies 
compare between different sites and periods?
16
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1.3 THeoRy AnD MeTHoDoLogy
Approaches centred on artefact biographies aim to reconstruct the trajectory 
connecting the different life phases of artefacts. Such reconstructions offer insight 
into the way in which things play with people’s thoughts and expectations (Kopytoff 
1986). The sequence of recontextualisations that results from biographical changes 
specifies different information for individual artefacts than it does for entire artefact 
groups. A biography consists of the various ‘biographical possibilities’ or the steps 
which make up the trajectory (Chapter 3). By combining the patterns from multiple 
biographical reconstructions the ‘generalised biography’ emerges, showing the most 
culturally desirable life trajectory. The cultural choices, taboos, and preferences 
intertwined with this trajectory are made most clear when they are violated, which 
produces a contrasting life path for the thing in question. Such alternate trajectories, 
which stand out and are remembered, are here called the ‘specialised biography’ (cf. 
Gosden and Marshall 1999). This thesis aims to research these variable biographies, 
reconstructing the ‘normal’ life for threepointers and investigating the ‘specialised’ 
divergences from it. 
This biographical approach encompasses a multidisciplinary perspective 
using several lines of evidence. Ethnographic parallels and theories from lowland 
South America provide the background perspective for understanding how 
the biographies of Amerindian things are created and contextualised through 
intersubjectivity (e.g. Viveiros de Castro 1998). Ethnohistoric data from the 
earliest years of contact give insight into some of the cultural protocols to which 
threepointers could have been subjected. The microwear data form the backbone of 
the biographical reconstructions, providing evidence for the production sequence 
and functional uses threepointers might have had (Van Gijn 2012). Archaeological 
data on the materials, contextual data, and material sourcing provide the context in 
which threepointers are to be situated. These lines of evidence provide the individual 
biographical possibilities that add up to the reconstructions of biographical 
trajectories.
The main methodology of this thesis is microwear analysis, which examines 
wear traces on the surfaces of threepointers through microscopic investigation. 
Manufacturing traces include pecking and flaking scars as well as altered grain 
topography, whereas use wear traces are polish, striations, and residues. The 
equipment at Leiden’s Laboratory for Artefact Studies was used for these analyses. 
The observed microwear traces are interpreted using both the laboratory’s extensive 
17
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reference collection and initial experiments carried out for this research. 
The dataset is set up in the format of a pilot study. The sample covers seven 
archaeological sites and one private collection from the Lesser Antilles, Puerto 
Rico, and Hispaniola, which chronologically span the entire Ceramic Age (though 
with a focus on the Late Ceramic Age). The sites were chosen for their availability 
for study and for having well documented contextual data (see Section 4.2). 
1.4 guIDIng pReMISeS
Throughout this thesis, threepointers are regarded not as inanimate objects but 
as potentially living entities. It is understood that the Amerindians inhabiting 
the Caribbean islands had descended from Arawakan societies in lowland South 
America, sharing the socio-cultural, cosmological, and ontological nexus that 
typifies this region (e.g. Boomert 2000; 2001; 2007; 2013; Heckenberger 2002; 
2013; Heckenberger and Petersen 1999; Rodríguez Ramos et al. 2013; Roe 1982; 
1997; Siegel 2010). Within these ontologies ‘objects’ can lead social lives in 
various forms, up to the point where they change into autonomous beings capable 
of maintaining their own intentionality and subjectivity (see Section 3.1.2). 
Threepointers are identified with this perspective on the basis of ethnohistoric 
descriptions in which the Amerindians regarded their zemi objects as organisms 
requiring sustenance and capable of living and acting independently (see Section 
2.1.1). This premise is comparable to the ethnological theory of the fetish, which 
describes a spirit-of-matter rather than one-inside-the-matter using this matter as 
an instrument for its spirituality (Pels 1998). Threepointers are specifically seen as 
artefactual bodies which through their form shape the dispositional outlook of an 
inner spirit-soul (see Section 3.1). Needless to say, this view strongly modifies the 
zemi encased-in-matter perspective Oliver (2009) commends, and argues against 
the idea of zemies as symbolic realities (Petitjean Roget 1997).
Furthermore, the archaeological group of threepointers is not regarded as a 
single purpose artefact group: large differences are expected between its members 
in function and significance. It may be argued that a homogeneous interpretation 
is at odds with the ethnohistoric records, as opposed to supported by it (Section 
2.1). The results of the analyses support this view (see Chapter 5). This premise 
does not relate to the dichotomy between the ‘large threepointers’ and the ‘small 
threepointers’, but expects overlap and heterogeneity within these two groups 
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(cf. Petitjean Roget 1983). Finally, as pointed out by the specialists of Leiden’s 
Laboratory for Artefact Studies, it is recognised that ‘religious connotations’ do not 
exclude functional connotations. Even if threepointers were ‘just spiritual objects’, 
every hypothesis on use or significance, utilitarian or otherwise, is considered a 
possibility for investigation. While this perspective encourages a slight over-
interpretation of the ethnohistoric records in Chapter 2, it is intended as an inviting 
a renewed discussion of these interpretations.
1.4.1 A note on terminology - Threepointers
Despite more than a century of research, there is no common definition or even a 
standardised term for the group of things represented in Figure 1. Drawing from the 
discussion in Section 2.6, threepointers are here defined as things sharing a basic 
conical template which often assumes a triangular or oblong three-pointed shape 
but which are otherwise variable in size, material, and shape. They are associated 
with the archaeology of the pre-Columbian peoples of the Caribbean. This 
definition forms a context-specific and purposeful archaeological taxonomy, and 
is specifically intended to avoid corresponding to any context-specific indigenous 
classifications (Wylie 2002). The term ‘zemi(es)’ refers explicitly to the theoretical 
‘spirit-things’ of the contact period, and is not used to describe physical artefacts. 
The derivate ‘three-pointed zemi’ refers here exclusively to the type of zemies that 
Pané describes as having three points. It is never used in this thesis to refer to 
archaeological objects since it carries several unjustified ontological associations 
(addressed in Section 2.6). It is not considered to be synonymous.
A distinction is commonly upheld between the abundant small (3-15 cm) 
threepointers which lack intricate iconographic stylisation and the impressive 
anthropo-zoomorphically styled threepointers of the Chicoid tradition (Fewkes 
2009 [1907]; Walker 1993). However, size is a poor indicator of this distinction, 
since both stylised small and large undecorated threepointers exist. Material, 
typology, cultural components, and iconography seem similarly unable to reason 
this distinction. It is therefore avoided in the present approach. Nevertheless, the 
distinction is important for the conceptualisation of threepointer research, in which 
the groups are presently distinguished using the terms ‘microtrigonoliths’ and 
‘trigonoliths’. These terms are used in a similar sense in the Spanish literature and 
are adopted in order to avoid terminological confusion. It is recognised that these 
terms harbour implicit expectations for form and material, an association with the 
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fostering of crops, and incline towards a judgment of value or hierarchical ordering 
between threepointers (Section 2.6).
1.4.2. A note on terminology - Things
Some threepointers are not intentionally made, while others are (regarded as) living 
entities. The term ‘thing’ is considered to better express what threepointers are than 
‘artefact’, ‘object’, or other alternatives do, which in their Western sense do not 
fully capture their essence. There are several examples of threepointers which are 
biofacts or geofacts and were not artificially modified which artefacts by definition 
are (Section 5.1.1). ‘Object’ carries ontological expectations of inertness and 
inanimacy, which is fitting in the context of laboratory analysis (bringing them 
Vorhanden, in Heidegger’s [1962] terminology), but inconvenient in theorising (cf. 
Tilley 2006). ‘Valuables’ and ‘goods’ are jargon of exchange theory and economic 
anthropology, which express value statements which this thesis cannot make. 
However, the terms ‘object’ and ‘artefact’ take on appropriate modifications when 
used in an Amerindian context. Accordingly, ‘object’ is part of the same sliding 
scale as ‘subject’ is, but as a thing which is incompletely interpreted or devoid of 
subjectification (Viveiros de Castro 2004a, 470). Artefacts are things which do not 
only result from human craftsmanship but also from any other form of making, 
including a transformation of the bodies’ perspective (see Santos-Granero 2009a). 
These perspectives are elaborated upon in Chapter 3.
The term ‘thing’ itself is not void of theory either, but has acquired a 
heuristic direction by allowing what is described as the “productive methodology 
of non-definition” (Henare et al. 2006, 5-7). The term is presently used in a similar 
vein, following a definition proven useful for the study of things in the Amerindian 
experiences. ‘Things’ thus refer “not only to artifacts – objects made by gods and 
humans, including images, songs, names, and designs – but also to natural objects 
and phenomena that are believed to be central to human life and reproduction” 
(Santos-Granero 2009b, 3). By context, this includes “multiple ways of being a 
thing” (Santos-Granero 2009b, 8-9) and several possible degrees of ensoulment or 
aliveness. By using these terminiologies the thesis aims for a different appreciation 
of the physicality of zemies and of threepointers as potentially more than just 
objects. 
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1.5 CARIBBeAn SeTTIng AnD CHRonoLogy
 1.5.1 Geological setting
The Caribbean islands find their origin in the plate tectonic movements of the 
Caribbean and Atlantic plates. The Greater Antilles arose in a relatively short time 
span in or before the Upper Cretaceous, through processes of tectonic deformation 
and active volcanism (Draper et al. 1994). Their geological makeup now consists 
of an extremely varied combination of volcanic, metamorphic and sedimentary 
rocks (Knippenberg 2006, 34-35). The Lesser Antilles are geologically divided into 
two arcs. The outer arc is composed of ancient coral reefs which were raised above 
sea level. It runs from Grenada up to Grande-Terre, and includes part of Antigua, 
Barbuda, and Anguilla as some of the larger low-elevation limestone Leeward 
Islands. The inner arc was formed by volcanic processes in the late Tertiary and 
Quaternary periods (Wadge 1994). In the Windward Islands these volcanic layers 
are imposed upon the limestone uplifts of the outer arc (Draper et al. 1994; 8). 
From Basse-Terre onward the arcs splits in the direction of St. Kitts, Saba, and 
others. The combination of these different geological formations provided the 
pre-Columbian islanders with a wide range of rocks with different properties and 
qualities (Knippenberg 2006, 154-155).
 1.5.2 Chronologies
Human occupation of the Antilles has traditionally been framed into a culture-
historical model. This model, devised by Irving Rouse (1948; 1992; Rouse and 
Allaire 1978), separates the archaeological complexes into series, subseries, 
and styles based upon lithic and ceramic stylistic similarities. Rouse’s studies of 
the cultural development influenced much of the archaeological research in the 
Caribbean. His model persists as a major configuration of Caribbean chronology, 
particularly in the Anglo-American research community (e.g. Wilson 2007). 
However, the chronology has been critiqued as of late for its tendency to draw one-
on-one correlations between archaeological expressions and cultures or ethnicities, 
and for not accommodating an increasingly dynamic image of the past (Oliver 
2009, 7-12; Rodríguez Ramos 2011; Rodríguez Ramos et al. 2010). 
Much present research focuses on socio-political organisation and networks 
of mobility and exchange (e.g. Crock 2000; Crock et al. 2008; Curet 2005; Curet 
and Oliver 1998; Curet and Stringer 2010; Delpuech and Hofman 2004; Hofman et 
al. 2007a; Hofman et al. 2008a; Hofman et al. 2011a; Hoogland et al. 2010; Keegan 
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2009; Knippenberg 2006; Laffoon and de Vos 2011; Lammers-Keijsers 2007; 
Mol 2013; Plomp 2013; Rodríguez Ramos 2011; Siegel 2010). A chronological 
ranking better suited for such research is the model based upon contemporaneity 
developed by Hofman and others (Hofman 1993, 28; Hofman et al. 2007a; Petersen 
et al. 2004). This arrangement is followed in this thesis since it is better suited for 
comparisons in the sample. It divides the pre-Colonial Ceramic period into four 
strata: the early phase of the Early Ceramic Age (400 BC – AD 400: arrival of 
the first horticulturalists and coexistence between Cedrosan Saladoid and Huecoid 
series), the late phase of the Early Ceramic Age (AD 400 – 600/800: later phase of 
the Cedrosan Saladoid series, and marking the appearance of the first post-Saladoid 
series), the early phase of the Late Ceramic Age (AD 600/800 – 1200: marked 
by the decline of ceramic features and corresponding to developing local ceramic 
traditions), and the late phase of the Late Ceramic Age (AD 1200 – 1492: marked 
by the revival of pottery art and the full development of chiefdoms). 
The earliest Antillean communities are thought to have migrated from South 
America into Trinidad (ca. 6000 BC) and from Central America into Cuba (ca. 4000 
BC), from where they spread to the rest of the Antilles (Wilson 2007).2 These pre-
Ceramic Amerindians are not believed to have manufactured threepointers. The 
discovery of two alleged proto-threepointers in the Archaic components of the Puerto 
Ferro site on Vieques (2330 – 460 cal BC) now challenges this view (Rodríguez 
Ramos 2007, 111; Rodríguez Ramos and Pagán Jiménez 2011). Threepointers have 
also been suggested to connect Archaic stoneworking technology with Saladoid 
imagery (Wilson 1997, 55). Both hypotheses require (and deserve) much further 
attention.
 1.5.3 Ceramic Age assemblages
It is the Ceramic Age in which threepointers first appear and develop, and 
consequently it is this period which is the focus of the present research. The Early 
Ceramic Age commenced with the arrival of horticulturalist Cedrosan Saladoid 
communities from the Venezuelan coast in the northern Leeward Islands and Puerto 
Rico after 500 BC (Rouse 1992, 32-33, 79). Rouse held that these immigrants 
2  An alternative view, known as the direct crossing hypothesis, proposes that the earliest 
migrants from South America travelled across the Caribbean sea directly to the Greater Antilles 
(Callaghan 1990; 1991; 2003; 2010; Fitzpatrick 2013; Keegan 1994, 266-267; cf. Rodríguez 
Ramos 2011).
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quickly supplanted the pre-Ceramic populations already living there, but recent 
investigations indicate a prolonged coexistence and continuity in subsistence and 
manufacturing strategies (e.g. Hofman et al. 2011b; Keegan 2006; Rodríguez 
Ramos 2007; 2010). The Saladoid settlement in the archipelago coincided with the 
emergence of a different material culture repertoire, the Huecoid (Chanlatte Baik 
1981; Chanlatte Baik and Narganes Storde 1980; Oliver 1999; Rodríguez López 
1991a). Threepointers appear only in the Saladoid series in this period, although not 
across its full range. Their distribution area seems to be bordered west by the coastal 
plains of Puerto Rico (Chanlatte Baik 1976; Narganes Storde 1999) and south in 
Guadeloupe (Clerc 1968; 1973). These threepointers are generally quite small and 
made of shell, and, as Knippenberg (2006, 169-170) observes, threepointers made 
of stone are rare at this time. 
The late phase of the Early Ceramic Age saw the full spread of the Saladoid 
cultural series, now occupying the entire Lesser Antilles and possibly entering 
eastern Hispaniola (Hofman et al. 2007b; Rouse 1989; 1992, 91-94, 102). Different 
assemblages began to develop circa AD 600, which remained contemporaneous with 
the Saladoid for several centuries. These styles have more localised distributions; 
they fall under the Troumassoid series in the Lesser Antilles and the Ostionoid series 
in Puerto Rico and eastern Hispaniola (Hofman 1993; 2013). During this time, 
threepointers occur largely in the same area as before, though they are much more 
numerous, and are sporadically found in the Windward Islands too.3 Shell remains 
the main material, but corals and various stones now become more common. 
The Saladoid series were fully replaced by the Troumassoid and Ostionoid 
series in the Late Ceramic Age, while the Meillacoid ceramic series developed in 
Hispaniola and Cuba (Ulloa Hung and Valcárcel Rojas 2002; Veloz Maggiolo et al. 
1981). The limestone island Anguilla formed a production and distribution centre 
for calci-rudite threepointers at this time (Crock 2000; Knippenberg 2006, 203-
205; cf. Douglas 1990; 1991). Over 180 threepointers were recovered by surveys 
and small-scale excavations on this small island (Crock and Petersen 1999). By 
contrast, the number of threepointers from the volcanic island Nevis runs in the 
single digits (S. Wilson, pers. comm. 2011), while it was densely inhabited in this 
3  For example, a select few are known from sites on Trinidad and Tobago (Boomert 
2000, 478-488; Boomert and Rogers 2007; Mones 2007), and Barbados (Hackenberger 1991). 
Investigations on Carriacou yielded threepointers especially from the site Grand Bay (Sutty 1990, 
248; 1991). However, the latter finds extend well into the Late Ceramic Age (Kaye et al. 2004).
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period (Versteeg et al. 1993; Wilson 2006). The size of these threepointers exceeds 
on average those of the Early Ceramic Age, and shell as a material falls out of favour. 
Nevertheless, internal typological variation remains high (cf. Breukel 2011). The 
sporadic presence of elaborate trigonoliths in the Greater Antilles is estimated to 
occur from the later stage onward (Veloz Maggiolo 1972, 99-101).
The late phase of the Late Ceramic Age saw the development of the Chicoid 
cultural series, which is associated with the (ethno)historic inhabitants of the 
Greater Antilles known as the so-called Taíno.4 The Chicoid series are distributed 
over the Bahamas and the Greater Antilles (Rouse 1992), as well some islands 
in the Lesser Antilles (Hoogland and Hofman 1993; 1999). However, the number 
of archaeological sites in the Leeward Islands, where the Troumassoid series was 
maintained at this time, is low (Hofman 1993). Threepointers seem to be no longer 
present in the Windward Islands, and their numbers also diminish in the Leeward 
Islands (Knippenberg 2006, 216). However, this could be caused by an overall lack 
of data as recent excavations on St. Martin indicate (e.g. Bonnissent 2008, 172-
173). 
The Chicoid cultural series from the Greater Antilles distinguishes itself 
by an extraordinarily abundant repertoire of ritual artefact types (see Bercht et al. 
1997), which are not found in earlier cultural series. However, the spread of these 
things is not unequivocal. Threepointers are not found in Jamaica, nor known from 
the Bahamas (but cf. Sears and Sullivan 1978), and are exceptionally rare in Cuba 
(R. Valcárcel Rojas, pers. comm. 2012). They are common in Puerto Rico (Walker 
1993) and the Virgin Islands (e.g. Morse 1995). For Hispaniola it is the prevailing 
opinion that threepointers are concentrated in the eastern provinces (Ulloa Hung 
2013, 75; Veloz Maggiolo 1972, 243, 251). They are also documented from 
Hispaniola’s north and north-east, however, always in association with Chicoid 
ceramics (Deagan and Cruxent 2002a, 21; Veloz Maggiolo et al., 1972; Vega 1978). 
The decorated trigonoliths are spread along this distribution in the Greater Antilles 
but are less numerous; these are exceptions in the Lesser Antilles (Oliver 2009, 
164-167). 
4  A common designation for the inhabitants of the Antilles whom the Spaniards 
encountered. It is not thought to have corresponded to an actual ethnicity (e.g. Keegan 2011; 2013; 
Oliver 2009, 6-11; Rodríguez Ramos 2010; Rouse 1948).
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1.6 ouTLIne oF THe THeSIS
The Caribbean archipelago did not cease to exist after 1492, but the discovery of 
the New World changed Amerindian society entirely. This introduction outlined 
threepointers as they are presently understood and not understood. The principal 
aim is to readdress this situation, which will be approached by a focus on the 
generalised and specialised biographies of threepointers.
The second chapter discusses the history of research on threepointers. The 
contact-period and the written records that survive from it are the focus of the first 
part, since these documents are at the basis of most proposed explanations. This 
section is followed by an overview of interpretive advances around the turn of 
the 20th century. The overview continues for the decades thereafter and ends by 
discussing the progression at the end of the 20th century and in the 21st century. 
Furthermore, this chapter offers a critique on what are perceived as analogical 
errors in the conceptualisation of threepointers.
The third chapter introduces the theoretical framework of the thesis. The 
first part outlines the present approach to Amerindian ontologies. The theory of 
perspectivism (Viveiros de Castro 1998) is used to formulate a possible ontology 
for threepointers and other Amerindian artefacts. Thereafter the chapter discusses 
the main theories upon which most biographical frameworks are anchored. Their 
theoretical insights are weighed against the Amerindian ontology and conjoined 
using intersubjectivity as the mechanism driving change in the biographical 
trajectories. Biographical approaches in archaeological studies are then reviewed 
for the construction of a theoretical model for a biographical framework for 
Caribbean threepointers.
In the fourth chapter the methodology of microwear analysis is explained. A 
brief overview of the methodology’s history of application is followed by an outline 
of the protocols, equipment, and experiments used for this study. The chapter’s 
second part contextualises the dataset, and the third part focuses on the limits of 
the methodology and the constraints posed by the condition of the materials. The 
chapter concludes by reviewing the kind of questions that can be addressed with 
these data.
Chapter 5 presents the results of this research. These results are subdivided 
according to the biographical possibilities observed for the five phases distinguished 
in Chapter 3. These five biographical phases contain nineteen biographical 
possibilities open to threepointers.
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The sixth chapter provides reconstructions of threepointer biographies 
by connecting the biographical possibilities from Chapter 5 to the Amerindian 
biographical mechanisms from Chapter 3. The first half focuses on the generalised 
biography of threepointers and addresses how this biographical profile changes 
over time and space. The second half discusses several specialised biographies and 
explores the significance of their differences.
In the seventh and final chapter the research is discussed and its implications 
for Caribbean archaeology are examined. The suitability of the methodology is 
evaluated and the initial premises are addressed. The chapter concludes the thesis 
by answering the research questions and highlighting avenues for future research.
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This chapter summarises and analyses the history of threepointers over the past 
five hundred years. The first section focuses on the ethnohistoric chronicle of Fray 
Ramón Pané, which laid the basis for the perception of threepointers. The second 
section reviews the image building of the descriptive studies conducted in late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. Section 2.3 explores how the developing field of Caribbean 
archaeology of the middle 20th century featured threepointers into its culture-
historical approaches and study of ethnohistoric sources. The systematic advances 
made by studies in the late 20th and early 21st centuries form the focus of the fourth 
section. These provisional boundaries are based upon trends and approaches, and 
roughly correspond to the tripartite division of Siegel (2013). The classification of 
threepointers and related artefact classes, decipherment of their iconography, and 
the search for their meaning, form important themes of contemplation. The major 
interpretations and advances made towards this end so far are covered in the first 
part of this chapter. The second part assesses the basic epistemological assumptions 
that surround threepointers. Section 2.5 reviews the debate on analogical reasoning 
in archaeology as it was held in the 1980’s and revisited recently. It will be argued 
in the sixth section that the problem of ‘metaphoric tension’ has distorted the 
contemporary conceptualisation of threepointers. 
2.1 THReepoInTeRS In eTHnoHISToRy
Of all the written sources documenting the European encounter with the New 
World, only the Relación acerca de las antigüedades de los Indios from the hand 
of Fray Ramón Pané offers substantial first-hand information on the worldviews 
of the Caribbean societies. This section provides a short overview of the situation 
in which this document was recorded in order to contextualise the information. 
Thereafter it reads and re-interprets the descriptions Pané made of the different 
kinds of zemies, the indigenous spirit-things.
When Columbus set on his first voyage across the Atlantic in 1492 he 
took with him only three ships and a handful of sailors. Besides a few fragmented 
passages from his lost diary there remain no descriptions of the indigenous beliefs 
2 – History of Research
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from the time he spent in Cuba, northern Hispaniola and the Bahamas. The 
chroniclers who documented the major early ethnohistoric texts had travelled to 
the Caribbean during subsequent European voyages. Their works include Fray 
Ramón Pané’s (1974 [1571]; 1999 [1571]) Relación from the years 1497-1498, 
as well as dr. Diego Álvarez Chanca’s travel log of the second voyage in 1493 (in 
Parry and Keith 1984), the 16th century chronicles of Bartolomé de Las Casas (1929 
[1552-1561) and Pedro Martír de Anglería (1989 [1493-1525]), and the Historia 
of Gonzalo Fernándo de Oviedo y Valdéz (1944 [1535-1548]). While Martír de 
Anglería never travelled to the West Indies himself, both he and Las Casas read 
and summarised portions of Pané’s manuscript when chronicling the conquest. 
Notwithstanding these combined efforts, the Relación remains the sole source 
describing the mythology, language, and beliefs of the native peoples of eastern 
Hispaniola in detail.5 Therefore, Pané’s work forms the major inspiration for such 
research.
2.1.1 Fray Ramón Pané
Pané arrived on Hispaniola with the second voyage in 1494, and came to know 
the Amerindian societies when these were far less impacted by the conquest than 
the later chroniclers did. Those men were mainly involved with the politics of the 
advancing Spanish colonisation, when the Amerindian societies were crumbling 
under the persecution at the hands of the conquistadores (Oliver 2009, 31; cf. Pané 
1999 [1571], 36). Pané was a Jeronymite friar who was ordered by Columbus to 
make a study of the faith of the Amerindians. He lived with the so-called Macorix 
in the north at first, before moving to the village of the cacique Guarionex in La 
Vega where he resided from spring 1495 to the end of 1496 (Arrom 1992, 267). 
When political circumstances grew sour, Pané hurried out of Guarionex’s territory 
and moved on to the Santo Domingo region, where he finished his chronicle 
circa 1497/1498 (Oliver 2009, 216-219; Pané 1999 [1571], xviii-xxii, 33-35). 
The Relación itself is lost: all modern day versions are based upon an incomplete 
Italianised translation that was published by Alfonso de Ulloa in 1571 and short 
5  Comments found in other early chronicles are generally based upon Pané’s work, or 
simply mention the existence of such things as zemies, without going into detail on them. Later 
17th century French sources such as Du Tertre (1973 [1667-1671], 348-349) provide some 
information learned from the Island Carib in the Lesser Antilles, but none that is known to pertain 
directly to (possible) threepointers.
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transcriptions made by Martír de Anglería and Las Casas (Pané 1999 [1571], xiv). 
Because of the confusion in the text, the document’s own history, and turbulent 
changes in the Amerindian societies, there is good reason to consider its historical 
context and reliability (e.g. Arrom 1992; Keegan 2007; 2013; Oliver 2008; Ragolta 
2008; see also Oliver et al. 2008).
By 1495 the Amerindian communities had undergone considerable political 
and social difficulties. The situation became one of open hostilities between 
the Spanish and the Amerindians for the first time in 1494, mostly because of 
uncontrolled plundering by Spanish servicemen. The unsuccessful uprising against 
the Spanish of the powerful cacique Caonabó, who had counted Guarionex amongst 
his allies, took place early in 1495 (Deagan and Cruxent 2002b, 58-61). “The years 
1495-1496 were to be the most devastating of all” (Deagan and Cruxent 2002b, 62), 
as the Amerindian population on Hispaniola was decimated due to disease, famine, 
tributes, and violence at the hands of the Spaniards. The village of Guarionex, with 
whose household Pané resided, must have endured such hardship judging by the 
cacique having been pressured to take part in the rebellion of 1497 and eject the 
friar away from the village (Pané 1999 [1571], 35; Oliver 2009, 215-218).
Thus, when the myths and beliefs in the Relación were recorded, which 
sustained the political and social world of the Amerindians, that political and social 
world was rapidly disintegrating. Pané does not speak much about the difficulties of 
these years, yet the influences of these events is clear. The zemi Yucahú spoke of a 
prophecy on the end of their time brought by clothed people, whom the Amerindians 
believed to have been the admiral and his people rather than the Island Carib (Pané 
1999 [1571], 31). Furthermore, the exceptional custom Pané (1999 [1571], 24-
25) witnesses on the aftermath of a failed indigenous curing session may well 
have been caused by the extreme stress people endured under the conquest. It is 
excusable, though, since most of the Relación does not deal with the troubles of 
daily life. What these snippets show is that the mythology and everyday reality 
of the Amerindians overlapped and integrated with each other seamlessly. The 
Spanish’ arrival became part of it with relative ease. It is plausible that in this way 
the indigenous Amerindians resorted to cosmic reasons and explanations to cope 
with the distress caused by the Spanish presence. Reality thus became incorporated 
into mythology for the indigenous peoples, presumably in a way which would be 
logically consistent with their social, cultural, and cosmological rationale. It appears 
that the zemies responded to the Spanish presence but acted in a way customary to 
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zemies, implying their nature did not change in those years.
The influences from the conquest aside, it may be questioned how true the 
information is to reality. Pané knew only the language of the Macorix – at least 
initially – and requested a Macorix guide for his mission to live with Guarionex’s 
people (Pané 1999 [1571], 33-34). He himself was a Catalan who spoke Spanish 
poorly (Las Casas in Griswold 1997, 179), whose Relación was translated into 
Italian and re-translated back into Spanish (Pané 1974 [1571]) and thereafter in 
English (Pané 1999 [1571]). It is hard to escape the thought that some of the nuances 
to the Amerindian beliefs might have been misrepresented or lost. Nevertheless, the 
creation and origin mythologies Pané recorded are plausibly interpretable from an 
Amerindian-oriented interpretation (Stevens-Arroyo 1988). His other main focus 
were the many ‘things of power’ that occupied an important role in Amerindian life. 
When the friar asked about these things he was answered that they were zemies6, 
being spiritual entities as well as tangible objects. Amongst the zemies Pané knew 
of were twelve individuals with specific histories and magical narratives (Section 
3.1.3; cf. Arrom 1975; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 221-252; Oliver 1998, 107-115). 
Numerous generic forms with apparently specific magical niches further existed. 
However, none of the chroniclers distinguished any of these artefact groups by 
name. Scholars have since correlated some of Pané’s sparse descriptions with 
archaeological materials, of whom threepointers7 are the most evident example.
  
2.1.2 Identifying zemies
The Amerindians had zemies of many kinds, “some that speak, and others that 
cause the things they eat to grow, and others that make it rain, and others that make 
the winds blow” (Pané 1999 [1571], 21). These zemies could be of stone, wood, 
6  Las Casas’ work introduced the (attempted emic) spelling cemí and cemíes (with a 
lengthened emphasis on the last syllable) in Spanish, while the latinised English term zemi 
originates from Martír de Anglería’s chronicle (Pané 1999 [1571], xxiv-xxvix, 3). The terms 
in Pané’s manuscript were all Italianised by Ulloa. Other spellings generally alternate on the 
acute accent on the i and foregoing the e in the suffix for the plural form. The English term with 
lengthened plural is used in this thesis.
7  There are also several common variations in the spelling of ‘threepointer’. These 
normally differ in the presence of the hyphen, and in substituting ‘three’ with ‘tri’. ‘Stones’ is an 
often-seen adjunct, and is further embedded in the Spanish (micro)trigonolitos and piedras de tres 
puntas. Variants in other languages include trois-pointes (French), driepunters (Dutch), and idolos 
tricórneos (Spanish).
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or the bones of their ancestors, and as noted, some possessed individual histories 
while others existed as generic forms. This section explores three relevant passages 
that have been identified with threepointers. The first is as follows:
“Los cemíes de piedra son de diversas hechuras. Hay algunos que dicen 
que los médicos sacan del cuerpo, y los enfermos tienen que aquellos son 
los mejores para hacer parir a las mujeres preñadas. Hay otros que hablan, 
los cuales tienen forma de un nabo grueso, con las hojas extendidas por 
tierra y largas como las de las alcaparras; las cuales hojas, por lo general, 
se parecen a las del olmo; otros tienen tres puntas, y creen que hacen 
nacer la yuca.” (Pané 1974 [1571], 42-43).8
In this citation Pané distinguishes three different constructions: firstly the childbirth 
zemi, secondly the turnip zemi, and thirdly the three-pointed zemi. It is commonly 
understood that a one-on-one relationship exists between these three-pointed stone 
yuca-stimulating zemies and the archaeological threepointers. The other two kinds of 
zemies received less attention. There are no archaeological equivalents to speaking 
turnip stones, while identification of the childbirth stones is ambiguous (but see 
Boomert 2000, 471-472). Then, a second passage scholars often associate with 
the threepointers is Pané’s (1999 [1571], 36) hearsay of the Christian idols which 
were removed from their church. These were covered with earth and subsequently 
urinated upon. This act was meant as a “vituperation” according to the Catholic 
friar, but is commonly interpreted as the Amerindians likening the idols to ‘Christian 
zemies’ (e.g. Arrom 1975, 22-39; Boomert 2000, 489; Joyce 1916, 186; Oliver 
2009, 219-220; McGinnis 1997a, 92; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 78; Veloz Maggiolo 
1972, 252). Third, Columbus remarked that each cacique possessed three stones, 
one of which lorded over bread and the staple crops, the other two on childbirth and 
the weather (Griswold 1997, 171; Roth 1887, 261 in Walker 1993, 409). Indeed, 
8  “The stone zemis are of different constructions. There are some they say the physicians 
take out of their bodies, and the sick maintain that those are the best ones to make pregnant 
women give birth. There are others that speak; they have the shape of a thick turnip with their 
leaves spread out on the ground and long like those of the caper bush. Their leaves are in general 
similar to those of the elm tree; others have three points, and they believe they cause the giuca 
to sprout.” (Pané 1999 [1571], 26). Fernando Colón (1947, 187-206 in Veloz Maggiolo 1972, 
252) writes “y creen que aydan a nacer la yuca”, meaning they help the yuca to sprout rather than 
causing it to happen – thereby providing an alternative interpretation. 
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such fertility-related zemi powers persisted long enough to be reported on by other 
chroniclers (e.g. Oviedo y Valdéz 1944 [1535-1548], 251-252 in Oliver 2009, 73). 
Finally, although less often associated with threepointers, the zemies which made 
it rain and made the wind blow deserve mention (see above; Pané 1999 [1571], 17; 
cf. Narganes Storde and Chanlatte Baik 2006), as do the individual zemies who 
possessed personal biographies (cf. Stevens-Arroyo 1988). 
Certainly, the explicit reference of three-pointed zemies to particular 
archaeological threepointers is fairly secure. Based upon this inference, the 
relationship between the three-pointed form and the fertilisation of yuca is 
commonly upheld. However, it may be questioned whether all threepointers are 
equivalents to the three-pointed zemi of proto-Historic north-eastern Hispaniola,9 
particularly those from earlier cultural traditions. The link between the three-
pointed zemi and other fertility functions in the Relación, being the vituperation and 
Columbus’ three stones, has been questioned before (Boomert 2000, 471-472). The 
results presented in Chapter 5 in fact indicate that several forms of treatment were 
possible. There is for example no reason to assume that if the bread overseeing zemi 
of the three caciqual stones was a threepointer, the other two could not be. Instead, 
following the premise of threepointer heterogeneity, being a three-pointed zemi can 
be considered only a single valid biography out of the multiple available. 
The turnip zemies of stone, shaped like thick turnips, have not been 
contemplated or identified in the archaeological record. Sven Lovén (1935, 628) 
associated these zemies with the archaeological threepointers, but this identification 
attracted little attention. Nevertheless, this comparison offers interesting 
implications. The image of speaking stones, shaped like a turnip with spread out 
oblong ‘leaves’ indeed evokes the image of mouth-possessing conoid zemies with 
extending horizontal projections (fig 5). Threepointers, particularly the trigonoliths 
with their anthropo-zoomorphic elaboration, are the only pre-Columbian Chicoid 
artefacts which approximate this image. This interpretation actually corroborates 
the idea that some threepointers were in possession of individuality and potentially 
alive by providing evidence for speech. It is true that Pané offers a very unlikely 
description for things as elaborately sculpted as some threepointers are, but it is 
possible that the carvings were hidden from sight. Walker (1993, 72-73) previously 
9  The term ‘proto-Historic’ is here used as a shorthand way to reference the time period in 
which the Amerindian societies were as they were recorded by the earliest European chroniclers 
across the historical divide.
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suggested that stone collars, threepointers, and other sacred things may have 
spent most of their lives hidden away under cotton cloth wrappings, which to him 
explained why there are no ethnohistoric comments on stone collars. It is possible 
that Pané never saw these threepointers unfolded, or that specifically the extremities 
were wrapped in cloth leaving the ‘turnip’ cone bare.10 An alternative identification 
may link the turnip zemies with the ‘Macorís-type stone heads’, which are closely 
related to threepointers (de Hostos 1923a; Walker 1993, 370-374; Narganes Storde 
and Chanlatte Baik 2006).11 However, these possess less pronounced extremities or 
none at all, as well as more pronounced carvings, widening the disparity between 
description and objects. It is in fact not impossible that things of both archaeological 
classes occupied this turnip zemi niche (cf. Section 3.1.3). Nevertheless, it is 
proposed that that the class of turnip zemies contained threepointers.
The childbirth zemies have been proposed to be threepointers by various 
authors (e.g. Petitjean Roget 1983, 522; 1997; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 57; Veloz 
Maggiolo et al. 1981; Walker 1993, 409-410). Boomert (2000, 471-472) previously 
argued that this identification rests upon mistaken associations with fertility and 
10  (Transformative) acts of wrapping and unwrapping coincide with the status-enhancing 
ritual performances some authors argue (e.g. Oliver 2009; Walker 1993; 1997). If the suggestion 
that the conical shape represented a primordial mountain is correct (Olsen 1974a; Petitjean Roget 
1997), this implies that such ritual performances re-enacted the sacred creation of the indigenous 
peoples – indeed a powerful message to send.
11  For many, the typological similarities are such that they can be considered as another 
expression of the threepointer phenomenon (cf. Walker 1993). 
Figure 5. Turnips and threepointers of stone (middle; on display, Museo del 
Hombre Dominicano) and coral (right; CD8).
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the three caciqual stones. He identifies childbirth zemies with the frog pendants 
common to most Ceramic Age complexes on the basis of ethnographic parallels (fig 
6). Nevertheless, the birthing-stone zemi role cannot be excluded from threepointers. 
Further associations exist in the belief that threepointers aided in childbirth in 19th 
century Puerto Rican communities, as Walker (1993, 409) relates. This significance 
may well have been expressed through frog iconography, which trigonoliths often 
possessed (Walker 1993). Nevertheless, it is difficult to take this interpretation 
beyond speculation since there are numerous archaeological objects that qualify. If 
some threepointers were indeed curing stones then microwear traces could perhaps 
be formed by saliva or gastric juices, but such traces were not encountered in this 
research.
Most individual zemies described in the Relación were of wood or of different 
bodily form, but some descriptions warrant closer inspection. These zemies are 
interpreted as composing a pantheon signalling dichotomous principles (Table 1; 
Stevens-Arroyo 1988; cf. Oliver 1998, 111; but see Section 3.1.3). The two zemies 
called Boinayel and Márohu which caused rains to (dis)appear are described as 
stones the size of half an arm with hands which were tied together (Pané 1999 
[1571], 17). Although these individuals are commonly identified with the Siamese 
twin artefacts (Arrom 1975; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 226-230; Oliver 1998, 113), 
the literal descriptions also fit with some decorated threepointers. Other possible 
threepointers are the notable zemi Guabancex and her two subordinates, who were 
major weather-controlling characters made of “the stones of that country” (Pané 
1999 [1571], 29). Control over the weather patterns recurs in this information. 
Threepointers may be associated with the weather through various metaphors (see 
Figure 6. Typical frog shaped pendants from Huecoid (left; Chanlatte Baik 
1984) and Saladoid (right; photo courtesy of Miguel Rodríguez López) contexts.
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also Narganes Storde and Chanlatte Baik 2006, 120-121). Most of the precipitation 
on the islands is attracted by the high peaks of the mountains; as noted, threepointers 
have been interpreted as being representations of these landmarks by several 
Table 1. Schema of Taíno Cemieism (sic; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 239).
Gender &
Generation Order of Fruitfulness   Order of Inversion
Masculine Yucahu[guamá]   Maquetaurie Guyaba
    Lord of the yuca plant;    Lord of the Dead;
    bitterness and strength; life   sweetness and delight;
    of worker on earth; root    symbol of the guayaba
    symbolism      berry, bat symbols
Twins  Baibrama    Opiyelguobirán
Generated	 		Guardian	of	workers;	fire	 	 		Guardian	of	the	Dead;
from the   to clear earth for planting of   privacy and felicity
Masculine	 		yuca;	fire	of	oven	for	 	 		Dog	God
    making cazabe
  Baraguabael    Corocote
    Guardian of plants,     Guardian of sexual delight,
	 	 		animals,	and	fish;	 	 	 		romance,	and	spontaneity;
    replenisher of nature    picaresque spirit
Feminine Attabeira    Guabancex
    Fertilizing earth water in    Driver of wind and water,
    ponds, rivers, and lakes    wind on sea, rider of the 
         hurricane
  Earth and Serpent Mother,  Mistress of the hurricane;
  protectress fo childbearing  the Amazon Woman,
  and lactation    menstruating, untamed, and
       indomitable
Twins  Márohu    Guataúba
Generated   No Clouds, announces the    Thunder, announces the
from the   sun       stormy rain
Feminine
  Boinayel    Coatrisquie
    Son of the Grey Serpent,    Carrier of water to the
    clouds, announces the    mountains, drifting storm
    fertilizing rain     clouds
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scholars (Section 2.4). Casting rain is principally similar to causing plant growth 
since both are effects that allow humans to live from the ‘weather-world’, as Ingold 
(2011, 126-128) calls it. 
Threepointers do not have to be limited to being just three-pointed zemies. 
The chronicle of Fray Ramón Pané allows several potential capacities to be read 
into the archaeological threepointers bearing responsibility for several different 
purposes. Effectively, most if not all zemi purposes could be potential threepointer 
purposes. In addition, these interpretations are offered to stimulate a reassessment 
of the identification of ethnohistoric zemies with the archaeological record, and 
took liberty in the discussion accordingly.
2.2 THe LATe 19TH To THe eARLy 20TH CenTuRy
Threepointers have featured in the literature on the islands relatively consistently. 
Trigonoliths first appear in Charlevoix’s (1733) mid-
18th century historical overview of Hispaniola, and 
surface in several other publications between the 17th 
and 19th centuries. This section summarises the state 
of research in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
when archaeological descriptions began to be made. 
At first, such descriptions were invariably made of 
objects housed in the numerous private collections 
of archaeological art from the islands. The Latimer 
collection and the Heye collection are well known 
examples from the research of scholars such as Mason 
and Fewkes, but many more collections exist. The first 
explicit depiction of a trigonolith is owed to Carl Rafn’s 
description of objects housed in one such rarity cabinet 
(Walker 1993, 42). Amongst other Caribbean artefacts, 
Rafn (1858, 50) illustrated a typical trigonolith from 
the Virgin Islands (fig 7). 
The majority of early studies described and attempted to make sense of 
the Amerindian artefacts that had found their way to museums and universities. A 
minority were travel reports and descriptions of limited excavations of middens (e.g. 
De Booy 1912; 1915; Fewkes 1914; notable are Gudmund Hatt’s more extensive 
Figure 7. First depiction 
of a threepointer (Rafn 
1858, 50).
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excavations circa 1923, see Morse 1991). Threepointers, however, are featured 
almost exclusively only in the first kind, as recovered microtrigonoliths were not 
yet recognised as such. The first descriptive studies were conducted by Otis Mason 
(1877; 1899) on the Latimer and Guesde collections. Mason designated trigonoliths 
as “mammiform stones” and saw in them the image of a man or animal carrying the 
worldly mountain or island on its back. Most of these specimens showed rugose 
basal surfaces, “either from use or never having been finished” (Mason 1899, 380), 
and Mason further recognised select microtrigonolithos as threepointers destitute of 
elaboration (Mason 1899, 383, 739). Other scholars caught on to these two themes, 
making room for thoughts on utility and typology thereafter.
2.2.1 Contributions of Fewkes
Jesse Walter Fewkes, who is probably the most well-known early scholar of 
Caribbean archaeology, popularised the connection between the threepointers and 
the ethnohistoric zemies. He travelled around the islands and studied numerous 
collections working for the Smithsonian’s Bureau of American Ethnology. Fewkes 
(1904, 171-175) formulated a preliminary typology of the threepointers known 
to him at the time, which he improved several times after reviewing additional 
threepointers (Fewkes 1907; 1908; 1922). His typology arranged trigonoliths into 
three types on the basis of their iconographic blueprint and microtrigonoliths as a 
fourth, some containing additional subtypes. 
Besides identifying threepointers with the zemies from the proto-Historic 
Amerindians (Fewkes 1891),12 Fewkes suggested threepointers to have possibly 
been fetishes or sacred stones, drawing parallels to North American tribes. In 
terms of possible uses he synthesised an impressive list of suggestions that were 
made at the time. These biographical possibilities include threepointers as having 
a prophetic function, being lashed to handles, bound to stone collars, covered in 
resins or pigments, possessing shell or gold inlays, as well as multiple uses or 
changes during their use lives. Further suggestions ranged from war implements 
to pestles, ensigns, idols of a deity, solid representations of the cosmic order, any 
of the three caciqual stones, the three-pointed zemies, enshrined idols, agricultural 
benefactors, and community totems (Fewkes 1891, 170-171; 1904, 165-166, 178-
12  Though he actually understood the word zeme (following Charlevoix 1733) to be the 
local synonym for idols or paraphernalia, referring to a variety of shapes.
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182; 1922, 219-220, 263-265; 2009 [1907], 128-132). As shall be seen in Sections 
2.4 and 2.5, many of the hypotheses that have been suggested and explored in later 
years originate in these early writings and syntheses. 
2.2.2 Further advances
After Fewkes, studies on trigonoliths became increasingly focused on explaining 
their archaeology. Their place of origin was quickly decided to be Puerto Rico, as 
most research took place on this island; threepointers were usually attributed to 
the ‘Taíno people’. While the identification of some microtrigonoliths remained 
problematic at first (Fewkes 1922, 155-156, 163; Joyce 1907), other authors soon 
emphasised the typological connection, and opened up the classification to include 
shell and coral (e.g. De Josselin de Jong 1924; 1947; Skinner 1925, 109-111). The 
correlation of fertilising powers and interment with the typological form, on the 
premise that yuca as a staple crop commanded strong significance, was pursued by 
de Hostos (1923a). He seriated Fewkes’ typology and created a hierarchical linear 
development which culminated into the stone heads, and argued the agricultural 
significance developed along the way. Citing de Goeje (2009 [1928]), Sven Lovén 
(1935, 578) recalled that seme is the Arawakan word for spirit benevolence, 
sweetness, or delicacy otherwise, implicating such qualities to the Caribbean 
zemies. Lovén further observed that it is the conoid form rather than the three points 
that all threepointers have in common (Lovén 1935, 629-630), rendering the choice 
of name somewhat poorly chosen.
These early studies laid the basis for much of the information and hypotheses 
that became commonplace. Fewkes’ early typology remains in use, and de Hostos’ 
(1923a; 1923b; 1965) food-plant spirit resurfaced as the Yucahú hypothesis. The 
terms ‘threepointer’ and ‘zemi’ came in use as typological respectively functional 
signifiers for the artefact group at this time, and have remained in use since. Still, 
these studies were based upon select samples with a disparate distribution in time. 
The threepointer group expanded at much greater pace than the accompanying 
literature, yet the early classifications and proposed interpretations were presumed 
to apply similarly to the new forms. For example, the typology created a hierarchy 
of linear development in which the earliest threepointers are the most primitive 
and the latest are civilised and artistically advanced trigonoliths. This rough 
outline became the accepted sequence of threepointer development for the rest of 
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the century, with only the place of origin being a significant matter of dispute. 
Nevertheless, many developments occurred afterwards. 
2.3 up unTIL THe 1990’S
The early perspectives on threepointers were renewed and improved again from 
the late 1960’s onwards, particularly in the francophone and hispanic research 
traditions. Much of the Anglo-American research agenda in these decades was 
set by the major influence of Irving Rouse’s culture-historical approach, in which 
threepointers were peripheral. This section covers the interpretations and hypotheses 
that developed around the symbolic and functional aspects of threepointers until 
around the 1990’s. While most of these interpretations continue to have weight 
today, this section separates them from the hypotheses which are still on current 
research agendas. 
2.3.1 Symbolic associations
One major interpretation pursued during this period is that of the identification of the 
trigonoliths with the twelve zemi individuals, which are interpreted as deities in the 
native pantheon (Stevens-Arroyo 1988). According to this viewpoint, threepointers 
are representations of the zemi named Yucahú Guamá Bagua Morocoti. This zemi 
was recorded by Pané as being the supreme deity of the Amerindians. The argument 
was sophisticatedly developed through the linguistic and ethnohistoric analyses of 
José Juan Arrom (1967; 1975, 22-37; 1997), but has been raised by several other 
scholars as well (e.g. Fernández Méndez 1972, in Walker 1993, 92; Petitjean Roget 
1983; 1997; Vega 1987; Veloz Maggiolo 1972, 252-255; cf. Stevens-Arroyo 1988; 
Sutty 1978, 199). Drawing upon his reconstruction of the Relación, Arrom argued 
that the semiotics of the name Yucahú contain elements referring to the manioc 
plant as well as water and overall fertility. These elements marked Yucahú as the 
lord deity of agriculture and the bringer of manioc. Arrom subsequently identified 
Yucahú with the three-pointed zemi that makes the manioc grow, supported by the 
alleged finding of threepointers in agricultural plots.
In spite of the widespread acceptance, Boomert (2000, 489) rightfully 
remarks that “it is impossible to prove that the Saladoid threepointers were spirited 
by Yucahú”. Furthermore, both the reliability of Yucahú as the supreme zemi and 
the idea that his presence was widespread may be questioned. Though Pané (1999 
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[1571], 3-5) did indeed describe him to be the highest-ranking zemi, Pané likely 
received this information from local elites affiliated to his host Guarionex, if not 
the cacique himself. Several aspects of the text imply that the information given 
to Pané served to Guarionex’ political gain. Guarionex was the son of the cacique 
who was (likely) the tutelary of the zemi named Yucahú (Pané 1999 [1571], 30-
31, 53, 64-65, 66; Oliver 2009, 61-62), and is therefore related to it by lineage.13 
The likelihood exists that the Amerindian leader attempted to establish Yucahú as 
the most powerful zemi, or that his opinion of Yucahú’s ranking was not shared 
by other Amerindians. A perspectivist reading of the other zemi individuals shows 
that the zemies owned by rival caciques were improperly controlled, by which 
it is suggested that these leaders were inept in the spirit world (Section 3.1.3). 
This perspective would almost certainly have served to improve Guarionex’s 
own standing amongst the caciques, particularly if the idea is correct that zemies 
established the political powers of caciques (see Section 2.4). As Las Casas adds, 
“the kings and lords boasted … about their zemis or gods and considered them 
more glorious, saying that they had better zemis than the other peoples and lords” 
(Pané 1999 [1571], 59). Therefore, it is considered more likely that Arrom’s line of 
thought identified a hierarchy or identification local to the cacicazgo, or even to one 
trigonolith, than one that was commonplace in the threepointer distribution area.
Several other interpretations of symbolic associations were also advanced, 
albeit less influential. Walker (1993, 396-408) argues that select trigonoliths 
transmitted the myth of the culture hero Deminan Caracaracol, but with male 
iconography substituting some of the common female elements. McGinnis (1997b, 
910-914; 2001) sees the possible expression of canine, feline and crocodilian 
mythology in the trigonoliths, and an overarching theme of ‘shamanic’ expressions 
in general (see also Petitjean Roget 1993). Petitjean Roget (1983) compares the 
herring-bone motif common on threepointers of all types to foliage related to the 
cosmic order, inferring that threepointers were essentially petrified axes mundi, 
capable of curing the ill. Based upon their conical form threepointers are further 
interpreted as representing landmarks, like volcanoes or the Caribbean islands (fig 
4), and in particular the Puerto Rican mogotes, or limestone hills (Allaire 1981; 
13  The lineage of Guarionex is mentioned in the Relación more often. While it is unsure 
how Amerindian descent functioned (for an overview, see Oliver 2009, 30-42), the father of 
Guarionex, who was a principal cacique (Pané 1999 [1571], 30), features positively in the 
document.
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Breukel 2011, 48-49; Crock 2011; Devaux 1995; García-Goyco 2003; Honychurch 
2002; Olsen 1974a, 37-38; Olsen 1974b in Boomert 2000, 490; Petitjean Roget 
1975; 1983). Finally, threepointers were frequently compared to phallic symbols 
in a different rendition of the fertility theme (García Arévalo 1979; Lovén 1935; 
Petitjean Roget 1964, 66; Stevens-Arroyo 1988). 
Such symbolic associations are all possible, and may have existed 
simultaneously or supplementary. Since all continue to base upon threepointer 
morphology, these interpretations tend to favour particular style-types for which 
they fit best. Corroborated by the present interpretation of Yucahú, this may very 
well indicate cosmological or cultural differences between local or individual 
communities. 
2.3.2. Functional and technological perspectives
Several improvements were made on the typological and contextual understanding 
of threepointers in the 1970s. The research of Edgar Clerc (1968; 1973; 1976) on 
Guadeloupe made important typological distinctions for microtrigonoliths between 
the different cultural layers. While this typology was conceptualised as a linear 
advance, his categories proved applicable elsewhere (Van der Steen 1992). Clerc 
(1973) further highlighted the phenomenon of intentionally broken threepointers 
found in later layers. This phenomenon is commonly interpreted as a form of ritual 
killing, possibly caused by defiance or aggression against the threepointers, related 
to Carib invasions, enduring dry climatological circumstances, or as a form of 
ceremonial caching (Blancaneaux 2009, 53, 278-279, 308; Curet and Torres 2010, 
272; Hofman et al. 2008a; Petitjean Roget 1975, 26, 57-60; 2003; Walker 2010, 
174-175). It is poorly understood as of today. Clerc (1976) also published evidence 
of lines of bitumen on the surface of threepointers, but this observation was not 
repeated elsewhere. Significant typological contributions were further made in 
the Greater Antilles by Marcio Veloz Maggiolo. Veloz Maggiolo (1972, 240-251, 
323-324) rearranged Fewkes’ typological model, being unconvinced of the linear 
evolution hypothesised by de Hostos. His rearrangement reframes the stylistic 
development of threepointers in a branching fashion, and moves away from the 
linear chain postulated earlier. 
The angle of approach offered by microwear studies was not incorporated 
until recently, but the general line of thought can be pieced together from numerous 
remarks in the literature. Threepointers are traditionally classified as ground stone 
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objects, while differences in their degree of finishing were often commented upon. 
Decoration was naturally applied through cuts and carvings. Specific remarks 
on microtrigonoliths are rare. Petitjean Roget (1983, 511, 523) suggests that the 
decorative depressions were shaped by hammering or pounding techniques. He 
further recognised that every object seemed to express the individuality of its 
sculptor, expressed in the variability of the shape. Steenvoorden (1992, 121-122) 
notes that many Golden Rock coral threepointers appear as if they were made 
from nodules and fragments collected at the beach, having been subject to erosion 
and water wear. Shell specimens are regarded as made from portions of the lip, 
the apex, or the prongs of mainly Lobatus gigas shells. This general image relies 
heavily on assumptions. Suggestions on functional uses are scarce, though use as 
digging sticks (Barbotin 1987, 65 in Boomert 2000, 488) or lip and ear plugs (L. 
Dominguez, pers. comm. 2012) have been postulated.
Some concrete data became available with Walker’s (1993) dissertational 
study on stone production technologies. Walker aimed to reconstruct the chaîne 
opératoire of the stone collars from the Greater Antilles. To this end he formulated 
a relatively straightforward reduction sequence which he tested macroscopically 
against the literature and the specimens studied for his database (Walker 1993, 
191; 1995). Walker observes that stone trigonoliths were produced in a similar 
manner. Materials would be gathered from river beds, and the sequence would 
begin “occasionally with flaking, followed by pecking, grinding and abrading, 
then polish[ing], with incised designs being a frequent final step in the production 
process” (Walker 1993, 199; cf. Walker 2010, 170). In his view, microtrigonoliths 
were much less ground and often lacked a pecking stage, but were instead commonly 
made from naturally triangular stones, likely by non-specialist individuals (Walker 
1993, 354-358). He further speculates that they were treated with resins to produce 
a lustrous gloss (Walker 1993, 194-195, following Helms 1987) or with plaster 
(Walker 1995, 124, following Lothrop and Lothrop 1927). Last, like Veloz 
Maggiolo, Walker’s (1993, 369-376) study advances a diverging typology now 
with the inclusion of stone masks and elbow stones as final end-products. 
While these studies advanced the understanding of trigonolith typology, 
iconography, and technology, the dichotomy between microtrigonoliths and 
trigonoliths persistently divided the research at this time. Internal differences in 
use or symbolic associations were not distinguished in these groups. Nevertheless, 
the biographical possibilities that were suggested by Fewkes and his peers have 
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been explored more broadly. The literature now offers suggestions on how and 
why they were made, and offers explanations for their elaborate development and 
what purposes they could have fulfilled. Still, the majority of these studies were not 
involved within broader political, economic, and technological discussions, which 
separates them from the headlines in the next section.
2.4 In ReCenT DeCADeS
This section reviews the most recent developments on threepointer studies, 
emerging since roughly the 1980’s. They are differentiated from the more object-
oriented studies of the previous section by their aims and methods, since they 
connect threepointers to larger issues in the field. The leading issue is socio-
political organisation, for which threepointers have been suggested to act as devices 
supporting chiefly rule. A similar topic is the exchange value of threepointers, which 
ensues from same explanatory framework. The section ends with a discussion of 
recent advances into the operational sequences and techniques in threepointer 
manufacture. Functional uses are not advanced in these discussions, although the 
suggestion that their bases served as grinding platforms continues to have merit (J. 
Oliver, pers. comm. 2012). 
2.4.1 Legitimising power
Threepointers have been involved in discussions on socio-political organisation 
since at least the late 1980’s. These discussions form part of the ‘advance’ from 
Saladoid complex tribes towards the Taíno chiefdoms of the proto-Historic period, 
commonly theorised as ongoing socio-political changes during the Ceramic 
Age (Siegel 2010). Several authors developed the argument that the trigonoliths 
served as public legitimising devices for the caciques, usually in the context 
of this discussion (Curet 1996; Fewkes 1907, 131; Oliver 2007; 2009, 77-82, 
85; Roe 1989; 1995, 55-58; Rouse 1986, 115; 1992; Siegel 1991; 1996; 1997; 
2004; Walker 1993, 143-158, 435; 1997; Wilson 1990, 26-27). According to the 
argument, caciques demonstrated their political prowess by displaying their zemies 
in public ceremonies, showing their ability to command the zemi in this act. The 
zemi would then reaffirm the caciques political role within the Amazonian cosmic 
order. Microtrigonoliths are commonly relegated to private ritual practice, unfit 
to play a role in public life (e.g. Walker 1993, 144-145). However, Crock (1999; 
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2000; 2003; Crock and Petersen 2004) argues for a Late Ceramic Age chiefdom on 
Anguilla, for which the calci-rudite microtrigonoliths (see below) form one of his 
lines of evidence. He postulates that the production of these threepointers had been 
monopolised as a mechanism to enhance the political status of local leaders.
The socio-political correlation is essentially an explanation which accounts 
for the high visibility and intricate iconography of trigonoliths, stone collars, elbow 
stone, and other zemi objects. Its support draws from the ethnohistoric records 
which show that zemies were ‘owned’ and desired by the caciques and revered 
by the communities. In this view trigonolith zemies are expected to be curated 
artefacts and understood to form an archaeological proxy for emerging caciqual 
rule. Exploring the aspect of public ceremonial display, Walker (1993; 1997) and 
Oliver (2007; 2009) have revived the hypothesis that some trigonoliths were bound 
to the panels of stone collars. The composition would unify the zemies whose 
power and production the caciques commanded, forming the ultimate integration 
and legitimisation of political might. Both the alleged presence of residues and 
cording wear, and the favourable analogy with the significance of transformation 
and duality in the Amerindian worldview (Oliver 2009, 124) support this argument. 
While the numbers of stone collars and trigonoliths do not add up, to say nothing 
of other threepointers, the results in Section 5.4 show it is not a far-fetched thought.
2.4.2 Trading threepointers
Threepointers were assumed to be largely local and not participating in exchange, 
owing particularly to the notion of individual and personal use. The research of 
Knippenberg (2004; 2006) has changed this assumption when he demonstrated 
that calci-rudite threepointers (fig 8) were traded across the archipelago as far 
south as Martinique and west to Puerto Rico.14 Calci-rudite, a highly characteristic 
conglomerate material which was used exclusively for the production of 
threepointers, is only found at Pointe Arago, St. Martin (Van Tooren and Haviser 
1999). Haviser (1991) first suggested the material’s participation in a Late Ceramic 
Age exchange network in the northern Lesser Antilles. Thereafter, Crock’s (1999; 
2000; 2003; Crock and Petersen 1999; 2004) studies asserted that several large sites 
on Anguilla had monopolised the manufacture and distribution of threepointers from 
14  Threepointers made of this particular conglomerate have since then been identified in 
other areas, including one specimen as far south as Tobago (see Waldron 2012).
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this material. Knippenberg (2006) confirmed 
that manufacturing debitage was limited to a 
few sites on St. Martin and Anguilla, and that 
calci-rudite threepointers were exchanged 
across the archipelago as fully finished items.
Consequently, many now regard 
threepointers as social valuables and potential 
items of exchange (e.g. Mol 2007; Hofman and 
Hoogland 2011; Hofman et al. 2007a; Oliver 
2009). However, this data pertains is limited 
only to threepointers of calci-rudite. Shell, 
coral, and manatee bone threepointers cannot 
be sourced as they are marine materials that 
occur everywhere in the Antilles. While some 
other stone threepointers are exotic to their archaeological context, for the majority 
of them a non-local provenience cannot be confirmed. Consequently, it appears that 
a majority of threepointers are made of materials which are locally available (e.g. 
Section 5.2), opposing exchange. Illustrative is how the large geological variety in 
the Antilles often renders it uncertain whether particular rock types are indeed as 
local or non-local as they appear (Knippenberg 2006; 183-184). Admittedly, the 
lack of evidence for large-scale physical exchange of non-calci-rudite threepointers 
does not preclude the exchange of ideas within the highly connected region (Hofman 
and Hoogland 2011; Hofman et al. 2008a).
An approach to threepointer exchange centred more on reciprocity and 
investment of personhood is taken by Oliver.15 Oliver (2009, 67-70) purports 
that all threepointers share in their stylistic form a singular source of power. This 
allows them to be cognitively abducted by humans and become intentional agents 
possessing occult capabilities. This force is zemi, a conceptual quality or a numinous 
force which was housed in several classes of artefacts and monoliths (Oliver 2005, 
246-247). In the context of socio-political legitimisation, for which threepointers 
(and other zemies) entrusted themselves to caciques, Oliver argues that an extensive 
web of exchange existed amongst the indigenous political elite (following Mol 
15  Following Mol (2007), Oliver draws heavily from Melanesian values of reciprocity and 
distributed personhood, using, amongst others, the works of Gell (1998), Godelier (1999), and 
Fowler (2004).
Figure 8. Calci-rudite stone. 
Raw sample collected as 
secondary material by S. 
Knippenberg at Pointe Arago. 
Right half is after immersion in 
water.
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2007). Participants customarily gave away potent zemies to consolidate themselves 
as worthy of rule, and received others in due time when foreign caciques went 
through the same process (Oliver 2009, 104-108). Trigonoliths, as one of the 
main zemi classes, could serve as exceptional gifts under the right circumstances, 
moving between elite lineages as they were possessed by renowned caciques. The 
process results in the accumulation of a social biography informed by a Gellian and 
Melanesian perspective (Section 3.2), the progression of which may amplify the 
potency of the trigonolith zemi. Hence, the virtue of being in circulation may have 
granted an initially unremarkable zemi fame and a reputable history as it became 
curated throughout several generations.
2.4.3 Further perspectives on manufacture 
Continuing research on the operational sequences of threepointers led to additional 
observations. The shell industries of the Early Ceramic Age Elliot’s and Royall’s 
sites on Antigua were macroscopically investigated by Turney (2001; see also 
Murphy 1999; Murphy et al. 2000). Turney noted the threepointers to be made of 
the upper portion of the whorl or the prongs if manufactured from Lobatus gigas, 
and of the umbo portion if made of Spondylus americanus (Turney 2001, 92-93). 
He is of the opinion that many specimens were blanks, thus partially manufactured, 
but provided no discussion of his technological criteria. It presumably relates to 
threepointers whose natural surface was not fully obliterated under significant 
grinding. The first microwear study which featured threepointers involved the shell 
specimens from the site Anse à la Gourde, Guadeloupe (Lammers-Keijsers 2001; 
2007, 70). This sample consisted of modified L. gigas nodules, separated into a 
group of highly modified pedestalled threepointers (possessing a peripheral furrow) 
and a group of far less modified non-pedestalled threepointers. Though Lammers-
Keijsers observed no use wear traces, identified manufacturing steps included the 
enlargement of natural indentation for basal concavities and the (partial) obliteration 
of the natural surface. Several barely altered specimens retained water worn edges. 
Finally, the typological changes that occurred in threepointers of all materials in the 
northern Leeward Islands were reinvestigated (Breukel 2011). 
Investigations on stone threepointers continued. The studies of Crock (2000, 
239-240) and Knippenberg (2006, 204) established that Walker’s operational 
sequence for trigonoliths also applied to many regular threepointers. Both infer a 
straightforward chain of reduction through flaking, then pecking, and finally grinding 
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of fabricates from the presence of calci-rudite flake debitage and half-fabricate 
threepointers. Walker (2010, 154) speculates that these are all male technologies. 
This chaîne opératoire is roughly supported by the work of Rodríguez Ramos 
(2003; 2005a, 48-49; 2007, 281-283). Rodríguez Ramos (2007, 282) distinguishes 
a form of bi-dimensional threepointers which cannot stand up right, and noted that 
the former often have only their conoid projection delineated through pecking. 
Commonly expedient, the majority of their natural surface was usually left intact. 
However, no stone threepointers have been involved in microscopic analyses as of 
yet. 
These methodological and theoretical approaches have created a more 
sophisticated understanding of how threepointers affected the interaction between 
Amerindian communities. However, little advance has been made into understanding 
the things themselves. Several earlier hypotheses were rendered peripheral by these 
later studies, despite their importance. As the results in Chapter 5 will show, some 
of those hypotheses are due for revival. While the ability to have various life paths 
is becoming implicitly recognised, the potential for variability in function has not 
been pressed. Section 2.5 explores the epistemology behind this problem. 
2.5 AnALogICAL In(TeR)FeRenCe 
The epistemological problem is as follows: analogies exchange information from 
a source to a subject, which are similar but intrinsically not equivalent. When the 
source and the subject are situated in unconnected domains, the amount of actual 
similarity is unknown, and drawing an analogy creates ‘metaphoric tension’. This 
tension obscures the differences between source and subject and makes them 
metonymic equivalents. In the present context, the classification of an artefact as 
threepointer or zemi (terms from the ethnohistoric domain) based upon stylistics 
is the analogy. The typological chain is the medium through which information 
from the host domain (e.g. helping the yuca to grow) travels to domains which 
are not directly connected, such as a Saladoid site on St. Eustatius. Because of 
metaphoric tension the image of a unified artefact group with a unified use pervades 
the conceptualisation of threepointers, which this thesis aims to circumvent. This 
section elaborates upon the problem. The discussion moves from analogy towards 
metonymy and the wider implications. The differences between domains and the 
metaphoric connotations of the contemporary terminology will be made clear 
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thereafter. The preliminary definitions in Section 1.4.1 were provided in an attempt 
to decrease the prevalence of this baggage in this research.
2.5.1 Analogy
An analogy presupposes that if things are similar to each other in certain ways, it 
can then be reasoned that they will be similar to each other in additional ways. It is 
a form of inductive reasoning which, before a fervent ethnoarchaeological debate 
in the early 1980’s, was already a topic of discussion in a wide variety of disciplines 
(e.g. Ascher 1961; Copi 1982; Gifford-Gonzalez 1991; Mackie 1972; Ricoeur 1977; 
Scriven 1976; Shaw and Ashley 1983; Wobst 1978; see also Gentner et al. 2001; 
Tilley 1999). The ethnoarchaeological debate revolved around the issue of whether 
analogy was scientifically acceptable as a method of inquiry or not. Gould (1980, 
29-36; Gould and Watson 1982, 372-375) argued that analogies were fundamentally 
limited to fallacious discourse. Analogies were inherently restricted to the known 
range of present behaviours, were unable to confirm causal relationships between 
traits, and could not deal with diachronic variability. Watson (1980; 1982) took 
issue with Gould’s proposed solution of ‘argument by anomaly’ (see Gould 1980, 
138-141), stating that the method he advocated was simply a method to formulate 
hypotheses testable using analogical standards (Gould and Watson 1982, 356-363). 
Watson defended an analogical basis to (ethno)archaeological arguments on the 
grounds of it being inescapable in archaeological discourse, since it forms “the 
conceptual basis of all archaeological interpretation” (Gould and Watson 1982, 
363). 
This exchange was reviewed by Alison Wylie (1982; 1985; 1988), a 
philosopher of archaeology, who reaffirmed Watson’s position. Wylie argued 
that analogies should not be expected to provide decisive outcomes at all, as they 
are inductive arguments, ranked and accountable according to their probability 
instead of their factuality (Wylie 1982, 392-393, citing Copi 1982). The only types 
of analogy able to attain absolute certainty are exclusive causalities, which are 
impossible to demonstrate in an archaeological context if they are to retain any 
explanatory power regarding human culture and behaviour (Wylie 1982, 385-391). 
Indeed, an argument of analogy necessitates a certain dissimilarity between source 
and subject, as it would otherwise constitute a relation of equivalence (Wylie 
1982, 393-400). The strongest analogical arguments are those that account for 
dissimilarities as well as similarities and prove able to establish some degree of 
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causality between the observed attributes (Wylie 1982; 1985). For threepointers 
such attributes are amongst others the three-pointed shape and the quality of being 
zemi, for which no exclusive causality seems to exist (e.g. Sections 2.1.2, 2.2.2, 
and 2.3.1). 
2.5.2 Metonymy
Wylie’s responses settled the debate by exposing Gould’s solutions as 
epistemologically inadequate (David and Kramer 2001, 24). However, they did not 
address the methodological problems with analogy which Gould raised in the first 
place (Dunnel 1989, 8). These issues were readdressed recently (Schmidt 2010). 
Schmidt reasons that the analogical exchange of information has taken the shape of 
metonymy in archaeology. Since the world of words does not perfectly align with 
the worlds of things and of emotions, metaphors are necessary to bridge this gap 
(Tilley 1999, 6-7; 2002). Metonymy differs from metaphor by creating a referential 
association between two independent and unrelated concepts in the same context. 
It therefore transmits information from a source domain to an unrelated subject 
domain, which usually creates a relationship of contiguity (if the transfer is from 
part to whole; Tilley 1999, 5-8). Metaphoric tension results, since this transfer 
conceals the inherent dissimilarities between things thereby causing the analogy 
to make those things appear alike or even as equivalents (Schmidt 2012, 132-135). 
To borrow examples from these authors, someone can be named a lion in battle 
because the subject and the object share the quality of being fierce (metaphor), but 
putting several models in a car commercial will not turn the vehicle into a suitable 
partner (metonymy). 
The main problem is that archaeology continues to affirm present-day 
information data from the past (Schmidt 2010). Analogical rhetoric in archaeology 
forces a relationship of contiguity upon the data, thereby creating metaphoric 
tension between the object and subject domains. In archaeology these domains are 
consistently unrelated. Therefore, rather than allowing archaeologists to discover 
new things in the past, metaphoric tension confounds naming, interpretations, 
and classifications with knowledge of the present (Schmidt 2010, 143-144). This 
problem affects threepointers, as information from the ethnohistoric domain has 
been mixed into the dissimilarities from the archaeological record. 
The argument has epistemological implications which stretch beyond the 
thesis. Schmidt’s (2010, 146-148) line of thought leads to an abandonment of 
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analogies in favour of an approach seeking to describe dissimilarities. However, 
such an approach does not solve the problem since analogy cannot be avoided 
in descriptions. Cognitive studies on analogical reasoning (e.g. Gentner et al. 
2001) now indicate that it is a core function of human cognition which cannot be 
circumvented (Hofstadter 2001). Analogy provides people with a frame of reference 
from which they experience the world and become able to deal with the existence 
of other things. Avoiding explicit analogies in scientific reasoning cannot avoid a 
researcher’s own frame of reference from where his or her inferences are made 
through analogical processes (cf. Van Gijn and Raemaekers 1999). Despite the 
involvement of analogies, adopting an Amerindian ontology as frame of reference 
in Chapter 3 is defended on these grounds.
2.5.3 Crossing domains
Crucial to the argument is clarifying how a crossing and blurring of the source and 
subject domains occurs for threepointers. The ethnohistoric domain in which the 
Relación is located can be considered to stand on its own. This domain acts as the 
source domain to many comparisons with pre-Columbian subjects, and acts as the 
subject domain to information administered from contemporary ethnographies and 
theories. The information that survives from it is concentrated within the mix of 
the incorporation of European contact in the Amerindian cosmological reality in 
1494-1498 eastern Hispaniola. As a chronicled domain it can be considered to be 
related to the archaeological domain of proto-History in the same area, since there 
were successful transfers of information between the two. As metaphoric tension 
arises for unrelated domains (Schmidt 2010), early ethnohistoric analogies taking 
threepointer significance and implying it into the proto-Historic archaeology of 
eastern Hispaniola remain valid. 
However, metaphoric tension may be expected when the focus moves 
to generations preceding the contact period. While ontological continuity is not 
disputed, cultural expressions do not stay stagnant over time while changes may 
be difficult to detect (Fahlander 2004, 163-166). Taking the referential aspect of 
the term zemi as an example, such differences could have been obscured already 
between contemporaneous Caribbean peoples because of the common linguistic 
denominator. Furthermore, though they cannot be clearly delineated, a series of 
domains must have existed in pre-Columbian times between which circumstances 
were different, if only on the basis of the material culture repertoires. Threepointers 
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are connected through this series of pre-Columbian domains by their classification, 
forming a typological string of analogical inferences on objects which are similar 
but not equivalent. Metaphoric tension causes this connection to transport specified 
meanings across domains which no longer bear a direct connection to the original 
source domain. Early Saladoid threepointers form a fairly obvious example: they 
are related only indirectly to Chicoid specimens, and were not yet recognised as 
stylistic kin when typological examples from intermediate Ceramic Age phases 
were lacking. These threepointers are nowadays understood to have had a nearly 
equivalent purpose (see Boomert 2000, 489-490). This problem is exemplified 
in the etymology of threepointers, which has partly come to define the artefact 
group(s).
2.5.4 Final notes on terminology
It is evident that two distinct ways of referring to threepointers were sustained: one 
referring to their form (mammiform stones and threepointers) and another to their 
significance (zemies). An implied difference is that the first is an etic archaeological 
way of looking at things, while the second observes an emic and indigenous 
perspective. Nevertheless, neither term corresponds to these ideals. 
‘Zemi’ Is the native term for a diverse group of items which carried great 
importance and personality. Already for this reason it is often recognised that the 
term is difficult in application. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries the term was 
used as a synonym for paraphernalia, reserved for references to spirits or ‘objects 
of zemiistic worship’. However, in its native use ‘zemi’ entails highly specific 
ideological connotations, which create metaphoric tension when it is used as a 
generic descriptive term for threepointers. ‘Zemi’ references the entire diverse range 
of things, tangible or incorporeal, that operated in the entangled social universe of 
the Amerindians in the proto-Historic interior of the Dominican Republic. Most 
participating zemi objects are not encountered in earlier archaeological contexts; 
nor were all present together in contemporary contexts to the west, north, or in the 
Lesser Antilles. Therefore, the web of intersubjectivity (Section 3.1) must have 
been embodied for those Amerindians in a radically different way. To call any 
random threepointer a zemi is to call it something which was meaningful only in an 
incomparable context. It makes the term amount to nothing more than a synonym 
for ritual objects, defeating the purpose of emic approximation. 
Second, the term ‘zemi’ irrevocably pressures the central Hispaniolan 
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proto-Historic religious narrative directly and completely upon domains where it is 
evidently alien, such as Early Ceramic Age Saladoid communities in St. Eustatius. 
To name a threepointer a zemi says something about the cultural context in which 
the threepointer is embedded, rather than pertaining to only the threepointer itself. 
Though it is likely that some similarities existed, metaphoric tension will actually 
forbid the Saladoid cultural context – only one of many counterexamples – the 
capability to differ. The sincere intention behind using the term ‘zemi’ is certainly 
understandable, but it obscures the flexible and dynamic nature of the indigenous 
cosmologies. Unfortunately, ‘zemi’ subjectively affirms a scent of ethnohistoric 
‘Taínoness’ on the threepointers from the pre-Columbian periods. 
The term ‘threepointer’ is not free from problems either. Many threepointers 
do not subscribe to this typological shape, as earlier specimens in particular may be 
circular or oval in shape (for example, Morse 1991; 1995). To repeat from Section 
2.2.2, it is more likely that it is “the cone [that] is the primarily essential element” 
(Lovén 1935, 629-630). In this sense ‘threepointer’ creates metaphoric tension 
by forcing the expectation for three distinct projections. It links threepointers in 
a single typological chain, implying a semblance of homogeneity which may not 
correspond to past reality. The rigour of the typology is relaxed as most conical 
things go by the name (but compare the conical object in Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 
57). However, the etymological root of ‘threepointer’ is pressing, since it comes 
from the things ‘with the three points’. In this second sense ‘threepointer’ has also 
always had the implicit (emic) association of the composite ‘three-pointed zemies’. 
Since it assumed the role of classificatory device in archaeology, it carried over this 
association to threepointers in unrelated domains. Consequently, this history denies 
the existence of e.g. threepointers who spoke and looked like turnips and had little 
to do with the yuca. The arguments which applied to the term ‘zemi’ thus similarly 
apply to this emic association.
These difficulties do not render the terms unworkable, but they do require 
explicit attention. Continuing to use the terms in a metaphoric way will continue 
to cause threepointers to be imprecisely circumscribed artefacts forever shackled 
to making the yuca grow. Having exposing the situation will ease the objective 
of comprehending threepointers. The intention is to represent threepointers not 
as a unified artefact class, which the terminology previously suggested, but as a 
blueprint capable of a variety of tasks – much like paleolithic scrapers. Whether 
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this conceptualisation is correct remains to be seen, but it aids in dealing with the 
tremendous variety of the artefact group for the analyses in Chapters 5 and 6.16 
2.6 ConCLuSIonS
This chapter set out to synthesise the state of research and academic perception of 
threepointers. First documented by Pané (1999 [1571]) amongst the proto-Historic 
inhabitants of eastern Hispaniola, threepointers have since then been understood 
primarily as the equivalents of these three-pointed zemies. Nevertheless, Pané’s 
record allows for a much broader reading of the functions of threepointers than 
is traditionally performed. While the suggested interpretations are not as clear-
cut as the three-pointed zemi, it is suggested that they are sufficiently plausible to 
merit further investigation. It is unlikely that all zemies of unnamed shape were 
threepointers, but quite possible that their presence exceeded the solitary three-
pointed zemi. 
Whereas the Relación supports a heterogeneous reading of threepointer 
functions, the range of scholarly interpretations is greater still. From the latter 
decades of the 19th century to the early 21st the interpretation of threepointers has 
known significant diversity, though much of it concerned only the trigonoliths. 
While microtrigonoliths were recognised early on, they were largely absent from 
these discussions. To a certain extent, they still are. The majority of readings of the 
significance of threepointers revolved around their relation to plants and fertility, 
although alternatives gained ground at times. Threepointer typology was originally 
conceived of as a linear increase towards trigonoliths – and later stone heads, 
but a more variable picture emerged as of late. Traditionally considered ground 
stone artefacts, there is growing recognition that large differences existed in the 
degree of finishing. Finally, threepointers have been enmeshed in debates on socio-
political developments and interaction spheres recently. Serving as proxies to such 
broader issues, the actual artefacts have nowadays moved towards the periphery of 
academic inquiry.
Though well over a century of research has passed, threepointers were 
never adequately defined. As a result, the symbolic term ‘zemi’ and stylistic term 
16  The preliminary definitions offered in Section 1.4.1 were adjusted after concluding this 
section.
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‘threepointer’ were applied freely and broadly, despite their specific etymologies. 
Exploring this application in the framework of metaphoric tension revealed that 
the etymologic associations of the terms are no longer representing their original 
connotations. This process resulted in the image of a cohesive and unified artefact 
group, while their actual homogeneity over the course of fifteen centuries may be 
doubted. 
These lines of thought have provided numerous biographical possibilities 
the research may take into account. Chapter 3 begins with a discussion on an 
Amerindian theoretical frame of reference, which includes some further thoughts 
on the Relación. It discusses biographical theory thereafter, before moving towards 
the construction of a framework of its own. The different interpretations made in 
this chapter will return as biographical possibilities in the biographical framework 
of Chapter 3 whenever they are considered applicable. 
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3 – A Biographical Framework for Threepointers
A biographical framework is a theoretical tool, designed to explore the sequence 
of events that things undergo. These events are biographical possibilities, and may 
entail the choice for characteristics, shifts in context or use, or transformations 
of the object’s identity. Such events are often meaningful and leave an impact on 
the history and social context of the thing. The premise is that these biographical 
possibilities therefore illustrate the cultural or social rationale responsible for the 
configuration of the biography. 
This chapter prepares the biographical framework for threepointers. It is 
composed of four main sections. The first section explores the theory of perspectivism 
as a window into Amerindian ontology, which serves as a frame of reference for 
the Caribbean situation. This section aims to develop a way of understanding how 
things are moved and contemplated according to Amerindian values. Section 2 
contextualises the works most important to biographical approaches and contrasts 
their merits with the Amerindian ontology. The third section reflects on relevant 
theoretical positions and further identifies how archaeological cases may be 
approached using a biographical framework. This approach is then combined with 
perspectivism in the fourth section in order to formulate a framework predicting 
the biographical possibilities of threepointers in an Amerindian cultural context. 
These modifications include the flexibility to adopt the autonomous subjectivity of 
threepointers (Section 1.4) as well as their cosmologically efficacious character and 
archaeological variability (Chapter 2). 
3.1 AMeRInDIAn THIng peRSpeCTIvISM
From a Western point of view, the way Amerindians interact with the world has 
proven difficult to theorise. The model of perspectivism is one of the better attempts 
to date. Perspectivism understands that all beings have a singular shared template 
for cultural behaviour, their soul, but this cultural behaviour is expressed according 
to their natures, a consequence of their differing corporeal forms. These natural 
bodies provide the ‘key symbolic’ animals, humans, and spirits with a point of view 
emerging from their specific habitus. 
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Many ethnographers recognise the ontological expressions that lead to and 
derive from perspectivism (e.g. Århem 1990; 1996; Halbmayer 2012a; Santos-
Granero 2009b; Stolze Lima 1995; 1996; 2000; Vilaça 1992). These expressions 
have been matured into stronger theoretical intuitions by Eduardo Viveiros de 
Castro (1992; 1998; 2004a; 2004b; 2010), although his position is but one of the 
ways in which the ontology has been rendered (Halbmayer 2012a). Perspectivism 
is one of the important parts of the recent ontological turn in anthropology (see 
e.g. Henare et al. 2006; Venkatesan et al. 2010), a project centred on increasing 
reflexivity in anthropological descriptions of human differences while rejecting 
the representationalism of relativism (Paleček and Risjord 2013; Pedersen 2012). 
Specifically, perspectivism aims to rectify the persistent dichotomy of culture 
versus nature introduced to Amerindian ontologies by the structuralism of Lévi-
Strauss (Turner 2009a, 10-11). In this respect the post-structuralist theory connects 
and competes with the revival of animism from French anthropology, which turned 
this dichotomy into relational categories under specific modes of engagement (see 
Descola 1992; 1996; 2005).
The positions of animism and perspectivism are much the same in that both 
attribute souls to every being and acknowledge that the baseline of the Amerindian 
world is social, rather than natural. However, the former has humans projecting 
their own subjective relations and hierarchies upon the world, animating it with 
human qualities. Perspectivism instead regards all beings as following the same 
cultural arrangements but in different habitual ways, and accuses animism of silently 
preserving the culture versus nature boundary (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 473-477). 
However, perspectivism similarly preserves the dichotomy since it merely reverses 
it (Rita Ramos 2012, 487). A major point of critique levied against the theory is that 
Viveiros de Castro over-interpreted and over-generalised a multitude of Amerindian 
ontologies into one essentialist dogma (Rita Ramos 2012, 482-483; Turner 2009a; 
cf. Halbmayer 2012a; 2012b). For example, this fault surfaces in ethnographies 
which contrast the notion of the soul as a singular essence (Santos-Granero 2009c, 
111; Walker 2009, 83), as well as for Amerindians who do not conform to the 
perspectivist explanations of transformation (Rosengren 2006) and ethnocentrism 
(Londoño Sulkin 2005). As an ontology the mechanisms of perspectivism can be 
applied to the Amerindians from the insular Caribbean, but differences in their 
expression are expected to have existed. On such difference, which is particularly 
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pressing, is the issue that Viveiros de Castro’s perspectivism hardly considers the 
point of view of artefacts.
3.1.1 Premises of perspectivism
The key opposition of perspectivism is as follows: whereas Western thought is 
multiculturalist and knows many cultures interacting within nature, Amerindian 
ontology is multinaturalist and sees in culture the universal shape of the world 
which every subject experiences through its own nature (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 
478; 2004b, 6). This cultural soul has ‘humanness’ as its universal condition. All 
beings with souls have this condition, just like how they all were initially human in 
mythical times. However, having the human condition is distinguished from being 
part of the human species (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 471-472; 2004a, 465). Being 
human thus actually entails being in a position of humanness, capable of assuming 
the position of subject and adopting a point of view. The corporeal form of beings 
accesses this cultural-human condition through the lifeway that is the species’ 
own. Consequently, bodies index the mythological capacities of their current form 
(Viveiros de Castro 2007). This means that the souls of animals will see their own 
bodily cultures as human, so that the peccary’s fur comprises human adornments 
and the vulture’s nest is a ceremonial roundhouse (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 478). 
Humans can realise that other beings have a different point of view (Stolze Lima 
2000, 49), however, which animals and the dead cannot – they will think they alone 
are the human species. The point of view originates from the body’s “bundle of 
affects and capacities”, [situated intermediate] “between the formal subjectivity of 
souls and the substantial materiality of organisms” (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 478). 
Since perspectives also observe something, and thereby create subjects, 
the Amerindian cosmological universe forms a permanently entangled web of 
intersubjectivity, entrenched in the potential ontological sameness of beings (Viveiros 
de Castro 2004a, 465-466). In this web social relations can extend across more 
fields than in Western ontologies, to name an example, which is how nonhumans 
become the subjective equals of humans. Natural events and phenomena thus also 
have social causes, meaning they are perpetuated by the agency of someone. Beings 
themselves may subjectivise others and force them into a subordinate position in 
the predator-prey hierarchy from their own perspectivist frame. Humans normally 
dominate animals and spirits dominate humans, but this hierarchy is reversible. 
When Amerindians become subjectivised, commonly by misrecognising the 
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identity of the Other, the Other’s perspective becomes dominant and turns it into the 
human in the relationship, which causes the Amerindian to become a prey animal 
(Viveiros de Castro 1998, 483). People may further be transformed when they take 
upon the habits and expressions of an Other, which alters their ‘bundle of affects 
and capacities’. 
Hence there is always uncertainty on whether something’s or someone’s body 
is ‘the real thing’ and a perpetual struggle to prevent one’s perspective from being 
tainted with that of others (Stolze Lima 2000, 48-51). The well-known Amerindian 
food taboos express this, as food eaten the ‘wrong’ way is an expression characteristic 
of other beings and their perspective, which causes a lethal dehumanisation. Any 
event, like a sudden illness, is routinely the result of a subjectifying spirit’s action 
in Amerindian ontology. By using shamanic knowledge the supernatural agency 
behind these actions may be identified (Viveiros de Castro 2004a, 469). Shamans 
are able to resist the permanence of perspectival transformations and may therefore 
identify and communicate with Others without becoming dominated and losing 
their own subjectivity (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 483; 2004a, 468). Spirits and 
animals, who do not possess the human self-reflexivity to recognise the existence of 
other perspectives, also remain in a state of ‘becoming transformed’ when they are 
subjectivised. They will revert back to their own perspective if no longer actively 
subjectivised by people. 
3.1.2 Perspectivism of things
This view regards artefacts and other things primarily as instruments, objects which 
are material embodiments of subjects (Viveiros de Castro 2004a, 471). Numerous 
studies show that this view understates the potential of things (see Santos-Granero 
2009a). Not only are artefacts crucial in constituting the ‘bundles of affects and 
capacities’ of beings, some things are corporeal aspects of perspectival beings 
themselves. Like animals and spirits, equals of people during mythological times, 
some objects too possessed this condition (Lagrou 2009, 205; Miller 2009, 65-67; 
Santos-Granero 2009b, 3-6). Other objects formed instruments that caused or were 
incorporated as body parts in the mythological-to-present-time transformations of 
beings (Hugh-Jones 2009; Santos-Granero 2009c, 107-108), or transform in the 
present-day as invocations of mythological beings, who they become (Barcelos 
Neto 2009; Van Velthem 2001). While autonomy is thus attributed to certain things, 
it is not with the same consistency as to other beings. Santos-Granero (2009b, 8-11) 
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observes how their degree of ensoulment and the strength of their souls may differ 
depending on the process through which artefacts had become subjects. The most 
promising modes for threepointers are the mode of self-(or forcefully)-transformed 
mythological beings that possess a point of view, and the mode of artefacts which 
have become ensouled through intimate contact and subjectivity with humans.
This latter mode, ensouled artefacts, occurs throughout Amazonia. It 
includes several types of relations and forms of cooperation with humans (e.g. 
creation, ownership, subordination), whose subjectification provides or activates 
the souls of things (e.g. Erikson 2001, 2009; Turner 2009b; Walker 2009). A 
particularly intimate relationship is established by the things that constitute the 
‘bundles of affects and capacities’ of beings in a literal way. These artefacts, often 
adornments or design patterns encoded with subjectivity, may form the bodily 
aspects of human beings, and therefore enable cultural life. Individual body parts are 
then actually cultural instruments which construct a being’s ‘compound anatomy’ 
(Santos-Granero 2009b, 6-8; 2012; cf. e.g. Hugh-Jones 2009; Miller 2009; Reichel-
Dolmatoff 1971, 60-63). Artefacts in the mode of self-transformed beings are too 
powerful to be subjectivised through human contact alone. Such things, always ‘key 
symbolic artefacts’, possess souls and thus a point of view, exercise autonomous 
behaviour, and are extremely dangerous in their natural state. However, even if 
complete subdual is often not possible, they may become powerful beneficial allies 
if intersubjectivity is correctly established. These artefacts are commonly flutes 
and other music instruments, or shamanic stones and other instruments of sorcery, 
though examples exist for any object type (e.g. Barcelos Neto 2004; 2009; Bilhaut 
2006; Guzmán-Gallegos 2009; Santos-Granero 2009c; Van Velthem 2001; Walker 
2009). 
In their natural powerful state, self-transforming beings are like spirits: 
they perceive humans as prey upon whom their subjectivity inflicts illness or death 
(Barcelos Neto 2008; 2009; Santos Granero 2009b, 18-19). This danger can be 
neutralised, however, by subverting the perspectival subjectivity using shamanic 
knowledge. In such cases its perspective becomes (or must be) reshaped with a 
suitable corporeal body, for which an artefact may be constructed. The quality of 
craftsmanship may equal the quality of subjectification (Erikson 2009, 175-177). 
When the Arawak-speaking Wauja of the upper Xingu encounter such powerful 
threatening beings, called apapaatai, they subjectivise the apapaatai in return by 
offering human food (culture) and carving them an artefactual body (Barcelos Neto 
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2009). However, these objects will revert from their perpetual ‘becoming’ if ritual 
care is withhold, upon which they become irrevocably lethal. Some objects amongst 
the Wayana of Guyana can be made to metamorphose into their prototypical 
primordial being upon completion. If this happens they are kept subjectivised 
through protocols and exposure to the culturally symbolic roundhouse (Van 
Velthem 2001, 207-208). The Urarina tame sorcerous stone bowls, called egaando, 
by themselves observing special taboos all the while accommodating the egaando 
in their personal life rhythm (Walker 2009); both are familiarised with the other’s 
subjectivity. The use of shamanic expertise makes it possible to subjectivising 
these powerful intentionalities, bringing them to the human cultural perspective 
and depraving them of their lethality. Perpetually ‘becoming’, such objects do 
require constant human subjectivity thereafter to avoid their lethal inhuman 
nature from resurfacing (Santos-Granero 2009b, 12, 18-19). But when in a state of 
acculturation, they are powerful benefactors and often intimate companions, who 
aid their Amerindian caretakers in a large variety of ways.
3.1.3 Caribbean points of view
The zemies of proto-Historic eastern Hispaniola lend themselves well to a 
perspectivist analysis: they were described by Pané (1999 [1571]) as both idols 
(objects) and demons (spiritual beings) which orchestrated causality over the 
Amerindian universe. The term itself most likely indicated one or more ontological 
classes of beings, inhabiting a spiritual habitus, which were normally disconnected 
from artefactual bodies. There are no indications in the chronicle that zemi was the 
name of the singular cultural soul which humans also possessed. It may therefore 
be posited that these zemies were autonomous beings with an expressed perspective 
who possessed this inner cultural soul. These could be objectified with different 
‘bundles of effects and capacities’ by the Amerindians as the different ritual artefact 
forms. It is possible that not all zemies were self-transformed, but that some bodily 
forms were of the ensouled mode instead: some Amerindian peoples use similar 
catch-all terms to refer to any object which possesses any quantity of soul stuff 
(cf. Bilhaut 2009). In light of this mode’s commonality throughout Amazonia, it is 
worthy of consideration. Nevertheless, ethnohistoric examples clearly indicate that 
zemies assumed an artefactual ritual form which transformed the effects of their 
‘bundles’, so long as they remained subjectified. 
One such example is the typical supernatural situation of a man who meets 
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an ambiguous entity in the forest and becomes subjectivised by it (Viveiros de 
Castro 1998, 483). Pané (1999 [1571], 26) describes a situation in which a tree 
revealed to an Amerindian that its wooden form donned a much more powerful 
perspective.17 Only a behique (ritual specialist) could safely interact with the entity. 
He subsequently carved the wood into an artefact, probably in human likeness.18 
Thereafter it was given a household in the village as well as land to practice 
agriculture from, endowed with what seems to be maximal humanisation. This 
entity’s subjectivity is thus successfully reversed. As can be expected, it had to be 
maintained through continuous ‘pleasing’ cohoba rituals (Pané 1999 [1571], 26) 
and other forms of exposure to cultural life in the human perspective. 
The biographies of the twelve zemies support this reading (Pané 1999 
[1571], 1-2, 4-5, 27-31; see Section 2.1.2). As a result of improper caretaking, the 
pathogenic Baibrama abandoned his human perspective when he hungered and his 
artefactual body was damaged, causing many illnesses. His subjectivity had to be 
restored through feeding and washing his body with proper cultural food substances. 
Improper caretaking (failure to subjectivise) was a general cause of disease (Pané 
1999 [1571], 20-23), as dangerous zemies could pollute Amerindians with raw meat, 
causing transformation away from the human species and eventually death. Other 
zemies would abandon their tasks and flee to the forest, would persistently attempt 
to copulate with Amerindian women, or cause severe environmental disasters (Pané 
1999 [1571], 27-30). These descriptions all indicate that the caciques who possessed 
these zemies were not able to control their destructive perspectives. However, proper 
control and honouring by ritual excesses of human cultural behaviour prodded the 
zemi Yucahú to reciprocate his consequential prophecy (Pané 1999 [1571], 30-31). 
Similarly, Boinayel and Márohu reciprocated the subjects of Guarionex by granting 
desirable weather. The descriptions of the twelve zemi individuals correspond to 
dangerous perspectives which could be subjectivised and become beneficiaries, but 
whose lethal perspectives would dominate humans into illness or natural disaster if 
allowed to resurface.
How then is the cultural perspective of threepointers themselves shaped? 
If contemporary ideas on perspectival stones hold value, the colour arrangements 
17  It appears likely that the cultural mores for such situations were described to Pané, given 
the zemi’s willingness to be subjectified and the general ‘happy ending’ of the story.
18  Body and facial motifs dominate the pre-Columbian Caribbean art forms (see Bercht et 
al. 1997).
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of the minerals may correspond to bodily adornments or ritual clothes (Bilhaut 
2006). The stone in question drank blood through its lethal red colours when angry, 
but ate tobacco smoke (cultural food) through its green colours under normal 
subjectivised conditions (Bilhaut 2006). The described acts of threepointers are 
beneficial, suggestive of proper subjectification and suggesting that exposure 
to human cultural life forms an intrinsic part of threepointer biographies. The 
threepointers with anthropomorphic decoration clearly show human ‘bundles’ in 
their artisanship, indicating they were autonomous souls. It is quite possible that 
later threepointers possessing a specific asymmetry that indicates a frontal view 
(Breukel 2011) similarly qualified or moved towards a self-transformed mode. 
However, it is well possible that earlier threepointers did not. Earlier threepointers 
may have operated in the more common ensouled mode, and only developed an 
elaborate and complex expression later in the Ceramic Age. Nevertheless, such 
threepointers would similarly need to be subjectified through intimate contact with 
their Amerindian caretakers in order to act out their efficacy. Since the theme of 
threepointer heterogeneity is a running argument throughout the thesis, both options 
are weighed in the upcoming biographical reconstructions and the discussion.
3.2 BIogRApHICAL THeoRIeS
There are numerous variants of the biographical metaphor in circulation within 
the literature, whose theoretical positions may be traced back to the works of Igor 
Kopytoff (1986), Arjun Appadurai (1986a), and Alfred Gell (1998).19 These works 
form the conceptual basis for a large body of related studies, yet their theoretical 
positions are often invoked in incompatible contexts (see Gosden and Marshall 
1999; Hoskins 2006; Steiner 2001). Kopytoff introduced the concept of cultural 
biography to anthropology, by which he compared the life of things to that of 
people as a social fact emerging from the cultural context. Appadurai discussed 
the metaphor of a social life, which is driven by political causations responsible 
for re-valuations of goods in specific contexts. Gell detailed as the object’s agency 
the relations an object creates with human subjects as it moves their thoughts to 
19  The majority of biographical approaches may be grouped with the post-processual 
movement on materiality (e.g. Knappett 2005; Meskell 2004; 2005; Miller 2005), embodiment 
(e.g. Meskell and Joyce 2003), textual approaches (e.g. Joyce 2002; Olsen 2003), entanglement 
(e.g. Hodder 2011; cf. Olsen 2007; 2010), and other developments on human-object interaction. 
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new mindsets on the thing. This section explores how their fertile theories laid the 
conceptual basis for biographical approaches. However, these theories are based 
upon a perception of things different from Amerindian ontology, perceiving objects 
as inanimate things with transactional value only. For this reason their valuable 
insights must themselves be recontextualised into an Amerindian framework. 
Nevertheless, their insights provide powerful tools and useful mechanisms to infer 
on the indigenous systems and are appreciated for this reason.
3.2.1 Cultural biographies
In his seminal 1986 essay, Kopytoff proposes that things lead biographical ‘lives’ 
since their meanings continuously change as they are recontextualised by exchange. 
This idea is known as the cultural biography, the trajectory of contexts which 
things accumulate during their commercial circulation.20 Appadurai’s (1986a) 
ideas on the social life of things offer a closely related argument, which entail re-
valuations regulated by ‘tournaments of value’, politically privileged contexts of 
transaction such as auctions. Both publications appeared in a volume which aimed 
to revitalise the economic anthropology of values. For this objective they explore 
how value is created and attributed, incorporating a methodological focus on the 
commodified lives of objects (Appadurai 1986b, xiii; cf. Graeber 2005). Appadurai, 
who follows Simmel and Marx, and Kopytoff, drawing upon Durkheimian and 
Maussian insights, are both concerned with the outside mechanisms that inhibit the 
ways an object is expressed in its cultural context. Their papers approach things 
specifically as commodities (objects of economic value) in the economic system 
of a modern (large-scale) society.21 Following their theoretical background means 
to commodify threepointers and depreciate them of their individual personality, 
situating them as common good within an economic system (Hoskins 2006, 75). 
Commodification reduces the autonomously operating threepointers to objectified 
goods which necessitate direct human intentionality to perform and are left unable 
20  The ‘biography’ metaphor was already in use in autobiographical approaches to human 
subjects which developed in anthropology in the 1980’s (Crapanzano 1984). However, it formed 
an important innovation in studies of material culture.
21  These arguments, and specifically Appadurai’s, were influential in questioning the use of 
the gift-commodity dichotomy at the time (Colloredo-Mansfeld 2005, 212; Strathern and Stewart 
2005, 237; cf. e.g. Bell 1991; Gregory 1982; Parry 1986; Parry and Bloch 1989a; 1989b; Weiner 
1992).
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to move a person’s actions by themselves (cf. Meskell 2004, 48; Olsen 2010; 36, 
74; Pels 1998, 92-99). Needless to say, this outlook needs to be modified to function 
in the ontological framework. On this subject, subjectification has proven to be 
a powerful mechanism for recontextualising things or beings in the small-scale 
Amerindian societies. Using this mechanism, rather than the commodification of 
‘regimes of value’, the insights offered by the ‘cultural biography’ concept below 
become theoretically suitable for investigating things in Amerindian societies. 
Kopytoff (1986, 87-88) holds that all societies possess an inherent drive 
towards the state of commoditisation, advancing a public and social valuation of 
things. This drive is expressed and often proliferates in commercialised, modern 
societies, but remains repressed in gift-giving small-scale societies due to the 
inadequacy of their exchange technology. Individual people respond to this public 
valuation by necessitating a private valuation of things, which is a process of 
singularisation (and therefore of decommodification) disconnecting the object from 
its exchange potential. The capability of objects to be moved in and out of the 
state of commoditisation entangles them in contexts of transactional and cultural 
values. Mediated by the object’s economic transformations and subsequent cultural 
redefinings, the movements within and between the valuation spheres grant things 
their biographical profiles (Kopytoff 1986). Such transformations could equally be 
established and motivated by political forces, Appadurai (1986a) adds. The existence 
of multiple ‘regimes of exchange values’ and commodity flows generates social 
tensions. These tensions are responsible for constituting the political interests and 
circumstances that subsequently address them in ‘tournaments of value’ (Appadurai 
1986a, 56-58). Using these principles, analysis of the biographies of “things-in-
motion” (Appadurai 1986a, 5) illustrates social values, or the culturally cognisant 
‘right paths’ for objects (Fontijn 2012, 192), which reflect upon the cultural system 
in which things are embedded. This approach allows for questions such as: 
“What, sociologically, are the biographical possibilities inherent in 
[the thing’s] “status” and in the period and culture, and how are these 
possibilities realized? … What has been its career so far, and what do 
people consider to be an ideal career for such things? … How does the 
thing’s use change with its age, and what happens to it when it reaches the 
end of its usefulness” (Kopytoff 1986, 66-67)? 
Principal is the idea that society structures things in the same way it structures 
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people, and that chartering a cultural biography will thus expose societal behaviour, 
acceptance, and desire towards the object. In Kopytoff’s (1986, 67) words, “that 
what is significant … [is] the way [things] are culturally redefined and put to use”. 
The visible restructuring of objects in their biographies thus acts as a heuristic 
proxy to the functioning of society. Kopytoff’s Durkheimian approach framed the 
emergence of a biography as a social fact caused by the force of commoditisation.22 
Consequently, cultural biographies offer a wealth of information “about what is 
culturally perceived as a desired life-path” (Fontijn 2012, 192) as well as what 
is not. The particularities of individual objects are of less importance than the 
shared cultural narrative that decides what a correct and befitting biography for 
such objects entails. The qualities of entering existence in the customary or the 
conventional way, living a decorous life, views of what a correct ‘ending’ is, and 
the appropriateness of the different cycles through which the thing moves during 
its life, are all entrenched within this inclination towards desirable life journeys 
(Fontijn 2012, 184-187). However, it are exceptional object biographies which by 
their contrast illustrate what common life paths look like. Particularly the contexts 
in which these things find themselves but which diverted or are distanced far from 
the paths considered familiar possess high theoretical significance (Fontijn 2002; 
2012; Narotzky 2005, 86).
These elements make the cultural biography approach a promising technique 
for analysing the significance behind the biographical possibilities of threepointers. 
Although this approach is critiqued for the focus on exchange contexts and the 
drive towards commodification (e.g. Meskell 2004, 57; Parry and Bloch 1989a, 14-
16), alternative contexts like ceremonies and the ability of artefacts to singularise 
themselves from human intentionality are readily acknowledged (Gosden and 
Marshall 1999, 174-176; Pels 1998). However, these notions cannot be simply ported 
into a modified theory which is then applied to other kinds of thing ‘identities’ (e.g. 
Hoskins 2006, 74-75). This would cause the biographical framework to become 
detached of the theoretical basis from which its explanatory strength derives. 
Instead, this thesis finds the most value in looking at the biographical possibilities 
of threepointers and discovering how ontological values have contributed to the 
life paths they followed. Thus, the individual thing’s biography is subject to the 
22  However briefly Durkheim (1952 [1897], 313-314) touched upon material culture, he 
regarded it to be a materialisation of the social fact (cf. Olsen 2003, 97). 
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influences from the overarching societal structure, which constructs objects as it 
constructs people (Kopytoff 1986). 
3.2.2 Thing agency
A third and later work, which expressed a highly influential perspective, is Alfred 
Gell’s posthumously published Art and Agency. In this volume, Gell (1998) 
responded against the traditional anthropological view that held art to be an object 
with symbolic and semiotic meaning for the viewer to decipher. For this project 
he drew on the works of the philosopher Peirce, Lévi-Strauss, and others, which 
shaped many of its technical aspects – although Gell’s reading of these sources 
is often critiqued (e.g. Davis 2007; Faria Alvez 2008; Layton 2003). Gell posited 
that art did something, as it was intended to enter in a social relationship with 
viewers which the artful object could then affect through its agency. Objects could 
influence their onlooker’s thoughts and emotions by evoking feelings through its 
material presence and the significations encoded in it, which were crafted by the 
original artist precisely in order to evoke such responses. Heavily influenced by 
Strathern (1988), Gell put forth his argument in terms of social relationships, agents 
reciprocating by investing parts of their personhood, and distributed persons, 
characteristic of Melanesian ethnography and its developed Maussian discourse. 
Through art’s ability to have an effect, captivate the mind, the artful object will 
display transformative principles in view and modify its social relations (Gell 1998, 
4-11); receivers automatically reciprocate by investing parts of their distributed 
personhood and efficacy. An art object may effectively “move its recipients to 
beliefs about its origin and its efficacy” (Davis 2007, 199-200). 
Gell’s proposition garnered significant attention within archaeological and 
anthropological studies of things. While his work is often referred in biographical 
studies, Gell’s approach differs profoundly from the cultural biography; in particular 
with his emphasis on active agency, mediating essences, as inherent to the index 
(mediating object). His approach looks “at the processes by which [things] are 
invested with personality and may have an impact” (Hoskins 2006, 75), a contrast 
to how things are depraved from personality during commoditisation as objects 
of commercial valuation. Nevertheless, the two approaches to biographies have 
been expertly confused in the past (Fontijn 2012; Hoskins 2006; Steiner 2001) 
– particularly in studies which analysed the agency of objects as developed from 
their life history. At first sight, Gell’s agency is much closer to appreciating the 
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intentionality displayed by artefacts possessing a perspective than the mechanisms 
offered by the cultural biography concept. But while this kind of analysis using 
Melanesian concepts of the person and object to approach threepointers and zemies 
worked well for Mol (2007) and Oliver (2009), it will not be repeated here. The 
nature of Gell’s approach renders such analyses self-reflexive and biographically 
specific, making insights into the pre-Columbian perspective difficult and 
unnecessarily speculative.
Gell’s agency is discussed here not because of its influence in many 
biographical studies, but because there are commonalities between Gell’s analysis 
of things and the way in which Amerindian subjectivity operates. Aside from his 
vocabulary being used occasionally in order to rephrase a point cross-culturally (e.g. 
Barcelos Neto 2009, 129; Lagrou 2009, 188; Viveiros de Castro 2004a, 469), Gell’s 
framework also describes at least one of the subjectivities open to things if they lack 
more autonomous energy (Santos-Granero 2009b). The present thesis distinguishes 
thing agency having an effect on patients from thing intentionality describing 
objects having the conscious capacity to act from their perspective. How a patient’s 
experience comes about is ultimately decided by human agency and intentionality 
alone (Faria Alvez 2008), which discredits the reflexivity perspectivism offers as 
a tool to understand other modes in Amerindian ontology. The cultural biography 
is also tied up with societal and ontological values lent by people, but its etic 
distance runs less of a risk at deciding the nature of threepointer ensoulment for 
itself. It is certainly acknowledged that since objects exhibit agency, and humans 
live in a world of things, the human identity becomes fractal and relational as their 
organic lives naturally immerse with things (Olsen 2010, 136-137). The two cannot 
be disentangled if they are to be understood within their shared ontology, which 
necessitates valuing their potential for ‘agency’ evenly. 
All this said, this reading of agency contributes a vital insight to the thesis 
by clarifying the reciprocity inherent in the subjectivity that may exist between 
entities. Basing his metaphors upon the Maussian insight that things can be 
animated as people are, as Kopytoff also does, Gell essentially modelled mental 
agency after physical exchange. His reinvented agency fundamentally represents 
people becoming involved in cognitive exchanges with objects. Objects and people 
fulfil both the roles of giver and receiver as they can be agents and patients (in 
Gell’s terminology) respectively, and things continuously keep giving when (re-)
captivating others in their receptivity. Gell acknowledged as much when he argued 
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his theory to conform to the criteria of an anthropological theory, written in the image 
of Mauss, when things could fulfil the duty of persons (Gell 1998, 9).23 Much of 
Gell’s theory is indeed concerned with explaining how things can ‘gift’ impressions 
in this relationship, and by what qualities humans are forced to be recipients in the 
receiving act. This insight further clarifies the obligations and reciprocities involved 
in the processes of ‘(reverting) subjectivity’ in Section 3.1. However, it is probably 
not the only way in which things could operate autonomously within Amerindian 
ontology (cf. Santos-Granero 2009b). The vocabulary is therefore invoked primarily 
to better appreciate the potential outcomes of Amerindian subjectivity. 
3.3 ARCHAeoLogICAL AnD MeTApHoRICAL ASpeCTS
Many studies in anthropology retain the Gellian approach on agency and subjectivity 
while stressing changes in contexts. Gosden and Marshall (1999) provide an 
excellent early overview of some of the major contributions that assumed this 
approach. The subsequent varieties have been dichotomised in a number of ways. 
These include contrasting gifts with commodities, separating the processual use-life 
from the post-processual life-history approach (Tringham 1994; 1995), or as another 
alternative, the interrogation of things to investigate how their specific historical 
context (biography) contextualises their human associates (Hoskins 1998; 2006, 87-
91; Morin 1969). The distinction between generalised and specialised biographies 
is particularly useful to the present approach, circumscribing the cultural biography 
and respectively the individual object’s life history. The former incorporates 
groups of objects and how they show what had happened to them and how this 
was culturally or socially motivated. The latter deals with the (inter)subjectivities 
and circulations which particular, individual objects underwent (Fontijn 2002, 
26; Gosden and Marshall 1999, 170-171). Singular objects or small groups which 
offer theoretically valuable contrasts to the generalised threepointer biography are 
deemed to have specialised biographies. This section prepares the transition from 
23  Consequently, objects in a Gellian framework also move between contexts because of 
exchange mechanisms, except that these are not physical in nature, but take place on a cognitive 
level. The hierarchical embeddedness of the Art Nexus’ relationships (Gell 1998, 51-65) fits well 
with this reading: Gell’s concern has been foremost with conceiving networks out of the relations 
between persons and things (Davis 2007, 208), which operate on notions of connection and 
exchange.
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these anthropologically conscious approaches to an archaeologically applicable 
biographical framework, by reviewing previous archaeological approaches. 
3.3.1 Biographies and metaphors
First, however, some reflexivity on the metaphoric content behind the term 
‘biography’ is overdue. This issue received attention recently when the term 
‘itinerary’ was suggested as a metaphorically less constricted alternative (Hahn and 
Weiss 2012a). The ‘biography’ metaphor is accused of exposing things to a life with 
qualities similar to the life of humans, which do not need to apply to the objects in 
question at all (Fontijn 2012, 184, 192-193). Death as the ‘inevitable’ ending of a 
biography is indefensible for objects like coins and tombstones, which are meant to 
last forever even if they do not do so in reality. Furthermore, things need to be given 
back the freedom to change and accumulate their contextual history in a gradual 
manner, rather than through the abrupt shifts of exchange, the mechanism on which 
the approach was founded. ‘Itinerary’ is suggested to be a more neutral term of 
choice by Hahn and Weiss (2012b), better expressing the gradual and more relaxed 
nature of certain biographies. By assuming a more etic viewpoint it is argued to 
avoid the pitfalls of ‘biography’.
Itinerary indeed seems better adapted to biographical possibilities like 
ceremonial performances or extraordinary lifespans (Gosden and Marshall 1999, 
174), which may both be completely independent of the ownership and exchange 
history of a cultural biography. These are fully possible if not likely life paths for 
threepointers. Positive is also the shift from ‘death’ to ‘destination’ as it better 
incorporates the life of a thing past excavation, for which reason ‘itinerary’ has 
been advocated in discussions on contemporary museology and public expectations 
(Joyce 2012). However, the change to ‘itinerary’ does not fully avoid the implied 
qualities of destination and sudden recontextualisations that formed part of the 
argument against the term ‘biography’. Furthermore, these differences offer little 
advantage to this research compared to the convenience of the term ‘biography’ 
in Amerindian context. The qualities of a human life, and specifically the human 
condition, are perfectly in line with an approach centred on the application of 
perspectivism. Since there is already a combination of various discourses involved 
in this research, the approach taken is of a theoretical framework for threepointer 
biographies, occasionally called life paths. Rather than using a circumscribed term 
like ‘cultural biography’ or any other variant, the fruitful insights from the various 
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approaches are allowed to complement each other in this manner. In this respect, the 
‘gradualness’ of the itinerary is an intuitive contribution to the potential trajectory 
by which objects can become ensouled subjects. 
3.3.2 Applying biographies to archaeology
Many archaeologists adopted the lexicon of biographical frameworks. Various 
approaches to landscape biographies are influenced by it (e.g. Ashmore and 
Knapp 1999; Bender 1993; Greider and Garkovitch 1994; Tilley 1994; Yamon 
and Metheney 1996), although they do not differ much from earlier site history 
approaches (Meskell 2004, 57). Other studies use the metaphor for their object-
centred methodological and theoretical frameworks, usually heuristic and 
occasionally enriched with microwear analysis (e.g. Fontijn 2002; Gillings and 
Pollard 1999; MacGregor 1999; Van Gijn 2010; 2012; Van Gijn and Wentink 2012). 
Although not as common in the Caribbean, in this area too several studies use 
or approximate biographical approaches (e.g. Antczak 2000; Hofman and Jacobs 
2000/2001; Mol 2007; Oliver 2005; Pagán Jiménez 2007). The studies of Fontijn 
and Van Gijn offer productive theoretical models upon which this research builds its 
framework. These scholars have reconstructed the generalised cultural biographies 
for objects as they were used in prehistoric Dutch societies. To this end they divide 
their biographical frameworks into distinct phases, each of which allows a range of 
biographical possibilities. 
Fontijn’s (2002) doctoral research explores the rationale behind the selective 
deposition processes of metal objects observed during the Dutch Bronze Age. 
Following the ideas of Kopytoff and Bourdieu, Fontijn studied the biographical 
possibilities of culturally desirable and undesirable biographies premising these 
would provide insight into the prehistoric rationale (Fontijn 2002, 27-35). His model 
incorporates three phases. First comes the start of the biography, its production, 
when the first possibilities for future meanings are given shape (Fontijn 2002, 
27-29). The making of metal objects involves both cultural and practical factors 
which dictated the locality of the material, the functional possibilities, why certain 
production techniques were used, and reasons for why objects were concepted the 
way they were. Second comes the life phase detailing the ongoing, active biography, 
which is when the meaning of the object is developed and embellished (Fontijn 
2002, 30-32). Important biographical possibilities are the types and duration of use, 
later repair or modification, as well as exchange or inheritance. The bronze object 
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biographies commonly ended by deposition. Here Fontijn prioritises selective 
deposition and asks questions tailored specifically to the Bronze Age depositions in 
the Dutch wetlands (Fontijn 2002, 5-6, 33-35). Objects incurred cultural or social 
values in all these phases, indicating prominent cultural values and principles 
in prehistoric societies. Because the biographical possibilities of bronze objects 
signified something, Fontijn was able to reconstruct how selective deposition 
contributed to the social identity of people and the landscape in which they dwelled.
A comparable approach is taken by Van Gijn (2010) in her comprehensive 
study of the significance of flint, in which microwear analysis plays an integral 
role. Her study similarly seeks to conceptualise ‘the right and traditional way’ of 
obtaining, creating, and doing things with objects for prehistoric Dutch societies 
(Van Gijn 2010, 3-4). Van Gijn (2012) distinguishes four principal phases in the life 
of objects: conception, birth, life, and death. The first phase correlates to the choice 
and procurement of raw material, questioning the values and social mechanisms 
related to the choice between local and exotic materials, their distinctive visual 
properties, as well as how these materials came to travel to the site of use (Van 
Gijn 2010, 13-23). The birth of an object entails the various production stages it 
has undergone, framed in a typical chaîne opératoire approach. Pre-manufacture 
planning, social or artistic freedom behind the typological variability, cultural 
reasons for aesthetics, and special concerns for tools with a ‘highly visible message’ 
may all advance meaning in this phase (Van Gijn 2010, 23-27). The life of the tools 
were revealed through microwear analyses Van Gijn carried out. The observed 
microwear traces provided direct evidence for specific activities and uses, gradually 
revealing cultural patterns in the flint toolkits. The traces and residues provided 
clues on how use may follow exchange and vice versa, as well as evidence for 
special non-commonplace treatments (Van Gijn 2010, 27-34). Finally, Van Gijn’s 
deposition phase contextualises the biography with the way its ending played out. 
Both scholars essentially argue from a Kopytoffian framework tailored 
for application unto archaeological data. The complex biographical patterns that 
emerged allowed them to distinguish what was culturally desired, of cosmological 
significance, or simple every-day practical pragmatism. This framework is also 
quite applicable to Amazonian things. For example, there is heuristic value in 
reading these phases in the specialised biographies of Zapara spirit helper stones 
(Bilhaut 2006), Wayana baskets (Van Velthem 2001), or the generalised biography 
of clay and pottery in ethnoarchaeology (e.g. Duin 2000/2001; Hofman and Jacobs 
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2000/2001; Van den Bel 1995; 2009; Vredenbregt 2004). Clays are often procured 
from places with potential spiritual or traditional significance. The conception 
(procurement) of the spirit stone is also based upon the recognition that it was 
deposited by the mythical ancestors and had therefore accumulated the arcane 
knowledge necessary to engage in subjectivity. Its birth consisted specifically of 
a process of intersubjectivity preparing its nature to become beneficial (Bilhaut 
2006), whereas Wayana basketry is made using specific ritual protocols and in 
the image of a primordial being, into which it may transform (Van Velthem 2001, 
206-208). In life both artefacts are continuously exposed to intersubjectivity and 
symbolism of human culture, to die only when their artefactual bodies break or 
deteriorate and the being-spirits escape, and the relations and expectations with 
people built up during their life history wear away. The way in which people use 
and subjectify these things manifests in specific acts and contexts, showing both 
the ‘right’ as well as the ‘wrong’ things to happen to them. Figuring out which 
such things happened is premised to provide a similar insight into the social and 
cosmological significance of threepointers.
3.4 BuILDIng THReepoInTeR BIogRApHIeS 
By reconstructing the biographies of threepointers this study aims to investigate 
firstly how these artefacts featured within indigenous life and secondly how they 
were adapted into the ontology of the native Amerindians. This section delineates 
the various biographical possibilities, the contexts in which threepointers could 
find themselves, values they could obtain, and the ways in which transformations 
between these contexts were realised. It is understood that the complete cultural 
meaning of threepointers can be found in the sum of their biographies, but driven 
by subjectification rather than commodification. As the framework is laid out, 
it should become capable of predicting and identifying the transformations that 
objects have gone through as well as the significance attached to the potentially 
responsible mechanisms. The reviewed archaeological data will specify certain 
biographical possibilities as well as some of the values that may have been at stake. 
These biographical possibilities are informed following the rigorous 
frameworks from studies in the Leiden tradition, incorporating technological and 
microwear analyses with archaeological data, ethnoarchaeological research, and 
applicable ethnohistoric evidence from the contact period Caribbean. To this end, 
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the section divides the biography of a threepointer into five distinct linearly-ordered 
phases, namely (1) cause, (2) conception, (3) birth, (4) life, and (5) death. Cause 
and conception are separated from the ‘conception phase’ as applied in previous 
studies, though both continue to deal with how procurement takes place. This 
is because a separate transformation takes place when intersubjectivity causes a 
biography to take form, which occurs before procurement if the biography was 
not pre-conceived of, and cannot be interchanged with it. The ethnohistoric data 
and ethnographic parallels allow inquiry into the cause of Caribbean materials. 
As a theoretical construct, the phases in this framework are expected to differ in 
importance or at least in visibility for the biographies of individual threepointers. 
This theoretical flexibility in mind, initial predictions will be made for the social 
and cultural values each phase is expected to expose. 
3.4.1 Cause: Realising the biography
The first phase entails the cause of threepointers, and more theoretically it entails 
that fundamental concern that makes things exist in the first place. Threepointers 
are more comparable to wedding rings, which exist to express the bond of marriage 
(a founding value in society), than they are to domestic utensils, which serve to 
prepare food first even if they become entangled in social practices later in the 
biography. There is thus some sort of specific cultural need at work. This theoretical 
need is fundamental in the sense that it is part of the grammar of society that a 
threepointers is a concept, so that people may conceive of them. It is also particular 
in the sense that a situation may demand for a threepointer and that this demand 
subsequently materialises in a biography. The particular need may not always be 
in effect, as some things exist because their existence is a fundamental necessity. 
Others like ‘ancient artefacts’ seem to have always existed independently of man’s 
sphere of influence, whom only knows that this thing is simply there and always 
has been (Gell 1998, 23). The cause phase deals exclusively with this dilemma: 
upon what mental template did threepointers come into being and how were these 
templates transformed into biographical profiles?
While a difficult phase for general archaeology, ethnohistoric passages 
provide threepointers with one major biographical possibility. Already discussed 
is the well-known story in which a tree-zemi revealed itself to a man walking in 
the forest by displaying its zemi nature in an arresting performance (Section 3.1.3). 
By this act of subjectification, overpowering the perspective of the person, the 
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zemi made its true nature known from its naturally appearing disguise (Pané 1999 
[1571], 26). The fragment distinguishes a culturally specific biographical possibility 
where a potential zemi is already so, independent from human intervention, which 
is ontologically realised rather than cognitively deduced. Through some sort of 
meaningful process, which Gell (1998, 14, 28-29) describes as abduction, the 
native’s ontological comprehension of the world transforms into a zemi as a 
solid material reflection. Martír de Anglería shows that this was not an isolated 
manifestation: 
“The zemis that various islanders worship are different. Some, advised by 
nocturnal shadows among the trees, make them of wood. Others, if they 
found answers among the rocks, make them of stone. Those that are found 
among the ajes – that is to say, [yam-like tuber crops] – are worshiped on 
the roots of ajes. They say the concern of these zemis is for that bread to 
be made” (Pané 1999 [1571], 51).24 
This cause is particular, essentially given by the knowledge intersubjectivity 
is or can be formed at this point – such knowledge will influence the protocol 
of procurement (cf. Vredenbregt 2004, 82-84). Another potential cause includes 
disclosure of their presence through the illness of an Amerindian, which zemies 
caused by polluting the person with raw meat because they were not properly fed, 
prayed to, housed, and given land – subjectified (Pané 1999 [1571], 20-23). Further 
biographical possibilities include the situation in which they were needed in order 
to perform a task or other potential forms of disclosure like through dreams or 
trances.
While these options are indeed difficult to infer from empirical evidence, 
a more clear example of a cause is where the desire to possess a certain material 
caused its exploitation over normal materials. This may result in a unilateral 
relationship of threepointer-ness with a source material. Such a biographical 
possibility would show from known data on the material’s source area and usage 
in general, its desirability being visible in the conception phase. In all events, a 
24  This fragment was transcribed from Pané’s original document, which Martír de Anglería 
had read in the early 16th century. It shows that stone zemies could propagate themselves in a 
similar manner to those of wood, and that they may differ still from those associated with the 
yams. The latter could be stones found in the indigenous tilled fields, or perhaps threepointers of 
pottery (contra Pané 1999 [1571], 26, if the connection to plant-providing magic is accepted).
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singular expectation must be met before the threepointer’s biography can advance. 
This is the cause that materialises a threepointer’s biography of which it is the de 
facto beginning, with a potential meaningful charge which may greatly affect its 
further course. 
3.4.2 Conception: Acting upon intents
The second phase delineates the selection and the procurement of the material, 
and all cosmological, cultural, social, technological, aesthetic, and pragmatic 
considerations intertwined with it. When the idea behind the start of the biography 
has become established, a piece of material can be procured. The conception details 
a second level of meaning in the biography, namely, the meaning in the material. 
This meaning may be derived from for instance the source area of the material, the 
context from which it was taken (such as liminal space; Siegel 2007), or from having 
followed a particular protocol, which requires knowledge. There are matters of 
selection, which may relate to innate properties the material is supposed to possess 
(Vredenbregt 2004), significance in its colour (Boomert 1987; Young 2006), or 
a lustrous appearance (Helms 1987; Ostapkowicz et al. 2010). This biographical 
phase entails the second transformation. A piece of material is taken and therefore 
opened to intersubjectivity, according to ways and with choices that may reveal or 
induce particular meaning into the threepointer-to-be. Of note is that procurement 
directly creates the expectation from people that future things will happen to the 
piece. The procured material is itself temporarily stuck in a liminal phase, between 
the raw state of nature and the state of acculturation, and depends on other actors 
to continue its biography. 
An archaeological reconstruction of potential ways of procuring material will 
tell things about the different ways in which people could hold their expectations. 
For instance, the elusive calci-rudite rock was clearly desirable, perhaps because 
its appearance and context provided it with exceptional perspectival qualities. The 
Amerindians returned to Pointe Arago for centuries (Knippenberg 2006) in order 
to ‘find the answers where they have always been’ and discovering through this 
dialogue how the procurement was given shape.25 This biographical possibility 
stands in contrast to the pattern of manuport threepointers which were procured 
as ‘finished’ threepointers and almost certainly had to be recognised as such in 
order for this to happen. Caraipé or kwep, a temper material created from the bark 
25  If the parallel to the protocols of proto-Historic interior Hispaniola is to be permitted.
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of Licania sp. trees, is an ethnographic example of a material whose properties 
are also suspected to surpass its technological qualities: its use is widespread and 
forms a long-standing tradition (e.g. Boomert 1986; DeBoer and Lathrap 1979; Van 
den Bel 1995; 2009; Van den Bel et al. 1995; Vredenbregt 2004). Similarly, clays 
were often procured from locations which had particular (spiritual or traditional) 
significance over locations which were closer to home (e.g. Duin 2000/2001; 
Hofman et al. 2008b, 31-32; Van den Bel 1995).
Still different meanings could be attached to other material properties or 
protocols used. The identity and specific body form of the tree-zemi was revealed 
through a conversation in trance (Oliver 2009, 61). In the conception the artefactual 
body begins to be formed, marking a transformation in the essence of the threepointer 
from an alien perspective to a thing which could ‘potentially’ receive subjectivity. 
The multitudinous biographical possibilities show a large optionality in the manner 
in which this transformation was realised. Although, while being conceived ‘the 
right way’ may have lasting significance for the rest of its life, the choice of material 
has an immense biographical impact especially upon the next phase. 
3.4.3 Birth: Preparing for life
The third phase covers the trajectory by which threepointers were made. The social 
significance of production sequences has been long recognised, especially with the 
introduction of the chaîne opératoire concept (Leroi-Gouran 1993 [1964]), forming 
one of the main lines of inquiry for archaeology (Gosselain 1998; Lemonnier 1986; 
Stark 1998). The interplay between this phase and the previous phases beyond 
offers space for attributing cultural significance as well. Making something means 
to transform the material, which requires both knowledge and craftsmanship. Each 
has its own impact on society and moves the people that cannot conceive of these 
skills (Van Gijn 2010, 164-166). What happens to the threepointer during this phase 
is directly influenced by the biography it had accumulated previously. The procured 
material offers pragmatic limitations to the kind of manufacture: some materials are 
reduced during fabrication (like stone), while others are made by transforming raw 
matter (ceramics and arguably bone). Manufacture further includes varying learned 
competencies and expertise (Andrews 2003; Bamforth and Finlay 2008), deviation 
by human error (Eerkens 2000), and responses to the debitage (Torrence 1986). 
The elaboration of the larger, stylised threepointers must have taken a sizeable 
investment of time, which forms a permanent investment into their biography. The 
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contexts in which this manufacture took place, as well as the relations involved 
(such as patronage), have direct consequences for the threepointer’s life (creating 
captivation). The creation of an artefactual body possessing culturalising features 
in the iconography would have allowed their ‘bundles of affects and capacities’ 
to be transformed into a helpful perspective. Other threepointers were worked 
barely or not at all from a technological perspective, but might have been ‘made’ or 
ensouled through subjectification. These geofact specimens question the analytical 
notion of half-fabricates as well as the necessity of modifying the shape while 
‘manufacturing’. The instilling of specific values can be seen as a non-technological 
side to manufacture, and could be derived from the context in which threepointers 
were worked (such as an illness) as well as potentially from initiative processes 
(cf. Hofman and Jacobs 2000/2001). Through subjectification threepointers could 
be subdued in order to render them safe in interaction, be invested with sufficient 
sociality to become ensouled, or alternatively have had their efficacy unlocked and 
released. 
Besides deriving significance from manufacture in specialised biographies, 
the archaeological patterns inform the broader cultural context of threepointers. 
A consistent similarity in the technological style could indicate a strong tradition 
and an affinity in cultural expectations, which remained stable over vast distances 
in time and space. An erratic assembly of sequences and executions is often seen 
as an expression of individuality (Walker 1993). In the present context such 
patterns are interpretable as the highly individualised association resulting from 
the personal subjectification of the threepointer that occurs through the act of 
making it. Such association may well serve to identify the person to whom the thing 
owed its manufacture (Rival 1996, 152). Finally, the conical three-pointed design 
itself seems evidence of a ‘right way’ from a shared cultural template of having a 
threepointer’s ‘bundle’, which was nevertheless open to individual interpretation. 
Elaborations on form or iconography beyond the necessary may refer to cultural 
aesthetics, further opportunities for embellishing an intersubjective relationship, or 
indicate style regions. The interplay between these biographical possibilities may 
well have decided the routes threepointers could follow during life and death. 
3.4.4 Life: Use in a social context
The fourth phase entails the active life of the threepointer, which ranges from 
its first use to the moment it is set in its archaeological context. The life phase 
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differs from the other biographical phases in that these are straightforward and 
contain a single definitive transformation, though multiple factors or events may 
contribute significance. During their use lives threepointers may instead undergo 
many shifts, transformations, and recontextualisations. Though their routes may be 
culturally predestined, they are not set in stone. It is in this phase that deviations 
and heterogeneity within the pattern are expected the most, as not one single un-
forfeitable application exists (Chapter 2). A threepointer’s life may be shaped by 
for instance the exchanges it had taken part in, the intersubjectivity in which it 
engages, or by a history of acknowledgeable performances such as a curing or 
combating a drought. From these shifts it derives its meaning, as a participant or 
witness to exchanges or perhaps as an autonomous initiator. Amerindian things may 
move from hand to hand as the result of non-transferable significance they possess, 
which may continue for generations (Bilhaut 2006; Vredenbregt 2004, 82-84). The 
life history acquired in this manner runs parallel to social and cultural creeds, either 
piously conforming to society’s expectations (Kopytoff 1986) or deviating from 
these norms and encouraging appropriate responses (Fontijn 2012). 
As with all other phases, the life takes place in the context of society 
and will reflect on it. For example, it may be asked if threepointers were part of 
the individual household sphere, the associates of a community’s behiques and 
equivalents, or participants in the socio-political mindgames between rivalling 
leaders (Oliver 2009). Are they public or private things, and were they associated 
with specific social roles or genders (cf. Walker 2010)? Such questions can be 
asked in the preceding biographical phases, but are most prominent during the 
actual lives of threepointers. Exploring the paths of use they followed will not only 
offer general ideas on their functionality, but also on how people handled their 
presence and if they were physically involved in acts. It may show which uses were 
culturally commonplace and which uses were special, and how this relates to the 
biographical trajectory. Calci-rudite procurement on St. Martin, for example, often 
translated itself to manufacture in Anguilla and life on distant islands (Knippenberg 
2006, 254-261). The lives of these threepointers differ completely from the political 
games of reciprocity that were played in the Greater Antilles (Oliver 2009) and 
again from the threepointers that remained in the area where they originated. The 
chronicles further recorded how zemies were treated as intersubjective beings 
which participated in aspects of human cultural life such as eating and trances, 
thereby gaining or losing a beneficial nature. It is quite possible that such customs 
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were applied to threepointers in reality, as they had been to zemies (Section 3.1.3), 
and that traces of these customs remain on the artefacts. While the full range of 
biographical possibilities is expected to exceed what the archaeological objects are 
able to evidence, reconstructing the sequential and contextual nature of their life 
will nevertheless provide a significant insight on their indigenous efficacy. 
3.4.5 Death: The end of a biography
The fifth and final phase of a threepointer’s biography is its ending. This end may 
result from unexpected events, be the natural consequence of reaching a certain 
condition in the life trajectory, or form a type of use by itself. A deposition can 
finalise the threepointer’s full significance, or be a sign that its life and meaning 
is relinquished. The repercussions for their meaning aside, multiple different ends 
will have existed. Things can be lost by accident, discarded as trash, put to rest in 
deposition, or be temporarily cached. If a biography is interrupted or interfered 
with before the thing could attain its meaningful identity, such as fracturing during 
manufacture, death can also commence. Selective depositions may nevertheless 
bring about an intense relationship between the people, the landscape, and the 
thing (Fontijn 2002). Some biographies never ended, in defiance of the normative 
cultural expectations. This biographical possibility is attested to by the presence of 
‘zemi’ figures in Caribbean cave caches, some believed to have been hidden away 
from the Spanish iconoclast (e.g. Saunders and Grey 1996; but cf. Du Tertre 1973 
[1667-1671], 349).26 
Like the cause, the death of a threepointer and ending of the biography can 
be seen as a response to a state of affairs, whether gradual or acute. Depositing 
‘appropriately’ could be favoured by the indigenous’ cultural expectations, but 
could also be about the termination of the relationship with the threepointer, 
necessitated for example to ward destabilising influences, to name a common theme 
(Van Gijn 2010, 171). Deposition may be fuelled by the drive to provide a desirable 
closure, to execute punishment, or may simply amount to no more than getting rid 
of something that is no longer useful. Commonly observed ‘proper’ endings may 
indicate that the biography was a finite one which called for deposition once past 
a certain point. Threepointers which simply outlived their usefulness could end up 
26  However, threepointers are rare finds in cave contexts: only two pre-Columbian 
examples from the Lesser Antilles are available from the literature (Slozinski and Slozinski 1983; 
Watters 1991).
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in dumps instead. Improper or premature endings may signify that threepointers 
‘acted wrongly’ and were punished accordingly. An alternative is that they 
essentially ceased to be threepointers, because they deviated too much from what 
was culturally possible and lost all of their significance as a result (Fontijn 2002, 31-
32; following Weiner 1992). In Amerindian terms, the destruction of the artefactual 
body and subjectivised ‘bundle of affects and capacities’ instantly terminates any 
relationships and allows the being’s predatory perspective to resurface. Ensouled 
artefacts participate in the subjectivity of their owner and may be destroyed when 
this person passes, whereas objects which deteriorate become repulsive (cf. Van 
Velthem 2001). The amount of ethnographic variability is enormous, and the 
chronicles offer no details on which direction to search in.
A deposition is something that can be done on one’s own, as a personal 
and private enterprise. It can also be public, when the biography of a thing is used 
to signal meaning long after the event itself. An ending can be biographically 
unexpected even if it is culturally appropriate, such as destruction during unplanned 
ceremony. Differentiating between these possibilities is not easy, but it is at this 
phase that the accomplishments of the threepointer are resolved before the eyes of 
society. By investigating this final transformation the biography comes to a marked 
end, concluding the threepointer’s trial. 
3.5 SynTHeTIC ReMARkS
This chapter aimed to establish a biographical framework for threepointers on 
a formal level. A thing’s biography is like that of a person in that it contains a 
beginning and an end, and marks several life phases in between. How things move 
between these phases and across these markers provides insights in the nature of 
the thing, and also in the nature of its home society, because it occurs in accordance 
with culturally consonant attitudes. The biographical framework developed in a 
theoretical climate concerned with the attributing of economic values to things. For 
this reason the mechanisms causing such movements, driving recontextualisation, 
are traditionally considered as political, transactional, economic, or social and 
relational in nature. 
The indigenous Amerindian ontology in regards to things has been examined 
using the vocabulary of perspectivism in order to scrutinise the ehnohistoric 
chronicles. This examination showed that the behaviour of the proto-Historic zemies 
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lent itself exceptionally well to a perspectivist analysis. The metaphoric quality 
of the term ‘biography’ is strengthened by this framework. It further provides 
the mechanisms of (inter)subjectivity and the struggle between dominant and 
subordinate perspectives as causing recontextualisation and movement between 
potential biographical possibilities. Archaeological approaches subdivide these 
biographical possibilities into distinct biographical phases, which allows for a more 
synoptic inquiry using different lines of evidence. 
These theoretical insights, approaches, ontologies, and innovations are 
combined into a biographical framework for threepointers. This framework allows 
the thesis to read the data obtained as biographical possibilities for threepointers and 
connect them with the corresponding biographical phases in Chapter 5. The filled-
in framework will subsequently be used to reconstruct threepointer biographies in 
Chapter 6 and explore how they were guided by social and ontological values in 
pre-Columbian Caribbean societies. 
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This chapter provides the methodological framework for this research. In doing 
so, it clarifies the promises and limits of the data. The first section provides a brief 
introduction to microwear analysis in archaeology in general and in the Caribbean 
in particular. This section further details the experiments conducted and examined, 
and thereafter the equipment used and research protocols followed. The second 
section explains the construction of the data sample and contextualises the studied 
materials. The third section reflects on the interpretation of microscopic traces and 
the inferential limits and problems involved. The fourth and last section concludes 
with the kind of questions the data allows and disallows. Individual objects are 
assigned a three (occasionally four) digit ID using the site initials (see Appendix 1).
4.1 MICRoweAR AnALySIS
This section provides an overview of microwear analysis, also referred to as 
functional or use wear analysis (Van Gijn 2012). Included is a brief history of its 
development and a review of the traditionally studied material categories. The 
methodology was essentially developed for the study of tools used for craft and 
subsistence activities, drawing upon a historical Marxist epistemology (Risch 
2008; cf. Warnier 2009). It is not commonly applied to ‘ritual’ artefacts. 
4.1.1 History of focus
Microwear analysis first developed as traceology in the Soviet Union in the 
1930’s through the work of Sergeĭ Semenov (1985). However, the approach 
reached scholars elsewhere only after the 1964 English translation (Korobkova 
2008). Semenov observed microscopic traces consisting of striations and polish 
on artefacts, which, he reasoned, were the result of the activities once performed. 
Such traces are now known to develop according to uniformitarian principles from 
the wear and abrasion that result from physical contact between materials (Yamada 
1993). Their morphology is dependent on the type of materials, the type of activity, 
and the degree to which the artefact has been used. Through controlled experiments 
the majority of microwear traces have been replicated, allowing the interpretation 
4 – Methods and Materials
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of traces from archaeological contexts. In the 1980’s, approaches diverged between 
the Low Power approach using magnifications of 10x to 160x (e.g. Adams 2002; 
Odell 1981; Tringham et al. 1974), and the laborious High Power approach using 
magnifications of 100x to 600x (e.g. Keeley 1974; 1980; Moss and Newcomer 
1982; see Juel Jensen 1988). Low Power microscopy is quick and easy, but only 
High Power microscopy is able to detect the full diagnostic range of traces. The 
approaches are nowadays considered complementary and contemporary microwear 
studies combine multiple magnifications (Odell 2001; Unrath et al. 1986; Van Gijn 
1990; 2008; Van Gijn et al. 2008). 
Microwear analysis has proven invaluable for material culture studies of the 
prehistoric societies of Europe and North America. The interpretation of manufacture 
and use wear traces is thus well developed for flint (e.g. Hayden 1979; Longo and 
Skakun 2008; Van Gijn 1990), bone, antler and horn (e.g. Choyke and Laszlo 2001; 
Gates St-Pierre and Walker 2007; Luik et al. 2005; Van Gijn 2005), hard stone (e.g. 
Adams 2002; Verbaas and Van Gijn 2007), and ornaments from amber and glass 
(e.g. Bonnardin 2008; Gam 1993; Van Gijn 2006). However, threepointers were 
commonly manufactured from shell and stony corals, next to a variety of rock 
types. The development of trace diagnostics on stone depends on the coarseness 
and mineral composition of the material, and is particularly variable for softer rock 
types. Without an experimental program using Caribbean contact materials the 
reliability of inferred use wear traces for these materials is limited. Manufacturing 
scars remain diagnostic, however. The development of traces on shell, which is 
composed of homogeneous crystallised calcite and aragonite mother-of-pearl, is 
understood reasonably well through parallel studies. While most focused on the 
manufacture of ornaments (e.g. d’Errico et al. 2005; Henshilwood 2007; Taborin 
1993; Yerkes 1993; see also Hayes and Leci 1989), shell tool use wear traces 
have also been investigated (Cuenca Solana et al. 2011; Lammers-Keijsers 2001; 
2007; Lundberg 1987). Stony coral, however, has not been focused on outside of 
the Caribbean (Kelly 2003; 2004; Kelly and Van Gijn 2008). Although traces on 
coral do develop similar to those on stone (Lammers-Keijsers 2007, 53-57), the 
topography remains dependent upon the contact material. Finally, Caribbean bone 
has never been subjected to microwear analysis. 
Studies using technological and functional analyses on Caribbean materials 
appeared from the 1980’s onwards (Hofman et al. 2008c). While this covers 
broader topics such as archaeometry, isotopic analysis, and plant microfossil 
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analysis (see Hofman et al. 2008d), studies using microwear analysis are well 
represented (Bartone and Crock 1991; Briels 2004; Dacal Moure et al. 2004; de 
Mille and Varney 2003; de Mille et al. 2008; Kelly 2003; 2004; Kelly and Van 
Gijn 2008; Lammers-Keijsers 2001; 2008; Lundberg 1987; Nieuwenhuis 2008; 
Rodríguez Ramos 2005b; Ruiter 2009; Rostain and Dacal Moure 1997; Sears and 
Sullivan 1978; Van Gijn and Hofman 2008; Van Gijn et al. 2008; Walker 1983; 
2010; cf. Nieuwenhuis 2002). These approaches are all characterised by a strong 
focus on tool economics, often investigating flints or craft related materials. Since 
several of these studies were carried out as a collaboration between the Caribbean 
Research Group and the Laboratory for Artefact Studies, both at Leiden University, 
the Laboratory now houses a reference collection of experimental tools aimed 
at Caribbean contact materials and economic activities. While the scope of the 
literature is limited for the present study, this reference collection allowed for the 
interpretation of all common trace types in conjunction with limited experiments 
and expert opinions from the Laboratory specialists.
4.1.2 Experiments
 4.1.2.1 Residues
Several kinds of residue were encountered during the research (Section 5.4.2). 
These were sampled or compared to experimental residues, depending on the type. 
Sampling took place in accordance with the Caribbean Research Group’s sampling 
protocol, which is aimed towards qualitative identification of the residue. Extracted 
were suspected starch grains (AG2, C10) and an unknown adhesive (AG1). The 
residues were scraped off the surface of the threepointers using a sharp implement 
and captured in a pipette. The suspected starch samples are under analysis by dr. 
Jaime Pagán Jiménez, senior paleoethnobotanist at EK Consultores en Arqueología, 
Inc. and affiliate researcher to Leiden’s Caribbean Research Group.
Residues thought to be either tar or bitumen were encountered on several 
threepointers. Since plant extracted tars are generally similar in appearance, the 
residue was compared to experimental flint implements (exp. 1372, 1373) treated 
with European birch tar (fig 9; also cf. Lammers-Keijsers 2007, 133). While no 
thick drops of tar were present on the archaeological specimens, thinner smeared 
out patches of residue looked sufficiently alike to confirm the residue as a plant-
derived tarry substance. Chemical analysis of the tar to determine the plant species 
was not carried out. 
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4.1.2.2 Handling
Several threepointers under study showed traces which were suggested to be the 
result of handling activities (Section 5.4.1). Such traces normally develop as a 
monotone polish, often rounding the surface, which covers large areas (d’Errico 
1993; examples in Knutsson 2008; Xhauflair and Pawlik 2010). When well 
developed, they become diagnostic. Handling traces on a coral grinding tool (exp. 
733: 45 minutes of use) corresponded positively. Nevertheless, an experiment (no. 
2057) was carried out attempting to replicate this development on stone. A small 
fine-grained sandstone was handled for an extended period of time, totalling 24 
hours of unregulated motion over the entire surface. A second experiment (no. 2058) 
handling a similar sandstone using systematic motion upon a selected surface is not 
yet finished. The experiment resulted in a polish showing a rounded and irregular 
Figure 10. Microwear traces on an experimental sandstone after 24 hours of 
handling.
Figure 9.	Birch	tar	residue	on	experimental	flint	implements.
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topography covering the entire handled surface (fig 10). Such traces were further 
present upon the handled areas of experimental coral tools (no. 722). This type of 
trace is indeed observed on archaeological specimens, but much more extensively 
developed on both stones and corals. This indicates that the number of contact 
hours in the past greatly exceeded the experimental contact hours. 
  4.1.2.3 Coral grinding
The experiments on coral tools carried out by Harold Kelly (2003) during his research 
at the Laboratory for Artefact Studies were consulted for the present research. Kelly 
tested the abrasive qualities (sanding, grinding, polishing, pounding) of Porites 
porites (Kelly 2003, 13-39) and the grinding capacities of Acropora palmata and 
A. cervicornis (Kelly 2003, 40-51). Coral, shell, bone, wood, plants, clay, ochre, 
stone, charcoal, and fish were all tested as contact materials. The microwear 
traces produced in these experiments were not encountered amongst the coral 
threepointers of the present study. However, the grinding pressure occasionally 
created a spread of calcium carbonate particles, which clogged the corallite tubers 
of the experimental corals. These particles turned into a sticky paste when used with 
water (Exp. 701, 702, 723, 749, 1076, 1081), which has since then remineralised 
on the tools (fig 11). The resulting concretion is thus interpreted as resulting from 
water-aided grinding and sanding activities, and resembles the clogged corallite 
structure found on several archaeological specimens. Kelly’s experimental tools 
developed use wear traces as a result of the specialised activities, and demonstrated 
a relation between the duration for grinding down a coral tool and the formation 
of paste, inverse to the efficiency of the used angle. The presence of a developed 
calcium carbonate concretion can thus be interpreted as evidence of abrading or 
grinding of either coral species with the intent to grind down and obliterate the 
natural surface. 
Figure 11. Calcium carbonate paste clogging resulting from grinding activities 
using water on Acropora palmata (left) and Porites porites (right).
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4.1.3 Methods of analysis
 4.1.3.1 Equipment
The Laboratory for Artefact Studies at the Faculty of Archaeology of Leiden 
University houses several stereomicroscopes and metallurgic microscopes, which 
were used to analyse the materials. The baseline for lower magnifications was a 
SMZ800 Nikon stereomicroscope using adjustable oblique light, supported by a 
Leica M80 instruction stereomicroscope equipped with segmented LED ringlight 
(fig 12). These magnifications ranged between 10x and 65x. Three different 
microscopes were used for higher magnifications. These were a Nikon Optiphot 
X/Y series metallurgical microscope (100x and 200x), a custom built free-arm 
variant (150x and 300x), and a Leica DM6000 M metallurgical microscope 
(100x-1200x; fig 12). The free-arm microscope proved necessary for investigating 
larger threepointers as well as specific surfaces on medium sized threepointers, 
whereas the Leica microscope was used for Z-stack photography. The metallurgic 
microscopes were equipped with polarising filters, and all but the Leica M80 
accommodated photography. 
During field research in the Caribbean, a Dino-Lite Pro AM-413T microscope 
with 1280x1024 (1.3 Megapixel) resolution was used. This USB microscope has a 
continuous zooming range, with its effective ranges being 20x-50x magnification 
and 210x-230x magnification. However, its resolution is much lower than that 
of the stationary microscopes used at the Laboratory. A comparative analysis 
using the Golden Rock 1 threepointers showed the Dino-Lite microscope to have 
trouble mainly with the interpretation of polish under high magnification. The 
identification of production negatives (scars) and grinding surfaces proved easy, 
and recognition of artificially modified grains possible. Striations were also more 
reliably distinguished under low magnification than under high magnification. 
Figure 12. Using the Leica M80 (left) and Nikon Optiphot (right) microscopes.
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While both magnifications discerned residues with ease, identification proved 
difficult. The data obtained using this microscope are thus considered less reliable 
than data gathered by stationary microscopes. Finally, macroscopic photographs 
were taken from various angles with an Olympus VR-340 (16 megapixel) digital 
camera.
4.1.3.2 Methods
Threepointers were first drawn on a 1:1 scale on a standard microwear form used 
to note down observations and locations (fig 13). Three threepointers were cleaned 
in an ultra-sonic tank for two to three hours to remove excessive adhesive dirt. Not 
knowing what kind of traces were to be expected and not wishing to damage the 
artefacts, most threepointers were only rinsed in water. Threepointers from samples 
studied in the Caribbean had been cleaned prior to this research. Length, width, and 
height were further recorded. 
Low magnification was used to document any site of interest and covered 
all surface aspects. Common observations include pecking and flaking scars, cut 
marks, modified grains, locations of grinding, residues, and occasionally patches 
of gloss. This step facilitated the forming of hypotheses between the ongoing trace 
Figure 13. Example of a data form (CD9).
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observations and discussions of the objects with staff and other students. These 
ideas were tested under high magnification. Most attention was then paid to flatter 
surfaces, their borders, and previously recognised sites of interest. Significant 
observations included various kinds of polish as well as the presence of traces 
therein, and traces and striations located outside of the polish. The density, degree, 
and direction was recorded for these traces. The microscope set-up in the Caribbean 
rarely allowed inspection of border areas (fig 14), and was thus limited to flatter 
surfaces. In practice Dino-Lite analyses entailed a more selective scan of areas of 
interest pursuing a systematic series of snapshots aimed at capturing the accessible 
surface.
4.2 CoMpoSITIon oF THe DATASeT
The full dataset comprises a total of 118 possible threepointers from seven 
archaeological sites and one private collection. Included are threepointers from the 
sites of El Cabo, Punta Macao, and Playa Grande in the Dominican Republic; from 
the sites of Maisabel and Punta Candelero in Puerto Rico; from the site of Anse 
à la Gourde in Grande-Terre, Guadeloupe; and from the site of Golden Rock 1 
in St. Eustatius (fig 15). However, only 59 specimens contributed data; the other 
threepointers could not be sufficiently analysed due to surface pollution, lack of 
traces, or time constraints. Threepointers from El Cabo, Golden Rock 1, and Anse 
à la Gourde are currently stored in Leiden and were studied at the Laboratory for 
Artefact Studies. The other sites were chosen in order to obtain a broader regional 
diversity across the threepointer distribution area. The well documented Maisabel 
Figure 14. Working stations in the El Vocero storehouse (left) and the Museo 
del Hombre Dominicano Archaeological Laboratory (right).
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and Punta Candelero sites were selected to obtain a broader temporal perspective. 
Punta Macao was selected for the ample number of threepointers excavated, while 
the recently excavated materials from Playa Grande have excellent context. Both 
assemblages are contemporaneous with El Cabo and are currently stored at the 
Museo del Hombre Dominicano, Santo Domingo. Finally, the opportunity was 
offered to study the private collection of dr. Martínez Villanueva, current director 
of the Museo del Hombre, from the Higüey peninsula. This selection encompasses 
diachronic depth and regional diversity, offering optimal variety. 
4.2.1 El Cabo
The archaeological habitation site of El Cabo is located on the Higüey peninsula at 
the eastern shoreline of the Dominican Republic. It is situated on a promontory of 
eroded limestone, facing the Mona Passage, though it is impossible to access the 
sea from the site. El Cabo was first excavated in the early 1970’s, and has had its 
fair share of looting and collecting over time (Ortega 1978; 2005, 115-116; Samson 
2010, 97-103). Faced with mineral extractions, comprehensive archaeological 
investigations were recommended in 2000 (Olsen Bogaert 2000). Excavations were 
carried out between 2005 and 2008 by a team from Leiden University directed by 
Menno Hoogland and Corinne Hofman in collaboration with the Museo del Hombre 
Dominicano (Hofman et al. 2006; Hofman et al. 2008e). Recent construction works 
have rendered the site inaccessible, the nearby village levelled, and its inhabitants 
expropriated. 
Figure 15. Satellite photo of the study area indicating the locations of the seven 
sites studied, extending from eastern Hispaniola down to the Guadeloupian 
Archipelago.
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The archaeology of El Cabo spans the entire Late Ceramic Age period. 
The settlement dates between AD 600-1504 and is associated with both Ostionoid 
and Chicoid material culture (Hofman et al. 2008e; Samson 2010; Samson and 
Hoogland 2007). The Leiden excavations aimed at a large scale coverage of the 
habitation area, processing over 1000m2. This involved a checker-board pattern 
of 1x1m units, generally excavated for ten to twenty centimetres in depth before 
the post-hole ridden limestone bedrock was reached. The soil was a palimpsest 
of habitation layers and house material accumulations, which was collected in 
10cm increments and sieved on a plastic 4mm mesh. The data from El Cabo have 
supported much research since (see Hoogland et al. in prep.).
Eleven of the threepointers excavated by the Leiden team were analysed in 
the Leiden Laboratory of Artefact Studies (fig 16). Several of these threepointers 
were found in situ in the uppermost find layer, some directly associated with 
features affiliated to the Chicoid series (C01, C08, C10, C11, C12). The affiliation 
of threepointers from the midden is either with Chicoid materials (C02, C03, C09) 
or is unknown (C05, C06, C07); one specimen is a surface find (C04). Chicoid 
dates from the habitation area range from AD 850 until circa 1504 accordingly 
(Samson 2011, 428). 
Figure 16. The sample of coral and stone threepointers from El Cabo. Photo 
courtesy of Alice Samson.
C01        C06    C10
        C05
C12
C09 C11
C08    C07     C04       C03
C02
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4.2.2 Playa Grande
The archaeological site of Playa Grande is located in the north-east of the Dominican 
Republic, in the province of María Trinidad Sánchez. Its location is on the sandy 
intertidal plane in the vicinity of the Atlantic coastline, nearby older igneous and 
metamorphic deposits. The site was first discovered in 1978 (Veloz Maggiolo 
and Ortega 1980) and the area was reinvestigated between 1996 and 2000 (Olsen 
Bogaert and Atiles Bidó 2004). The most recent excavations took place in the 
summers of 2011 and 2012, under direction of Adolfo José López Belando. 
These investigations showed Playa Grande to be a multi-component 
settlement site, its occupation size estimated at 300,000m2. Containing Ostionoid 
and Chicoid ceramics, as well as a Meillacoid component, it dates firmly to the 
Late Ceramic Age. Eight excavation units were placed in the activity and habitation 
zones, excavated in ±25cm artificial layers, while some agricultural mounds were 
tested with shovel pits. The radiocarbon dates indicate an occupation from the ninth 
to the seventeenth century AD (López Belando 2012, 167, 182). The site shows 
particular similarities to Punta Macao (Guerrero and López Belando 2012), but has 
not been studied much otherwise.
This excavation yielded four threepointers (fig 17), made of bone, coral, 
and two different rock types of local metamorphic varieties (Burkhalter 2012), 
all of Chicoid association. Two were found in the central midden deposits (PG2, 
PG4). They are associated with the shallowest layers dating to AD 1440-1690, 
which overlaid an activity area (López Belando 2012, 166-167). PG1 came from 
a supposed house floor to the north, and PG3 from midden deposits overlaying it; 
those strata contained both Meillacoid and Chicoid ceramics.
Figure 17. The sample of coral, bone, and two stone threepointers from Playa 
Grande. PG2 base length is 45 mm.
  PG1  PG2      PG3       PG4
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4.2.3 Punta Macao
The settlement site of Punta Macao is located in the province of La Altagracía, 
on the Atlantic coastline. Like nearby El Cabo, the site is situated on top of the 
bedrock promontory. Notable excavations occurred in 1972 and again circa 2004 
(Atiles Bidó 2004; Olsen Bogaert 2004; Veloz Maggiolo 1972; Veloz Maggiolo and 
Ortega 1972; cf. Ortega 2005, 129-135; Ortega et al. 2003). The 1972 excavations 
revealed two cultural layers. The bottommost layer contained Ostionoid ceramics 
and threepointers of pottery, shell, stone, and bone which generally did not exceed 
five centimetres in size. The uppermost layer contained Chicoid ceramics of the 
Macao style, and yielded increasingly rustic threepointers which were comparatively 
larger (Veloz Maggiolo 1972, 324-335). During the circa 2004 excavations several 
2x10m trenches were placed on midden deposits and excavated in 20cm layers 
(Olsen Bogaert 2004). 
Punta Macao is a large habitation site of an estimated 1,000,000m2 with rich 
midden deposits, house plans, and burial assemblages. The site dates predominantly 
to the Late Ceramic Age, as radiocarbon samples established dates ranging from 
AD 640 to AD 1300 (Olsen Bogaert 2004, 26-27). However, the site was probably 
inhabited up until the contact period; the materials in Punta Macao are similar to 
those found at El Cabo and occasionally represented there (Hofman et al. 2007b). 
These materials facilitated several studies recently.
Despite the recovery of numerous threepointers (Atiles Bidó 2004; 
fig 18), only a single specimen of pottery could be located at the Museo del 
Hombre Dominicano in 2012. This threepointer was excavated during the circa 
2004 excavations from layer III (40-60 cm). Although Olsen Bogaert’s (2004, 
29) description of the Estilo Macao component (AD 1200-1400) suggests the 
Figure 18. Ceramic threepointers from the ca. 2004 excavations in Punta 
Macao; left image adapted from Atiles Bidó (2004), right image adapted from 
Olsen Bogaert (2004). PM1 base length is 41 mm, scale of others unknown.
PM1
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threepointer may be identified with this series, its spatial association is effectively 
unclear.27 
4.2.4 Private collection, Higüey 
During research in Santo Domingo, dr. Cristian Martínez Villanueva, general 
director of the Museo del Hombre Dominicano, offered the opportunity to study 
the threepointers from his private collection (fig 19). This collection numbered nine 
individuals, eight of which were obtained by Martínez Villanueva during visits to the 
Higüey region. The Higüey group includes coral, pottery, and stone threepointers. 
Further contextual data are lacking, nor is the internal relation between these 
27  It was found in a bag labelled ‘III’ and an encircled ‘23’. Olsen Bogaert (2004) refers to 
Atiles Bidó’s (2004) report for the site’s stratigraphy, but this report was of no help.
Figure 19. Threepointers in the private collection of Cristian Martínez Villanueva. 
Not to scale.
CD9    CD8       CD2
CD6             CD3
CD7          CD4    CD1
CD5
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threepointers known: their data contributes secondarily to the variety of treatments 
threepointers underwent. The ninth threepointer (CD9) is made in anthropomorphic 
style and was obtained west of Santo Domingo. Microscopic inspection revealed 
its outer surface to be a resin applied to the underlying coral material by modern 
techniques (fig 20), obstructing further microwear analysis and verification of its 
authenticity. The reproduction of Taíno artefacts is common in the Dominican 
Republic, and serves a small-scale economic purpose. The inauthentic small 
trigonoliths local merchants sell are typically identifiable on the basis of stylistic 
anomalies, although they are frequently altered archaeological microtrigonoliths. 
Like most ceramic sherds and adornos, authentic microtrigonoliths appear to serve 
as marketplace decoration creating an authentic ambience for the flamboyant and 
eye-catching forgeries. The itineraries of such artefacts reveal stories of economic 
hardships and entrepreneurship, adding to the conflicting mix of pride and 
exploitation that surrounds Dominican national patrimony. However, they form no 
part of the present research.
Figure 20. Evidence of modern 
alteration of the surface of CD9 (230x 
mag.). Left is the unaltered original 
coral surface, visible on the basal 
surface. Microscopic photographs 
show brush stroke patterns on the 
lateral surface of the posterior end 
(arrow). 
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4.2.5 Maisabel
Maisabel is a multi-component settlement site located on the low alluvial plain 
of the north-central coast of Puerto Rico, near the Atlantic shoreline. The plain’s 
geology comprises eolian sands and marine terrace deposits of beach rock limestone 
and sandstone (see Siegel et al. 2005). Maisabel has been investigated for several 
consecutive years starting 1985, primarily under direction of Peter Siegel and the 
Centro de Investigaciones Indígenas de Puerto Rico (Siegel 1989; 1992; 1995; 
1996; Siegel and Roe 1991). This project uncovered a settlement whose occupation 
spanned nearly the entire Ceramic Age. 
Maisabel’s occupation dates stylistically between 200 BC and AD 1200 
(Siegel 1992), though the recently recalibrated radiocarbon date range for the 
human burials is cal AD 270 to 1150 (in Laffoon 2012; Mickleburgh and Pagán-
Jiménez 2012). The 200.000m2 large site was first mapped through augur pit testing, 
whereas 280m2 of the middens and habitation area was excavated using 2x2m test 
pits afterwards (Siegel 1992, 36-58; Siegel and Bernstein 1991). Maisabel has been 
the focus of substantial research (see Siegel 1992).
Thirteen possible threepointers were analysed (fig 21). Of three the 
threepointer status was uncertain (M01, M11, M13), but they proved to be not 
interpretable under the microscope and were safely dismissed. The threepointers 
consist of shell (Lobatus gigas L.) and stones of various rock types. Their context 
is invariably based upon associated diagnostic ceramics. The midden threepointers 
are affiliated with the Hacienda Grande complex (M04, M08, M09, M11), later 
Hacienda Grande mixed with Cuevas materials (M03, M05, M06, M07), and 
Monserrate Ostionoid ceramics (M02). Four others were found in the predominantly 
Figure 21. The sample of stone and shell threepointers from Maisabel.
 M03           M02  M06       M10   M07
M11          M12        M08       M04    M05        M13       M09
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Ostionoid house area palimpsest, two of them in pit features (M01, M10), and two 
in excavation pits (M12, M13). 
4.2.6 Punta Candelero
The site of Punta Candelero is located on a sandy peninsula at the south-eastern coast 
of Puerto Rico, in full view of Vieques island. Impending destruction motivated 
rescue excavations between 1987 and 1989, carried out by a Turabo University 
Museum team under supervision of Miguel Rodríguez López (Rodríguez López 
1989; 1991a).28 
Punta Candelero is a multi-component settlement site dating to the Early 
Ceramic Age, containing middens and burials from the Huecoid and Cuevas 
Saladoid traditions. Recent recalibrations indicate starting dates of 200 BC for the 
La Hueca component (also in Rodríguez López and Rivera 1991) and of AD 640 
for the Cuevas component. The latter occupation was terminated some decades 
after AD 900 (M. Rodríguez López, pers. comm. June 2012). Excavation of the 
middens took place by means of strategically placed test pits (see Rodríguez López 
1991a, 618), sampling 3,637m2, or circa two-thirds of the site (Pagán Jiménez 2007, 
75). These excavations revealed a variety of artefacts, including richly decorated 
pottery, thousands of lapidary items, numerous local and exotic semi-precious 
stones, and burials of humans and dogs (Fontanez 1991; Rodríguez López 1991b; 
1997; Rodríguez Ramos 2001; 2007). 
The materials from Punta Candelero are under the custody of the Turabo 
University Museum, where some are held on display. All threepointers were found 
either in the Cuevas midden deposits (PC1, PC2, PC4, PC6, PC7, PC8) or as Cuevas 
area surface finds (PC3, PC5). Therefore, the group dates primarily to the later part 
of the Early Ceramic Age B phase. Four threepointers of shell (Lobatus gigas L.) 
and four threepointers of coral (various species) were analysed (fig 22). A sample 
of twenty-one stone threepointers of various rock types could only be recorded 
macroscopically. Lacking an actual analysis, their data are left out of the results.
28  The site was preserved, however, and has since been revisited more recently (Ramos 
2007 in Rodríguez Ramos 2007, 82).
PC4
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4.2.7 Golden Rock 1
The Golden Rock 1 site is part of a larger archaeological habitation area located in 
the centre of the flat and fertile Cultuurvlakte area of St. Eustatius. The presence of 
archaeological deposits was first registered in the 1920’s (De Josselin de Jong 1947). 
A team from Leiden University under the direction of Aad Versteeg conducted a 
multi-year rescue operation on parts of the site to document areas endangered by 
the island’s airport extension plans in the 1980’s (Versteeg 1989; 1990; 1991). 
This excavation focused on the house plans, habitation area, and the 
adjacent midden area of Golden Rock 1, whose main occupation consists of the 
Late Saladoid ceramic component. It was dated to around AD 500 – 800 (Versteeg 
1992a), later corrected to cal AD 450 – 850 confirming the later phase of the Early 
Ceramic Age occupation of the site (in Knippenberg 2006, 105). The circa 3000m2 
habitation area was tested by auguring and subsequently opened by large-scale 
mechanical excavation. The circa 400m2 midden area was first investigated by a 
systematic grid of 1x1m test pits and later excavated by rows of 4x4m test pits 
(Schinkel 1992; Versteeg 1990; 1992b). Golden Rock 1 is well published (Versteeg 
and Schinkel 1992).
The Golden Rock 1 threepointers documented derive exclusively from 
the midden deposits. The initial search for the coral threepointers produced four 
would-be threepointers. These four objects were analysed at the Leiden Laboratory 
G4
Figure 22. The analysed sample of shell and coral threepointers from Punta 
Candelero. PC3 base length is 59 mm.
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for Artefact Studies, where only GR1 and GR2 were confirmed as threepointers. 
Twenty-seven shell threepointers were found near the end of the research, 
excluding another twelve unmodified conch prongs. Seven of these threepointers 
were selected for analysis using the Laboratory equipment to provide comparative 
data for the shell threepointers analysed with the Dino-Lite (fig 23). The remainder 
were macroscopically inspected, but their data are left out of the results. 
4.2.8 Anse à la Gourde
Anse à la Gourde is a multi-component habitation site located on the Pointe des 
Châteaux peninsula in the easternmost part of Grande-Terre, Guadeloupe. The site is 
situated on the Atlantic shoreline, located on a limestone terrace composed of beach 
rock and bordered by wind-blown sand dunes. It has seen small-scale excavations 
in the 1970’s and a salvage investigation in 1984 (Bodu 1984). The 1995-2000 
excavations by the Service Régional de l’Archéologie of the Direction Régionale 
des Affaires Culturelles (DRAC) and Leiden University under the direction of 
Corinne Hofman, Menno Hoogland and André Delpuech are the first large-scale 
excavations conducted at Anse à la Gourde (Delpuech and Hofman 1997; Delpuech 
Figure 23. The sample of coral threepointers and triangular objects from 
Golden Rock 1.
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et al. 1995-1999; 1999; Hofman et al. 2001a; Hofman et al. 2001b; 2003a; 2003b). 
Anse à la Gourde’s deposits contain a small Saladoid occupation from AD 
400 to AD 600/800, after which the site was abandoned due to climate changes 
(Beets et al. 2006). The Troumassoid reoccupation dates to AD 1000–1400, and 
most of the materials and burials excavated at the site date to this occupation in the 
early phase of the Late Ceramic Age (cf. Hoogland et al. 2001). The settlement area 
was investigated using 5x5 and 10x10m excavation units, while the middens were 
tested through trenches, 2x2 m units and 0.50x0.50 m shovel tests (Hofman et al. 
2001b, 25). The data obtained from the excavations have since enabled extensive 
research (see Hofman et al. in prep.). 
The site has yielded numerous threepointers from both the settlement area 
and the midden area. The shell threepointers were previously analysed by Lammers-
Keijsers (2007, 70), who was unable to find traces of microwear. Seven stone 
threepointers were available in Leiden for analysis, which are made of a variety 
of rock types (fig 24). Six of the seven threepointers likely date to the AD 1000 to 
1300 Troumassoid occupation phase (M.L.P. Hoogland, pers. comm. 2013). These 
were all excavated from the house area. The sole midden trench threepointer is 
undated (AG7). 
Figure 24. The sample of threepointers from Anse à la Gourde. AG5 base 
length is 82 mm.
AG3      AG1
       AG4   AG7   AG6
AG5     AG2
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4.3 InFeRRIng TRACeS
Microwear analysis operates on the premise that different activities create different 
kinds of traces. Traces are first observed, after which they can be interpreted 
through comparison with experimentally reproduced traces. If their morphology 
is sufficiently similar, then by analogy the activities which caused the traces to 
develop are also sufficiently similar (Van Gijn and Raemaekers 1999). The locations 
and patterns of trace distributions further aid in the identification of the functions 
of the artefact. Since traces are identified visually, the results are ideally verifiable 
by other specialists if they are not well-known and diagnostic. However, in reality 
there are both inferential limitations to the methodology and problems of trace 
pollution of the artefacts that must be taken into account. This section reviews these 
limitation and explains the condition of the materials in the present study. 
4.3.1 Inferential limitations
Microwear analysis is highly observer-dependant. Blind tests on the identification 
of polish, for example, show substantial variation in the interpretations of individual 
specialists (e.g. Bamforth 1988; Hurcombe 1988; Newcomer et al. 1986; 1988). 
Despite attempts at standardisation (e.g. Grace 1993), the best solution is to include 
high quality images to facilitate peer review (Plisson and Lompré 2008). Second, 
the manner in which the object is positioned respective to the light source greatly 
influences the visibility of traces. Moreover, since scanning the entire surface 
of objects is impractical, researchers hold bias favouring the areas they suspect 
to harbour traces. It is thus unrealistic to assume that the full range of traces is 
observed (Van Gijn 2010, 31). Some types of traces may also overlap in appearance, 
or have not yet been replicated in experiments (Van Gijn 2010, 31-32). Rather 
than identifying the activity, researchers may be limited to making statements, for 
example, about the hardness of the contact material. However, this overlap is more 
pressing for microwear analysis on tools: craft polishes were not identified in the 
present research. Admittedly, technical and practical limitations did favour analysis 
of the flatter surfaces, while observer dependency and differences in light exposure 
also influenced the research. 
4.3.2 Taphonomy and pollution
The assumption that observed traces are artificial and ancient in nature is not 
entirely correct. Traces may be added or destroyed through taphonomy, excavation, 
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and post-excavational treatment. Chemical and mechanical weathering of stones 
diminishes or removes original traces, creating patination and friction gloss 
instead (Van Gijn 1990, 51-57). Materials have different resistance to these effects, 
hard stone generally being the least affected. Shell is sensitive to taphonomical 
changes, but the shell middens in which they are found are known to form protected 
environments which keep the traces intact (Lammers-Keijsers 2007, 19-21). For 
coral, the protruding corallite ridges, being areas of initial trace development, 
are known to weather while underground (Sipe et al. 1980; Steenvoorden 1992, 
120). While Kelly’s (2003, 97-98) experiments distinguished the polishes, the 
interpretation of coral artefacts remained problematic. Data from several coral 
threepointers were dismissed for this reason.
Excavation and post-excavation protocols may also cause unforeseen 
damage, which affected this research greatly. While it is unreasonable to blame old 
excavations for then standard excavation strategies, several professional protocols 
do risk compromising microwear traces. The use of metal sieves leaves contact 
traces, while careless handling and bagging of materials may cause visible damage 
from impacts. Cleaning procedures are hazardous, as water and hard (tooth)brushes 
risk removing organic residues and leaving new traces. For this reason the analysis 
of threepointers prepared for display was suspect and generally not carried out. 
Labelling materials will obliterate any earlier traces, especially if nail polish is 
applied. Unfortunately, labels are often placed on the trace-bearing use surfaces as 
these are flatter by design or wear. Finally, it is easy for artefacts to become polluted 
with modern starch and other residues. These conditions were all observed during 
the analyses.
4.3.3 Condition of the materials
The state of preservation of the materials fluctuated. The threepointers from 
El Cabo were wet sieved on plastic meshes during the excavation, and again 
washed in the Laboratory. These specimens are in good condition and show little 
taphonomic deterioration. The threepointers from Anse à la Gourde are similarly 
preserved, although their labelling obstructed the analysis of certain surfaces. 
The Maisabel sample was treated carefully, as no traces of the washing protocol 
remained, some pockets of dirt aside. Some of the shell surfaces had deteriorated 
due to taphonomy, but most remained interpretable. The five remaining samples 
were all thoroughly cleaned. The traces on the coral and pottery threepointers from 
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the collection of Martínez Villanueva, as well as Punta Macao and Golden Rock 
1, were poorly preserved and therefore considered as likely compromised. The 
harder stone threepointers in these samples showed identifiable traces, although 
their interpretation is considered tentative. It is assumed that the taphonomy and the 
cleaning procedure compromised the integrity the traces on the softer, deteriorated 
bone specimen. Finally, caution is observed for the Punta Candelero threepointers, 
for which cleaning and post-excavation impact traces were visible on the surfaces. 
However, the interpretation of several traces on these threepointers proved 
sufficiently reliable to contribute information. Moreover, the inability to find or 
interpret microwear traces bears no implications on other lines of evidence, so that 
such threepointers are still included in other results.
4.4 SCope oF InquIRy
Microwear analysis is a methodology matured in studies of prehistoric societies 
in Europe and elsewhere. However, this is not the case in the Caribbean. Despite 
several pioneering studies, most tropical contact materials are insufficiently 
mapped. Furthermore, stony corals and Lobatus gigas shells pose different 
technological options and limitations, posing limits to the kind of traces which 
may be inferred reliably. The lack of previous knowledge does not currently allow 
inference of craft or subsistence activities from non-stone threepointers, while 
some unfamiliar polishes were present on select threepointers. The pottery and 
bone trace interpretations were not verifiable and are therefore excluded from the 
results. In addition, post-depositional modification processes problematised the 
interpretation of microwear traces on several threepointers, as these data too lacked 
strong experimental or consensual back-up. In all, several microwear observations 
that evaded interpretation were forfeited from the research. These were most likely 
taphonomic in nature, but could potentially have resulted from yet unrecognised 
activities. Furthermore, biases in selection – preconceptions on how to interpret 
objects as threepointers – and in site preferences – selection upon habitation site 
context – are acknowledged. Because of these problems the data should not be 
mistaken as statistically representative. Inquiry into the biographies of threepointers 
is thus restricted preventing questionable interpretations and (over)generalisations. 
Nevertheless, the identification of the materials of the threepointers is 
secure, and their archaeological contexts are well documented. The data support 
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inquiries into the archaeological aspects, from where biographical occurrences 
may be analysed. Backed up by experimental data, the results further allow the 
reconstruction of the operational sequences of threepointers of shell, coral, and 
stone. The manufacturing traces are both visible and diagnostic, and are present for 
the majority of the sample. Interpretation of use wear traces is tentative for shell 
and coral threepointers, but is supported with the presence of these biographical 
possibilities on stone threepointers, as well as experimental back-up in general. The 
data derives from seven sites and one collection, geographically and diachronically 
spread over the Caribbean. It describes biographical possibilities and actions which 
ultimately did happen to threepointers. These results are presented in Chapter 5.
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This chapter presents the obtained results. The data are discussed for each 
biographical possibility they indicate, following the five biographical phases. This 
approach aligns the empirical and contextual lines of evidence, and improves the 
accessibility of the qualitative variety in the data. The results are obtained using 
microwear analysis, corroborated with data from ethnohistory and archaeology. 
The results are limited to qualitative analysis, meaning their departure from 
conventional ideas forms the major contribution to the field. For an overview of 
the range of biographical possibilities for individual threepointers see Appendix 1.
For microwear data, four degrees of confidence are distinguished. High 
probability indicates robust inferences of diagnostic traces fully supported by 
experiments or by cross-referencing the data. Moderately high probability indicates 
useful data for which some questions on analytical accuracy or differential diagnosis 
remain. Data of moderate probability is still considered valuable to biographical 
reconstructions, but larger uncertainties remain about the identification which 
require further corroboration. Low probability indicates the result to be a hypothesis 
in need of additional testing, caused by a lack of quantifiable traces or a questionable 
formation. Those data are not used to support the reconstructions.
5.1 CAuSe
The ‘cause’ phase covers the reasons and needs that causes threepointers to be made. 
Two distinct biographical possibilities, provided by ethnohistoric data and previous 
research (Section 3.4.1), are supported by data patterns from the conception and 
birth phases. Ten threepointers qualify; however, the majority of threepointers did 
not provide such data. The first possibility is the ‘encounter’ with a threepointer 
whose threepointer-nature is intrinsically evident from its natural, unaltered state. 
The second possibility is the calculated selection of a material because it is known 
to be specifically desired for various reasons and may be put to special use. The 
data patterns stem specifically from manufacturing-related microwear analysis and 
material identification coupled with knowledge of geological distributions. These 
5 – Results
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biographical possibilities relate to social or cultural preferences which draw from 
the ontological background.
 
5.1.1 ‘Encounters’
It was discussed previously how ethnohistoric evidence suggests that some things 
were regarded as innately zemi of their own accord. Something about the shape 
and way in which such things appeared triggered a sensibility for the Amerindians. 
These objects began their biographies as unaltered ‘cosmofacts’, lacking physical 
alteration but still displaying their perspectival nature. Five threepointers appear 
to have been recognised from their natural state in this way (C02, C12, GR7, 
M07, M10). Three other threepointers are argued to qualify as their design is still 
defined by their natural outward appearance (fig 25). AG5 and CD7 both possess 
an unmodified conoid surface, but the basal surface of AG5 was ground into a 
typological concavity while the basal surface of CD7 was flattened straight (fig 26). 
Last, while the morphology of threepointer PC6 was extensively altered, its natural 
appearance shows holes at eye level which were highlighted as facial traits through 
the addition of an intentionally carved mouth. 
The certainty of the absence of traces is High, except for GR7 which is 
somewhat degraded although it shows signs of water wear, and CD7 which is 
suspiciously shaped. However, the interpretation of these data with the ethnohistoric 
biographical possibility is made with Moderate confidence, since the identification 
involves an inferential leap. A possible alternative is the intentional selection of 
artefacts which are already threepointer-shaped, although this does not change 
the perspectivist reading given in Section 6.2.1. The archaeological record shows 
manuport or accentuated threepointers to be more common (Pons de Alegría 1987; 
Walker 1993, 354-358; e.g. Crock 2000, 117-18).
Figure 25.	Threepointers	defined	by	their	natural	surface:	C12,	AG5,	GR7,	and	
M07. C12 photo courtesy of Ben Hull
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5.1.2 Calculated selection
Using the word “answers”, Martír alluded to a second biographical possibility 
(Pané 1999 [1571], 51). Answers imply questions, and a place where to ask them. 
This place returns in the biography as a highly distinctive provenience, from which 
materials were selected specifically. AG2, AG3, and calci-rudite threepointers in 
general show this pattern. In European context they would be considered ‘pieces of 
places’ (e.g. Bradley 2000; Fontijn 2002), as they stand out by their exotic nature 
which is then considered relatable to a particular place. As noted, calci-rudite knows 
a highly localised distribution while the threepointer products are widespread (cf. 
Crock 2000; Knippenberg 2006; Van Tooren and Haviser 1999). Because no other 
things or artefacts are made from this material, a special relationship with the nature 
of threepointer-being is implied. The corresponding cause is the desire to possess 
and make use of these special threepointer qualities, which led Amerindians to pay 
continuous visits to Pointe Arago with the intent to procure the material. Based 
upon information provided in the literature (Knippenberg 2006) this biographical 
possibility is asserted with High confidence. 
Figure 26.	Minor	modifications	to	the	
bases of AG5 (left) and CD7 (top left 
[50x mag.] and right [230x mag.]).
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5.2 ConCepTIon
Whereas Section 5.1 interpreted the archaeological evidence for particular 
causes, this section presents the available data for the actual selection processes. 
The biographical possibilities in the phase of conception are principally visible 
or associative qualities of the material (Section 3.3.2). This section discusses the 
aesthetic qualities, source context, and forms of procurement. These contextual and 
visual properties are directly related to the material diversity, which contains pottery, 
manatee bone, Lobatus gigas,29 at least four different corals, and nearly twenty 
different rocks (Table 2). The observed properties show that a significant portion 
of the materials has a watery-oriented context and that only few threepointers are 
distinctly land-oriented. The optical diversity is as great as the material diversity, 
although minor preferences seem to exist. It further appears that a significant 
portion of the materials was collected from secondary contexts. 
5.2.1 Material choice
The main sample contains over twenty different raw materials.30 The stones show 
a tremendous variety in particular. One half comprise varieties of limestone, 
which difference in their appearances internally. The other half comprise other 
sedimentary, metamorphic and igneous rocks, the latter two groups containing 
six completely different rock types. Given the limestone landscape orientation of 
the investigated sites, the overall preference points towards local stone varieties, 
as only four materials are distinctly exotic. The majority of these materials are 
common in their environments. Semi-precious stones occur as threepointers only 
by exception (e.g. Narganes Storde 1999). For corals, Acropora palmata is the most 
significantly represented species, which indicates a clear preference. While Porites 
sp. threepointers are observed elsewhere, including several more from Golden 
Rock 1, Montastrea sp. and other suitable coral species are not documented in the 
literature. The shells are all made from Lobatus gigas, despite several shells being 
suitable for the manufacture of threepointers. However, L. gigas is regarded as the 
major supplier of raw material for shell artefacts. Similarly, Acropora palmata and 
29  There are in fact many Strombus and Lobatus species in the Caribbean. However, the 
literature holds this common gastropod responsible for the majority of shell threepointers and 
artefacts.
30  Amongst the non-analysed threepointers were further shells of the family chitonidae and 
Cassis flammea, quartz, beach rock and other limestones, and several other stone varieties.
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Porites sp. are two of the most widely used coral species. These materials were 
used for a wide range of activities and ornaments, and were evidently appropriate 
for making threepointers. Pottery and manatee bone (Trichechus manatus) remain. 
Threepointers of pottery are documented only occasionally whereas bone is 
exceedingly rare. It is known that procuring the right clay is an important part of 
the biography for Amerindian ceramics (Bel 1995; Hofman and Jacobs 2000/2001; 
Vredenbrecht 2004), but no data are available on threepointer clays. 
5.2.2 Collecting or quarrying
A third of the stone threepointers retain natural weathering on parts of their surface, 
indicating they were collected from a secondary context (Table 3). Several more are 
estimated to have been exploited from secondary sources by material provenience 
(Burkhalter 2012, 4). For the remainder of stone threepointers it is unknown 
Table 2. Examined threepointers listed according to their source materials. 
Stones
Calcareous conglomerates  - AG4, M02 
Calcareous mudstone  - AG5
Calcareous packstones  - C05, C06
Calci-rudite    - AG2, AG3
Calcite     - C04, C11, M12
Igneous rocks    - AG1, C01
Metamorphic rocks   - CD1, CD2, PG3, PG4
Other limestones   - AG6, C10, C12
Sandstones    - M03, M08
Corals
Acropora palmata   - C07, C08, C09, CD3, CD5, CD6,  
      GR1, PC5, PC6, PG1
Montastrea annularis   - PC7
Montastrea cavernosa  -  PC8
Porites sp.    - C03, GR2
Unidentifiable	corals	 	 	 -	 C02,	CD7,	CD8
Shells 
Lobatus gigas    - GR5, GR6, GR7, GR8, GR9, GR10,  
      GR11, M04, M05, M06, M07, M09,  
      M10, PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4
Ceramics
Pottery    - CD4, PM1
Bone
Trichechus manatus   - PG2
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whether their materials were collected as units or extracted from a source. While 
some documented debitage shows natural surfaces, several materials are postulated 
as having been exploited at their primary source (Knippenberg 2006, 101, 203). 
Shells may be obtained by beach-collecting pre-separated prongs or by harvesting 
live shells. Beach-collected materials are distinguished by water-worn edges, which 
are present on GR7 and M10. Corals may also be collected on the beach as fresh 
or old specimens, or directly harvested from the reefs. This distinction could not be 
made in the present research, although previously attested for in the Golden Rock 
1 sample (Steenvoorden 1992, 121-122). It can be reliably stated that a portion of 
the threepointers was collected from secondary sources, but it is unknown how this 
portion relates to the threepointers for which this is indistinguishable.
5.2.3 Context and source area 
The majority of threepointers is contextually oriented towards the beach and sea. 
Both beach collection and live harvesting guarantee a recognisable maritime 
orientation for shells, corals, and manatee bone. Certain stones are of coastal origin, 
of which some appear to be directly from the wet to dry transition zone, like calci-
rudite and young beach rocks. Furthermore, it is suggested that the Playa Grande 
metamorphic rock materials are river-collected (Burkhalter 2012, 4). None of the 
terrestrial stones can be confirmed as being distinctly dry and not associated with 
a watery context. A majority is derived from the karst topographies of El Cabo 
(C04, C05, C06, C10, C11) and Maisabel (M02, M08), for which the association 
is uncertain given the richness of these environments in caves and underground 
rivers. The limestone materials from Anse à la Gourde are found in the direct 
Table 3. Division of the examined threepointers on the basis of material 
features indicating procurement from secondary context.
Mostly natural   - AG5, C02, C12, CD7, M07, M10
Natural surface present  - AG4, AG6, C06, CD5, GR6, GR7,  
      GR10,  GR11, M06, M09, PC4
Collectable material   - CD4, GR1, GR2, GR5, GR8, GR9,  
      M04, M05, M12, PC1, PC2, PC3,  
      PG2, PG3, PG4, PM1
No indications of   - AG1, AG2, AG3, C01, C03, C04,  
secondary context    C05, C07, C08, C09, C10, C11,  
      CD1, CD2, CD3, CD6, CD8, M02,  
      M03, M08, PC5, PC6, PC7, PC8, PG1
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vicinity of the site (Knippenberg 2006, 203), rendering these threepointers coastal 
or uninformative. 
The significance of a watery place of origin has been previously associated 
with the immobile petroglyph zemies (Oliver 2005), which are predominantly 
located in or near a body of water. The prevalence of this association in the present 
sample may be related to the acknowledged significance attributed to lustrous 
appearances by the Amerindians (e.g. Berman 2011; Helms 1987; Keehnen 2011; 
2012; Oliver 2000; Stevens-Arroyo 1988, 66). When these materials are in contact 
with water, they all liven up with a warm brilliance, apart from coral whose 
corallite tubers temporarily absorb the moisture (fig 27). Further geological data 
may better contextualise this phenomenon with data on the source circumstances 
for yet unknown stones. 
5.2.4 Selecting for aesthetics
The diversity of stone materials translates itself into an overall diversity of optical 
aesthetics (fig 28). Greenish and brownish hues dominate the sample, following 
the predominance of limestone varieties. However, many other colours and 
colour combinations appear. Several rock types are translucent, and others are of 
heterogeneous composition, lending them a puzzling surface appearance. Shells 
possess an astute brilliance from the aragonite mother-of-pearl layer, while the 
fresh calcite prismatic layer may possess a radiant variety of colours. Freshly 
harvested coral retains a vibrant whiteness when worked, although its living 
colour disappears. The polyp structure adds an aesthetic motif of its own. Last, 
the aesthetics in the selection of pottery and manatee threepointers are difficult to 
judge from this sample, though PM1 was possibly coated in part with black paint 
Figure 27. The appearance of calci-rudite (AG3), mother-of-pearl from a prong, 
Acropora palmata (C07), and Lobatus gigas	(GR9)	when	briefly	immersed	in	
water.
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(fig 18). The important symbolism of colours and of the interaction between them 
are well described in contemporary Amerindian ethnographies (e.g. Boomert 1987; 
Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971; 1987).
5.3 BIRTH
This section presents the results for the ‘birth’ phase, which are the observed 
technological steps and operational sequences. Sufficient data is available for shell, 
coral, and stone materials. Threepointer manufacture is best characterised as a 
varying selection of technological steps usable for the material which are chosen to 
attain the desired results. This variability is somewhat simplified here for the purpose 
of a legible presentation. Features not related to the creation of the elementary 
conical, three-pointed shape are described as decorative features for this purpose, 
though they are typically typological in nature. Flaking and pecking are identified 
by motion negatives, while cutting and grinding are identified by striations and 
modified grain topographies. The data further indicate that different priorities were 
given to specific surfaces, since different stages of manufacture were often visible 
on the same threepointer. Decorations were applied using various methods and 
often inserted before the last step of the manufacturing chain. A self-fulfilling bias 
is present in the preference of researchers towards identifying threepointers from 
Figure 28. Pie chart of the aesthetic properties of the stone threepointers 
examined.
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their worked surfaces. Nevertheless, the data provide considerable insight into 
threepointer manufacturing strategies. 
  
5.3.1 Shell
The category of shell threepointers shows a relatively standardised production 
process (Table 4). All threepointers are made from Lobatus gigas prongs or lips. 
The majority of threepointers were separated from the host shell artificially, which 
is easily accomplished by breaking the shell through percussion and cutting away 
unwanted material. M07 displays possible modifications up to this treatment, while 
GR7 and M10 were collected with water worn edges and not modified. 
Further modifications involve shaping and smoothening the desired outline 
through abrasive techniques. The microwear distinguishes two different techniques, 
which correspond to less finely and more finely worked surfaces macroscopically 
(fig 29). The second form of abrasion is characterised by a polish with many fine 
striations, possibly the result of sanding with fine-grained slurry. If this technique 
was applied there is often no remaining evidence of the (potential) first form of 
abrasion, which leaves a much more irregular type of polish. These techniques 
were applied equally to all outer surface areas, whereas the edges between these 
planes were not commonly rounded. The finishing of rounded surfaces regularly 
consist of a multitude of worked angles forming a regular octagon or decagon, 
rather than a true round shape (fig 30).
Two different types of decorative alteration are observed. The aragonite 
mother-of-pearl layer naturally present in the basal concavities was often enhanced 
with a shallow smoothening drilling technique, producing an extremely bright 
flat polish with striations which adds a macroscopic aesthetic. The polish is not 
Table 4. Observed technological steps for the shell threepointers examined.
Legend: red, observed manufacturing steps; green, inferred steps no longer 
visible; grey, possibly applied steps for which the data are inconclusive; white, 
steps not applied.
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observed on threepointers whose aragonite layer has disappeared. This drilling 
seems to have been applied before the basal surface was fully ground judging by 
the edges. The second decoration was cut or carved out in the surface, commonly 
Figure 30.	Straight	flat	areas	visible	on	the	conoid	surface	of	M06,	revealing	
an octagon shape (both 50x mag.).
Figure 29. Abrasion A polish on GR5 (top left) and abrasion B polish on GR6 
(top right) and M06 (bottom; 50x mag.). The bands are natural layers of the 
shell.
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of the apex, peripheral furrow, or the various types of notches. It is unknown when 
this decoration was applied in the operational sequence, since no microwear traces 
are observed from it. These decorative modifications occur for several coarsely 
worked threepointers (abrasion A) and on all finely ground threepointers (abrasion 
B).
These data pertain to technological steps which may occur irrespective of the 
limitations of the host shape. Most conical (prong and whorl-crafted) threepointers 
are less finely worked than the triangular (lip-crafted) specimens, which warrants 
further investigation. The inferences are made with Moderate confidence, since 
part rely on low-resolution microscopy while production materials and motions are 
insufficient understood. 
5.3.2 Coral
The manufacturing chain for coral shows less technological steps than that of shell, 
but a similar variability in the degree of finishing (Table 5). Like stone, coral is not 
restricted by size; these threepointers are larger and have more volume than those 
of shell. Adequately sized pieces are obtainable through collecting or harvesting, 
which cannot always be distinguished. Both flaking and pecking techniques can 
be used to reduce the amount of material and prepare the coral outline for grinding 
(Kelly 2003). However, nearly all coral threepointers were reduced through 
grinding, which is a similarly effective way of shaping the material (fig 31). 
No negatives of hypothetical flaking remain, while pecking is observed only on 
locations bearing decoration. Grinding flattened the corallite ridges and left polish 
with multidirectional striations. A mineralised calcium carbonate concretion is 
occasionally present, which may have resulted from coarser wet grinding (Section 
Table 5. Observed technological steps for the coral threepointers examined.
  
Legend: red, observed manufacturing steps; green, inferred steps no longer 
visible; grey, possibly applied steps for which the data are inconclusive; white, 
steps not applied; yellow, outlining through pecking.
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4.3.5). Many coral threepointers are ground only coarsely. If they are finely ground 
this was commonly done on their lateral surfaces and edge surfaces, with other 
aspects, particularly the basal surface, retaining a coarser level of manufacture. 
This distinction is based upon the degree of flattening of the surface, which differs 
visibly. 
Decorations were applied by pecking motions or carving, and were used 
to create a basal groove or to carve out delineating notches between the cone and 
the horizontal projections. Since some pecked features were smoothened out after 
grinding and others were not, there is variation in the point at which this step was 
applied. There seems to be no prerequisite for the amount of grinding necessary. 
These inferences are made with Moderately high confidence, since the corals lack 
microwear traces indicative of alternative interpretations. However, since most 
analyses of coral were performed using low resolution microscopy, the reliability 
is slightly conditional. 
5.3.3 Stone
Threepointers of stone are much more variable in their finishing than those of other 
materials (Table 6). While some were collected as suitably shaped materials and not 
further modified, others had their outline partially reshaped or completely reduced. 
Flaking as a technique to reduce the larger mass to a rough outline is known to 
have been applied from debitage studies elsewhere (Knippenberg 2006; Walker 
1993). However, the present threepointers were either not flaked or had their flake 
negatives removed during further alterations. The lack of negatives on the many 
Figure 31. Close-ups of ground coral surface (50x mag.). Left shows the 
development	of	calcium	carbonate	concretion	(CD3).	Right	shows	the	flattened	
topography (PG1).
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pecked threepointers may postulate that the amount of removed material was often 
low and could have been selected for. 
Pecking is the most ubiquitous technological step and was used for nearly 
all modified stone threepointers. It comprises the primary technique for creating the 
three-pointed outline and was often considered sufficient for finishing manufacture. 
The degree of processing for the individual planes (see fig 2) follows a hierarchy, 
ordered from most to least likely to have been treated: apex and conoid projection; 
ends; base; surface of the edges; lateral surface. Especially the lateral surfaces 
often retain some naturally worn surface. This hierarchy is reversed for ground 
threepointers, as the areas least likely to require pecking are the areas most 
likely to have received attention in the form of grinding. Even on heavily ground 
threepointers peck markings commonly persist on lower priority areas like the 
basal surface.31 The fine morphology of the pecked bases on ground calci-rudite 
specimens indicates a skilful control over the motions, while the topographies of 
other ground threepointers are much coarser (fig 32). 
Over half the stone threepointers are ground. This technique was mostly 
applied to the lateral surfaces, occasionally extended by working the apex and the 
ends into ridges and points, and almost never to the basal surface. Grinding is 
inferred from a flattened topography of individual grains, sometimes bearing visible 
striations under low magnification. High magnification reveals the characteristic 
polish with multidirectional traces, caused by the particles in the grinding slurry and 
lack of craft motion (fig 33). Distinguishing production-grinding from hypothetical 
31  This disparity in finishing is a well-observed phenomenon amongst stone threepointers, 
and inspired the suggestion that they could have been used as grinding platforms.
Table 6. Observed technological steps for the stone threepointers examined. 
Legend: red, observed manufacturing steps; green, inferred steps no longer 
visible; grey, possibly applied steps for which the data are inconclusive; white, 
steps not applied.
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Figure 33. Grinding traces. Top row shows homogeneous igneous rock (AG1; 
left) and minerals embedded in a matrix (AG2; right). Bottom row shows 50x 
and	230x	magnified	images	of	flattened	topography	(M02).
Figure 32.	‘Rough’	basal	modification	of	otherwise	‘well	made’	threepointers	
(Clockwise from top left PG4, CD1, C11, AG2). C11 photo courtesy of Ben Hull.
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use-grinding is done with High to Moderately High probability, depending on the 
available resolution. Actual polishing is rare, most threepointers showing neither 
the shiny surface nor the fully flattened topography that would result from it. The 
distinct abrasive striations often visible on elaborate threepointers elsewhere (fig 
34) were fully present on only two threepointers (CD2, PG4). They indicate an 
advanced degree of abrasion perhaps as the result of a newly applied technology, 
but are presently grouped under the ‘polishing’ step.
Decorations were applied using two different techniques. Pecking produced 
the majority of stylistic features, notably anthropo-zoomorphic decoration, ‘cord-
holding’ notches, and basal grooves. Incisions seem to have been applied after 
grinding at the end of manufacture, used to create notches as well as geometric 
patterns such as the herring-bone motif. While the data indicate mostly a random 
amount of finishing, one established pattern is exhibited in the surface processing 
hierarchy. 
5.4 LIFe
Several biographical possibilities could occur during the active life trajectory. 
The data indicates numerous different uses, residues, and recontextualisations 
for threepointers (Table 7). As a consequence of the inferential limits, microwear 
data could be reliably interpreted for only a fifth of the analysed threepointers. 
Nevertheless, what they foremost suggest is that threepointers were actively 
involved within situations, rather than kept as passive idols. Particularly the 
Figure 34.	Highly	noticeable	abrasive	wear	analogous	to	many	finer	worked	
threepointers. Specimen from the Cuevas deposits of Punta Candelero.
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evidence for handling suggests that threepointers were used to carry out actions to 
physical effects. 
Several polishes could not be interpreted in the present research, but may 
be identified as additional use wear traces in the future. One hypothesis concerns 
wrapping traces, which develop after continuous tight wrapping and unwrapping of 
objects (Wentink 2006, 62-63, 89-91; 2008). However, given the diversity in contact 
materials such traces could not be verified presently.32 A second hypothesised type 
of microwear traces are grinding traces that result from use grinding activities. 
Such traces were searched for during the research but not encountered amongst the 
current sample. Observed are neither traces of grinding activity on corals (Kelley 
2003) nor motion-caused directionality in stone polish (figs 26 and 33). Bases 
which were pecked showed no grinding traces at all, similarly arguing against the 
notion of grinding platforms. 
5.4.1 Handling
Handling involves substantial motion contact between the human skin and the 
surface of an object, and microwear traces commonly result from manipulating the 
object while using it. Handling gloss is microscopically manifested by a uniform 
gloss with an irregular topography, present over large sections of the surface (fig 
35). When substantially developed it is macroscopically distinguishable as an 
32  Although following Walker (1993, 47-48), cotton is suggested as a possible contact 
material. 
Table 7. Overview of observed life phase biographical possibilities on 
threepointers.
Wear
Handling   - AG2, AG3, C04, C07, PC6, PG3
Cording   - AG4, GR6
Residue
Adhesives   - AG1, AG6, C02, GR10, M04, M05
Tars    - C09, C10, PC8
Organics   - AG2, C10
Staining   - C07, M10, M12
Context
Exchange   - AG1, AG2, AG3, C01
Curation   - AG2, AG3, PC6
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oily veneer which differs vastly from the unhandled surface (fig 36). The traces 
observed on threepointers correspond to the experimentally replicated microwear 
traces (Section 4.1.2.2), although they do not replicate the full extent. For this 
reason a Moderately high probability is concluded for the included threepointers 
(Table 7). The distribution of these traces is generally the strongest on the overall 
lateral and conoid surfaces, less pronounced on the apex and end surfaced, and 
absent on the basal surface. The distribution on the conoid surface is consistent 
with holding threepointers with the lateral surface resting against the palm, where 
the apex may alternatively be positioned between the fingers. The lack of traces on 
the basal surface indicates they were not held upright in the way threepointers are 
commonly positioned. Though no contact traces are observed, this is consistent 
with the hypothesis that they were in contact with other objects. Nevertheless, the 
specimens that showed minimal basal trace development (C04, C07, PC6) indicate 
that not all were. 
Handling or active manipulation has not been postulated in the literature 
before, but the macroscopic indications of this wear are present on threepointers 
Figure 35. Handling gloss on C04 (top left), AG2 (top right) and PC6 (bottom 
row).
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elsewhere. A cross-comparison with calci-rudite threepointers from Morel, 
Guadeloupe, from the collection of the Musée Edgar Clerc, shows a similarly well-
developed veneer on the conoid surfaces of these specimens (fig 37). While the 
microwear traces cannot identify what kind of manipulation this handling entailed 
or what purpose it served, these data indicate that active motions were carried out 
by the Amerindians with threepointers. 
Figure 37. Calci-rudite threepointers from Morel showing the oily veneer on 
the conoid surface which implies macroscopic handling. Photos courtesy of 
Musée Edgar Clerc.
Figure 36. Macroscopic manifestation of microscopic handling gloss on the 
conoid surfaces of AG2 (top row) and PC6 (bottom row).
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5.4.1.1 Curation
Curation as a biographical possibility entails threepointers being passed on 
through people or generations because of inheritance or other social reasons. It 
is therefore not related to the common behaviouralist concept of curation which 
entails lithic maintenance (e.g. Nash 1996; Odell 1996). It has been hypothesised 
that threepointers were refurbished by later craftsmen based upon crude incised 
designs overlaying a well worked surface (Walker 1993, 193). The incisions on 
AG2 and AG3 also exhibit this disparity. More importantly, the extraordinary 
extent of some handling traces suggests that these threepointers were curated for 
longer periods of time. The specimens in question are AG2, AG3, and PC6 (fig 35). 
Indeed, some of the chipped surfaces of AG2 show minor development of handling 
traces, indicating the threepointer continued to be used even after it incurred this 
chipping. Nevertheless, the actual duration of use cannot be ascertained. While 24 
hours of intensive experimental handling still fell short of the trace development 
on threepointers, the conclusion is best appreciated at Low probability, awaiting 
further substantiation of the practice. Curation practices are sporadically observed 
amongst other artefact classes in the pre-Columbian Caribbean (Ostapkowicz et al. 
2012).
5.4.2 Residues
The presence of residues was noted on a number of threepointers. These residues are 
located variably on the basal surface, peripheral ridges, lateral surfaces, and for some 
within the incisions. Both residual matter and residual staining are observed. While 
staining is visible macroscopically, its confirmation as residual and the detection 
of other residues required microscopes. The residues take various forms, including 
small flecks in which the plant cellular structure is still visible, thin elongated 
strands, and thicker slabs of homogeneous residue, sometimes containing grit (fig 
38). Cross-referencing with experimental results confirmed that plant-extracted tars 
were used (Section 4.1.2.1). The stains characterise themselves as discolouration 
under the microscope, sometimes with traces of the original residue preserved in 
irregularities in the material (fig 39). The probabilities of these observations are 
High (C09, C10, PC8) Moderately high (AG1, AG6, C07), Moderate (C02, GR10, 
M12), and Low (M10, M04, M05). 
Residues such as these were applied by the Amerindians, and thus evidence 
particular actions inflicted during the life in use. Similar traces were previously 
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Figure 39. Stains on C07 (including 100x mag. on a stained surface), M12, 
and M10. Left photo courtesy of Ben Hull.
Figure 38. Residues from AG1 (top left), C09 (top and middle right), PC8 
(middle left), and M05 (bottom left [50x mag.] and right [230x mag.]).
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published from Guadeloupe (Clerc 1976), but they appear much more widely 
present. It is worth remarking that tarry residues in particular are not easily missed 
under microscopic analysis, yet the majority of threepointers does not carry 
adhesive residues. The practice thus appears to occur selectively and restrictedly, 
albeit being widespread in time and space.
5.4.2.1 Starch
Small grains of likely organic nature were detected on two threepointers (AG2, 
C10). They were tentatively identified as starch grains, on the basis of morphology, 
diagnostic behaviour under polaroid light, and lack of alternative interpretations 
(fig 40). The grains are sampled and have been sent to a specialist for confirmation 
and identification (see Section 4.1.2.1). The grains were located on the superiorly 
oriented flaked surfaces on the ends of AG2, and in and around the sculpted eye 
sockets of C10. The level of confidence is Low, as the number of observed starch 
grains is small. Contemporary pollution cannot yet be ruled out, and in the event 
of confirmation of their archaeological origin the number is probably below the 
acceptable baseline for interpretation of practice (Torrence and Barton 2006). These 
data are presented to call attention to the likelihood that threepointers were treated 
with starch, but are not used in the biographical reconstructions.33 
5.4.3 Cording
Traces of cording are reliably identified on a single threepointer (AG4). This 
threepointer possesses shallow grooves near to its ends, and the microwear traces 
were located in the first of these. The traces appear as striations of friction polish 
overlaying the mudstone matrix (fig 41). This kind of microwear trace is understood 
to develop after contact with siliceous plants, like grasses or reeds, which act as 
polishing agents (Fullagar 1991). The degree of development shown in this instance 
is sufficiently diagnostic. The transverse direction indicates that the movement took 
place from left to right, perpendicular with the groove. Yet, while the use wear 
traces are well developed, they cover only a small portion of the total surface. 
The contact material and motion is thus likely to have been longitudinal but with 
little actual motion, which is interpreted as caused by cords that were used to tie 
33  However, it is of note that some zemies like Baibrama were washed in yuca (Pané 1999 
[1571], 29). This shows that such actions were realised as cultural behaviour, theoretically serving 
the purpose of subjectification (Section 3.1.3).
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down the threepointer. This result is presented with Moderately high confidence. 
Threepointer GR6 shows traces its anterior notch which somewhat resembled the 
cording traces in polish, but with better pronounced striations. Nevertheless, this 
result is considered of Low reliability, since this development is insufficiently 
understood for shell. Cording traces were absent on other threepointers equipped 
with grooves in these areas reachable under high magnification (C01, C04, C06). 
The hypothesis that threepointers were tied unto other objects has been debated 
from various angles in the past (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.4.1).
Figure 41. Microwear traces caused by cord binding on AG4.
Figure 40. Examples of starch grains observed on C10 (top) and AG2 (bottom). 
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5.4.4 Exchange and interaction
Acts of exchange are best identifiable by comparing the materials with their 
prospective sources. The insular environment of the Caribbean prohibits the 
sourcing of marine materials, as these occur across the entire archipelago. However, 
most stones can be sourced on the richly varied geology of the islands. Three 
quarters of the stone materials turned out to be locally observed in or near the site 
(AG5, C04, C05, C06, C10, C11, PG3, PG4), or to be local to the geology of the 
general areas of the sites (AG4, AG6, C02, M03, M08, M12). These materials 
could be obtained or encountered by the Amerindians during short trips, no further 
away from the village site than a few hours. The only confirmed exotics are calci-
rudite (AG2, AG3) and the igneous rocks (AG1, C01). The source areas for the 
latter are unknown. Nevertheless, the calci-rudite specimens were brought from 
their original context to their place of manufacture, and from there in finished state 
to the receiving community on the more distant Guadeloupe. This biographical 
possibility, exchange, must have stood out in an instant to any Amerindian familiar 
with the landscape. 
5.5 DeATH
The final biographical phase is the death of the threepointer. The way in which 
the sum of its biography is ended reflects on its general meaning and purpose. 
Forty-eight threepointers provided contextual data, divided between three distinct 
contexts: middens, habitation areas, and conscious interments (Table 8). The first 
two are well represented contexts and were likely considered as the appropriate 
course of action; the deliberate depositions indicate a different unfolding of their 
life cycle. The hypothesis of broken threepointers is also judged against the data. It 
is recognised that the site selection favoured well-investigated habitation sites, of 
which both the midden areas and the habitation areas had been excavated. These 
contexts are therefore unintentionally pre-selected, creating a bias in the sample 
disfavouring contexts such as caves. Nevertheless, contexts such as burials, plazas, 
and conucos were tested in the excavations whose samples were consulted, and 
turned out negatively (but cf. Walker 2010 on Tibes). Preferences for the specific 
deposition contexts of this sample are thus defensible. 
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5.5.1 Midden context
Thirty-four threepointers were excavated from a midden context (Table 8). Since 
excavation units are mostly placed in these trash dumps this is also the most 
common context in the literature. However, the three-to-one distribution of the 
midden prevalence observed in the present sample, where all living areas were 
addressed, indicates that this is not caused solely by sampling strategy. The Golden 
Rock 1 site exemplifies this distribution as threepointers are completely absent 
from the well-investigated habitation area there. It is possible that the middens of 
Playa Grande and Punta Candelero both overlaid posthole features and house floors 
causing some midden threepointers to have been erroneously associated. However, 
since abandoned house floors make good refuse deposition places (Siegel 1992, 
359), it is recognised that such threepointers can still be considered to be in their 
secondary context. Ending up in the refuse middens is evidently the major final 
context for threepointers. 
5.5.2 Habitation areas
Twelve threepointers were excavated from the habitation areas (Table 8). All are 
associated with the sites’ later occupation phases. These results indicate that the life 
of threepointers unfolded in the household sphere, and if not activated there it was at 
least the place where they were commonly kept. This biographical possibility is well 
reconcilable with the midden context. Most El Cabo threepointers were swept into 
refuse accumulations within the house area (Samson 2010, 281, 288), and similar 
processes are argued to have taken place at the Maisabel habitation area (Siegel 
1992, 355-361). Drawing upon ethnoarchaeological sources, these investigations 
Table 8. Distribution of the examined threepointers amongst deposition 
contexts.
Midden context   - GR1, GR2, GR5, GR6, GR7, GR8,  
      GR9, GR10, GR11, C02, C03, C05,  
      C06, C07, C09, M02, M03, M04,  
      M05, M06, M07, M08, M09, PC1,  
      PC2, PC4, PC6, PC7, PC8, PG2,  
      PG3, PG4
Habitation context   - AG1, AG2, AG3, AG4, AG5, AG6,  
      C08, C11, C12, M10, M12, PG1
Intentional context   - C01, C10
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suggest that periodic cleaning from the house floor occurred in which leftover 
materials from previous occupations were gradually moved to the middens. The 
trash of earlier occupations was removed during later habitations, which mimics the 
distribution of the threepointers: all Hacienda Grande threepointers from Maisabel 
and all non-affiliated threepointers from El Cabo were found in the middens. On 
the other hand, the twelve habitation area threepointers are in association with the 
latest occupation phases. 
5.5.3 Intentional deposition
Two threepointers were found in a context indicative of an intentional placement. 
C10 was recovered trapped in a natural cavity in the bedrock together with other 
paraphernalia adjacent to a house trajectory. C01 was associated with the entrance 
posthole of a second house trajectory. Samson (2010, 288) interprets these two 
threepointers as personal items deposited in postholes, suggesting the Amerindians 
linked the innate significance of these things with the renewal and reincarnation 
of the house (Samson 2010; 260-267). Because this interpretation of significance 
rests on the accuracy of the interpretation of this spatial association, their reliability 
is Moderately high. The current state of the data indicates that threepointers are 
generally not associated with particular spatial features. Still, entailing intentional 
placement, this biographical possibility shows how the movement between contexts 
offers insight into indigenous values particularly well. Provided their interments 
remained known to the Amerindians, this context is a form of ceremonial display, 
showing life in death.
5.5.4 Damage
Eleven threepointers displayed a form of damage inflicted before excavation (Table 
9). The type of damage is distributable between a fragment being flaked off (AG2, 
M03, M08, PC8), miscellaneous surface damages (GR6, M12), and debilitating 
damage in the form of a direct breakage of one of the projections (the remainder). 
Table 9. Conditions of damage, showing twelve out of fifty-nine examined 
threepointers.
Surface damage   -  AG2, GR6, M12
Broken projection   - C11, CD2, CD6, M03, PC8, PM1
Fragment    - C09, M08
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Three of these sported surface damage, visible as some chipping or cracking. 
This damage did not compromise the overall shape of the artefacts, nor would it 
necessarily be grounds for discarding, as the presence of use wear polish on some 
of the chipped surface of AG2 indicates. On the other hand, in some ethnographies 
such chips and cracks may actually mark the history of the individual stone, adding 
to its meaning (Bilhaut 2006). Of six threepointers one of the projections was 
damaged. Despite the cone being the main element, the breakages were evenly 
distributed amongst the three projections. All breaks were old and the adjoining 
pieces were not recovered from the excavations. There are no impact marks on 
these threepointers that would indicate intentional battering, nor were such marks 
present on the two examined threepointer fragments. The bodies for these fragments 
were not found during the excavations either. These results show a random pattern 
of damages and breakages; the only possibly significant observation is that half 
of these are amongst the most finely worked threepointers in the sample. While 
some of this damage could have been intentional in theory, there is no contextual 
or microwear data supporting this interpretation for any of these eleven specimens.
5.6 ConCLuSIonS
Chapter 5 described the data obtained, broken down into the biographical phases 
which they support. For each phase numerous biographical possibilities have 
been stipulated by the evidence, verified as interpretations, and assigned a degree 
of confidence. The large variability between the results supports the premise of 
heterogeneity and circumscribes the richness of the threepointer phenomenon. The 
mathematical amount of different biographies these data support numbers in the 
hundreds of thousands if the individual characteristics of the conception and steps 
in the operational sequences are all given weight. Even so, the observed variability 
is expected to cover only a portion of the biographical lives threepointers had in 
pre-Columbian times. The biographical possibilities considered sufficiently reliable 
form the template for the reconstruction of threepointer biographies in the next 
chapter.
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Using the results from Chapter 5, both the generalised and specialised biographies 
of threepointers may now be reconstructed and interpreted. The biographies are 
read using (inter)subjectivity and exhibited perspectivism as the mechanisms 
driving the shifts between biographical possibilities (Chapter 3). The first section 
of this chapter reconstructs the normal generalised biography of threepointers. 
This trajectory is internally compared for diachronic and geographical differences. 
The second section explores the extraordinary and specialised biographies of 
threepointers. For those their life paths stood out for their unusual events and 
recurring recontextualisations. 
 Specialised biographies within the sample are separated on the presence of 
a cause, a context with specific association, or the presence of multiple biographical 
possibilities in life. It is considered likely that unfulfilled biographical phases 
resulted for most individual threepointers from degradation or misinterpretation, 
rather than that biographical possibilities were absent. Consequently, some ordinary 
threepointers may actually have lead extraordinary lives, whereas some specialised 
biographies might have been commonplace. This scenario invites future research. 
For comparative purposes, the choice was made to treat the generalised biography 
as ensouled whereas the specialised biographies are treated as self-transformed 
(see Section 3.1.3). In the former mode the efficacy of threepointers is unlocked 
by intimate contact with human subjectivity. In the latter mode their dangerous 
autonomous souls need to be subjugated, but reciprocate; here intersubjectivity 
takes place. Neither option is presently favoured, since it may be suspected that 
both forms and perhaps other ways of ‘being a thing’ existed at certain points in 
time. By discussing both modes a judgment of the most convincing mode is left to 
the reader. 
6.1 THe noRMAL LIveS oF THReepoInTeRS
Three quarters of the studied threepointers followed a similar common life path, 
albeit minor deviations occurred at certain points. This generalised biography is 
reconstructed in this section. It tells the cultural and social life story of threepointers, 
6 – Reconstructing Threepointer Biographies
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and shows how deviations characterised threepointers from the Early and Late 
Ceramic Age periods differently. Although this variability remains in the generalised 
biography, the section offers concrete assertions for the main biographical profile. 
The specialised biographies retain elements from this profile but are separated on 
the basis of recontextualisations which are not part of or exaggerate the generalised 
biography. The approach focuses on reconstructing how the subjectivity of 
threepointers was brought about. The generalised biography remains relatively 
constant over diachronic and geographical distance, despite several shifts in the 
indigenous consideration on what trajectory or expression was most desirable. 
These subtle shifts and their impacts upon the generalised biography are compared 
at the end of the section. 
6.1.1 The generalised biography
Most threepointer biographies are composed of similar trajectories, albeit variably 
expressed. Biographical possibilities for the cause were identified for only a 
minority of threepointers, and caused the biographies of those threepointers to 
progress differently. For this reason the observed causes had to be regarded as 
extraordinary biographical possibilities. This is not to say that no initial subjectivity, 
transformation, or other potential cause would normally take place, but only that 
such phenomena are not observed amongst the full artefact group. 
6.1.1.1 In conception
Therefore, the general biography of threepointers fully begins in the next 
biographical phase, the conception. This movement from the theoretical to the 
physical puts the course of action into human hands, signalling the opportunity to 
expose the threepointer to human subjectivity. Part of this opportunity is advanced 
in the aesthetics and the appearance chosen for the procured piece. Part of it guides 
these choices through a consideration of what is desirable or the culturally ‘right’ 
life path. 
The main trajectory begins with a local or locally available raw material, 
for which the choice is generally Acropora palmata, Lobatus gigas, or a limestone 
(local to the geology of most studied sites). A much wider variety of material types 
is available as secondary choice, but it is difficult to recognise these materials as 
cultural deviations. The conclusion that potentially significant cultural responses 
allowed for differences in geological and aesthetic qualities is better defensible. 
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Patterns of biographical desirability are only visible in the prevalence for water-based 
contexts, which is not limited to shells and corals. It was probably correct to look 
to the shores or river beds for raw materials, contexts in which the astute brilliance 
of the materials is most pronounced. A decent portion of the threepointer materials 
were visibly or inferably collected from secondary context, further suggesting these 
were obtained in such locations were much raw material accumulates. 
The most unassuming interpretation is that these qualities made up part of 
the criteria for proper ‘threepointer-hood’. A ‘watery’ locale could well have been 
a principle location for the discovery of subjectifiable materials. In contact period 
Hispaniola, for example, the sea was perceived as one of the places where zemies 
dwelled (Pané 1999 [1571], 23). Alternatively, the interaction of moisture with 
the aesthetics these materials already possessed could have provided them with 
sufficient soul capacity for becoming threepointers (Section 3.1.2). Proceeding 
with the subjectification of the material would have been encouraged by the 
glimmering aesthetics of shell, the distinctive and pronounced patterning of coral, 
or the presumable soul capacities often ascribed to stones (examples in Santos-
Granero 2009a). Specific properties of physical appearance, such as a conglomerate 
composition, patterns or remarkable features, translucency, or a bright whiteness, 
could easily have enhanced this perception. Such properties could make the material 
stand out as (exceptionally) subjectifiable, or even form the threepointer’s right 
cultural adornments (Section 3.1.3). Colours are not just measurable or symbolic 
qualities, but possess social agency themselves (Young 2006). Given the different 
options, how effectively a piece of material could be subjectified was likely 
determined by a combination of such considerations.
6.1.1.2 At birth
This potential for subjectification was then realised first when the biography moved 
into the phase of birth. After embracing the material, the operational sequence that 
followed allowed for a series of steps in which this potential could be fostered. The 
conical three-pointed shape itself ise a response to a strong and consistent cultural 
desirability. The workmanship and human agency involved will have ascribed the 
artefact with subjectivity, tuning and unlocking the soul capacity of the threepointer. 
The operational sequences show a consistent reduction of the material and 
set of techniques used, but a high variability in the extent to which these were 
applied. Shell threepointers are often prongs removed from the shell, whose outline 
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was reshaped by cutting. Their original surfaces were commonly obliterated by 
coarse grinding, while a second, finer abrasive technique was applied to several 
more visually appealing threepointers. These threepointers generally display more 
and better made decoration with an emphasis on their basal concavities, as well as 
the occasional presence of anthropo-zoomorphic decoration (M04, M05). 
Coral threepointers were similarly reduced, except that decoration is rare 
and that the microwear does not show evidence for a second grinding technique 
The data does not allow inferences on the early and intermediate parts of coral 
threepointer operational chains. Both for shell and for coral there exists a general 
biographical expectation for this customary operational sequence, which could be 
pursued in various intensities to represent a greater cultural aesthetic. 
However, stone threepointers followed different cultural expectations. These 
threepointers were given their three-dimensional shape through occasional flaking 
and predominantly by pecking. The biographical desirability for manufacture 
seems fixed at being worked into a three-pointed shape, whereas the degree to 
which it was ground afterwards had no significant repercussions for their essence. 
There is a large variation in finishing, ranging from crudely pecked in some cases to 
sophisticated polishing in others. Potential grinding was applied specifically to the 
lateral surfaces. Cultural expectancies demanded that the basal surface retained a 
coarser pecked appearance in nearly all cases. It is likely that the degree of grinding 
on the outer surfaces signalled something else.
Manufacturing an object is one of the principle ways of subjectifying the 
object in Amerindian thought (Erikson 2009, 175-177; Santos-Granero 2009b, 17-
19). The characteristics and potentiality from the conception of the material are 
embellished and enhanced, materialising the subjectivity of physical procurement 
in the threepointer. The conoid blueprint seems to be the cultural threshold in this 
regard,34 whereas the finishing and typological shape given invite subjectification 
– an investment of personal agency to varying degrees of efficacy. Judging by the 
innumerable ways the blueprint is expressed in threepointers, this subjectification 
formed the meaningful transformation of the birth, preparing the threepointer for 
life. While this social measure – acculturation – is disconnected from the physical 
form, it materialises in the corporeal shape. What the addition of decorative motifs 
34  Necessitating a conical form for the potentiality of ensoulment both compares to and 
contrasts Oliver’s (2009, 67-68) notion of the abduction of power from the three-pointed prototype 
shape.
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or a skilfully worked outer surface then reflect is a particular care in the act of 
subjectification. The variety in workmanship may express varying mastery of the 
skills or knowledge necessary to ensoul a threepointer and unlock its artefactual 
subjectivity. The extensive craftsmanship of some indicates that considerable 
subjectivity was involved, furthering the capabilities of those threepointers. 
Following this line of thought, threepointers essentially become artefactual agencies, 
extensions of the Amerindians whose subjectivity is instilled in receptive materials. 
A manufactured threepointer could thus be part of an Amerindian’s constituted body 
and personhood, as a personal and intimate social ‘valuable’ (offering a limited 
form of intersubjectivity in return). 
6.1.1.3 Life and death
Moving past the biographical phase of birth completes the transformation of the 
threepointer into a finished artefact, now capable of a life in use. In life a threepointer 
knows several biographical possibilities, which can be supplementary, optional, 
or interchangeable. In the death phase it undergoes a final recontextualisation, 
retreating from the sphere of human activity. The most desirable life path is the one 
in which these possibilities surface regularly, showing how the threepointer was 
used and what for. In death its subjectification is prepared to disappear safely and 
soundly. Ultimately, the general biography moves towards the cultural behest of 
how threepointers were supposed to be.
The main biographical possibility observed from the microwear data entails 
recontextualisation as a bound object, which residues and cording wear traces 
indicate. A second result is the development of traces of handling. These results 
signify that the transformations undergone in previous phases enabled an effective 
life in use. One threepointer (C07) followed both biographical possibilities, 
indicating that these potential life paths were not mutually exclusive. Still, most 
threepointers did not display microwear data or contextual shifts, suggesting their 
efficacy could also act through different ways. 
Both handling and stringing connect threepointers, whether by attaching 
them to other things or by literally putting them in the hands of a person. In the 
former case a threepointer becomes a component of a larger composition, which 
takes place in presentation; it is then allowed or forced to exercise its potentiality 
in this context. Handled threepointers, on the other hand, were simply in constant 
intimate contact with human beings – they were wielded. Threepointers were made 
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to act in both circumstances, during which they presumably stood under continuous 
subjectification. This is a state of active participation, opposing interpretations of 
threepointers as being passive bystanders or inert idols. However, these traces are 
not uniformly present, or even on the majority of threepointers. Such uses might 
therefore be treatments designed to enhance or exploit the potential for subjectivity 
and beneficiality of these threepointers or through them the surrounding world. 
There is no evidence that this trajectory entailed continuous renegotiations in a 
generalised biography. 
At the end of their biographies threepointers ended up in the middens or 
around the habitation area. This deposition does not differ from other types of 
artefacts which could outlive their usefulness, and may therefore be regarded as 
conforming to normal expectations. Some threepointers were broken or survived 
as fragments only, which for a lack of evidence suggesting intentional processes 
are considered to be the result of taphonomic processes instead. The fact that the 
adjoining pieces are missing indicates that this was accumulated refuse which 
was swept away, rather than destroyed fragments thrown away together. In all, 
threepointers are remarkably homogeneous in death.
The meaning of threepointers does therefore not normally culminate in this 
phase, but instead dissipates in it. This dissipation is possibly the natural result of 
their life course, or possibly the result of an inability or unwillingness to maintain 
their social or economic upkeep. The presence of threepointers in midden deposits 
shows that subjectivity could be withdrawn and the objects swept away within the 
confines of the village, signalling that their objectifications (deprivations of agency) 
were secure. On the other hand, the habitation areas indicate that threepointers 
likely operated within the context of the household during life. Nevertheless, their 
normal deposition patterns appear defunct of any significant social or functional 
meaning. 
6.1.2 Early Ceramic Age variations
Threepointers from the Early Ceramic Age commonly adhere to the generalised 
biography as reconstructed in Section 6.1. Nevertheless, there are some temporal 
and geographic differences worth highlighting. 
There is a strong inclination to choose shell as the raw material during the 
phase of conception, which is especially pronounced in the earlier Hacienda Grande 
occupation of Maisabel. Coral and stone threepointers appear only in the late phase 
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occupations of the Early Ceramic Age, during which shell continues to amount for 
a sizeable percentage of the material. The change probably reflects changes in the 
indigenous valuation of the potential for subjectivity of the materials used to make 
the artefacts. Hypothetically speaking, shifting knowledge on shamanic conduct 
could have enforced a different susceptibility to the subjectivity of materials, 
resulting in the present archaeological patterns.
The disparity between the early phase Hacienda Grande (some mixed 
with Cuevas) context threepointers from Maisabel and the later threepointers of 
Golden Rock 1 and Punta Candelero persists during the birth phase. A much greater 
portion of the early shell threepointers displays the finer abrasive technique. These 
specimens further possess more elaborate incised decorations as well as more 
strongly emphasised basal concavities. The stone threepointer fragment found in 
this level in Maisabel is amongst the most finely worked specimens. While the later 
phase crafts retain the technological skills, they are no longer applied in abundance. 
Those shell threepointers bear less decoration and are often only coarsely ground. 
Similar developments happen to threepointers of coral. It therefore appears that 
the technological execution of threepointers across the material spectrum declined 
in the later part of the Early Ceramic Age, but not because the knowledge and 
skill necessary to do so disappeared. This decline may have caused repercussions 
for the efficacy and subjectification of threepointers, which then lessened due to a 
diminished investment of agency through craftsmanship. Alternatively, they may 
indicate a shift to knowledge on non-technological forms of subjectification.
There has not been any handling observed for the life phases of Early 
Ceramic Age threepointers. However, there is little knowledge on handling traces 
on shell, making it quite possible that a hiatus exists in the data on this account. 
Residues are represented in this time period. 
Early Ceramic Age threepointers unequivocally ended up in midden 
contexts. Not a single one of these artefacts possessed a clear association with 
a habitation area context. Cultural factors may have been responsible for this 
phenomenon, such as the funnelling of wealth in a Big Men type of socio-political 
organisation (Boomert 2000, 392-403; 2001; Siegel 2010, 305-306). However, the 
biographical possibility is sufficiently explainable on its own as having taphonomic 
origins, resulting from the gradual sweeping of refuse towards the midden areas 
(Section 5.5.2). Any Saladoid refuse would have ended up in these deposits long 
before later occupations ended. 
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6.1.3 Late Ceramic Age variations
The brunt of the variation in the threepointer group is exhibited in the Late Ceramic 
Age. Both earlier and later phases are well represented in the present sample, 
although the dates for most of these threepointer contexts are coarse. 
Shell disappears as a cultural preference during the Late Ceramic Age, and 
is superseded by a strong increase in the variety in rock types. The importance 
attributed to a marine context is much less distinguishable here, since many stones 
are indeterminable in this regard. Pottery and bone further diversify the sample, 
although the variety in coral materials drops. Still, the aesthetic variation overall 
widens in this period.
The widening variation is also observed for the birth phase. The ceramic 
threepointers underwent completely different births, since they were created through 
the transformation of a mixture of materials rather than through the reduction of 
one. Their subjectification is likely comparable to that of pottery, though their hand 
built forms are unrefined. The bone threepointer required a different technological 
approach as well, involving the transformation from manatí into ‘zemi’.35 
Stone threepointers enter the Late Ceramic Age with the high variability and 
predominantly coarse manufacture observed during the latest phases of the Early 
Ceramic Age. Sophistication returns in their manufacturing strategies again in the 
later phases of the Late Ceramic Age. While several specimens remain coarsely 
finished, many threepointers now display a much higher quality of craftsmanship 
on their outer surfaces. The development indicates an increasingly visible care for 
subjectification and for unlocking the threepointer’s potential. Furthermore, there 
are tentative indications that new production technologies were used at this time 
to manufacture threepointers. Coral manufacturing strategies underwent a similar 
development, though not with new technologies. This renewal of threepointer 
production technologies in the later part of the Late Ceramic Age in Hispaniola 
coincides with the general revival of artisanship in the Chicoid cultural series.
In both life and death the Late Ceramic Age threepointers follow the 
generalised biographical pattern. These threepointers are now also represented in 
habitation area contexts. Since these threepointers are without exception associated 
with the latest occupations of their respective sites, this biographical possibility 
35  Since there is no analytical data available for most parts of their biographies, bone and 
pottery offer no heuristic value in being treated as specialised biographies, despite their initial 
subjectification being different.
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fits well with incomplete refuse sweeping patterns due to less time having elapsed 
before teh abandonment of the sites. Still, these occupations lasted for several 
generations and know comparatively few threepointers from their midden deposits. 
It is possible that a specific association arose for keeping ‘defunct’ threepointers in 
the household, or more likely that it was customary to actively curate threepointers 
through generations. Admittedly, it is difficult to find hard evidence for either 
possibility (but see Section 5.4.1.1). 
6.2 THe SpeCIAL LIveS oF THReepoInTeRS
The reconstruction of the generalised biography shows that the variability of 
threepointers is pronounced in their conception and their birth, whereas their cause 
and death phases are relatively uninformative. It is presumed that they actively 
participated in something during life, but the corresponding traces are visible only 
for a minority of the threepointers. They were discussed in terms of subjectivity 
applied to ensoul threepointers in order to unlock their efficacy with the aim of 
exploring this specific mode of animacy. 
Five specialised biographies of threepointers are reconstructed in this 
section. These biographies deviate because they are composed of different 
biographical possibilities than the generalised biography is, which stimulated 
different life paths. Specifically, the specialised biographies provided more insight 
into the cause, for which two different choices for materials and operational 
sequences could be observed. Furthermore, these biographies show use sequences 
and recontextualisations during life, in addition to special depositional patterns. 
These biographies are discussed using the terminology of the perspectivism 
exhibited by major zemies (Section 3.1.3). Fluctuations in the data quality means 
that these specialised biographies may have been common biographies in reality, 
but in this pilot sample they stand out as the theoretical deviations that contrast the 
general cultural pattern.
6.2.1 Encountered threepointers
Seven specimens from mixed provenances were identified with the cause of being 
‘encounters’ (Section 5.1.1; see fig 25). All were collected as natural pieces and 
most not further modified. Presumably, their natural material forms were revealed 
as possessing unexpected subjectivity and an autonomous perspective because 
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they displayed the conical blueprint. Therefore, they showed that they already 
independently possessed a threepointer’s ‘bundle of affects and capacities’, 
which is a subjectified cultural form. When these threepointers confronted the 
Amerindians with their perspective, they thus adopted the role of prey (subordinate) 
in the perspectival hierarchy. These threepointers therefore revealed themselves 
directly as familiars, not as dominant and dangerous supernatural beings in need of 
subjectification.36 The ensuing exchange of intersubjectivity recontextualised the 
material as having the potential for leading a threepointer’s biographical life. It also 
subsumed the subjectivity normally involved in the cultural choices in conception, 
since these threepointers share no obvious commonalities in the materials’ 
qualities. Instead, the procurement phase will have entailed the protocols and 
investments necessary to further engage with the material. Given the ethnographic 
and ethnohistoric examples, a mutual exchange of perspectives remains a likely 
procurement strategy, particularly with the use of trances.
The birth phase of these threepointers is well calibrated to their cause and 
therefore deviates strongly from the course of the generalised biography. The absence 
of technological working biographically emphasises the presence of a perspectival 
soul. The conical three-pointed body was naturally present, through which the 
threepointers could access their perspectival ‘bundle’. Acts of manufacture were 
only necessary to tune this ‘bundle’ by better accentuating the artefactual body on 
M07 (removing shell borders) and AG5 and CD7 (basal surface modification). The 
birth phase did thus not entail much physical shaping, since their bundle was given, 
but rather established intersubjectivity for the functioning in Amerindian society via 
other means. The transformation in the birth phases of these threepointers imposed 
the shift from an independent autonomous entity towards the acculturated identity 
of a beneficial threepointer. 
The way in which these threepointers transformed into ‘proper’ threepointers 
is what sets their specialised biographies apart. The biographical trajectory during 
the phases of life and death progressed in accordance to the possibilities common 
to the generalised biography. Rather than rephrasing the theoretical options under 
the terminology of exhibited perspectivism here, a perspectival reading of these 
phases is offered below.
36  This interpretation explains why several Early Ceramic Age threepointers are unmodified 
conch prongs, while the skill and technology to work shell was well known to the Amerindians. 
There was simply no reason to subjectify them through manufacture at the time. 
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6.2.1.1 A variation on encountering
One threepointer followed the specialised biography of the cause ‘encounter’, 
but as a significant variation of this theme. This threepointer did not reveal its 
potential perspective through its conical form, but through a natural pattern in the 
corallite composition which imitated perceiving eyes (fig 42). Possessing no initial 
culturalised ‘bundle’, the thing threatened to subjectify the Amerindian by its lethal 
autonomous nature. This threat was averted when the threepointer was subjectified 
and these eyes were technologically incorporated as a design element. The material 
itself was shaped into the conical three-pointed following the standard operational 
sequence, giving shape to the culturally desirable ‘bundle’. This included the 
creation of a base plate and a grooved basal surface as typological markers, both 
strong signals of the cultural template. This process interacted with the natural 
cavity, which was emphasised by carving a mouth into the threepointer’s surface in 
the correct anatomical position. In this manner the threepointer was provided with 
attributes par excellence for shaping the thing’s manifest perspective, forcing it to 
act from a human or prey’s point of view. Especially for such threepointers, it may 
be postulated that expert shamanic knowledge was a prerequisite for handling the 
entity’s raw subjectivity during this transformation. 
The unique biography of this threepointer heavily affected its life phase. It 
was handled extensively, of which the corresponding microwear traces developed 
on all aspects with the exception of the basal surface. The autonomous entity was 
successfully kept subjugated during its life and actively put to use to provide the 
community with the benefits its threepointer nature could supply. Furthermore, 
the degree to which the microwear traces have developed tentatively indicates a 
Figure 42. Punta Candelero coral threepointer PC6, facing to the right. The 
mouth	carving	is	magnified	(50x)	in	the	right	image.
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contextual shift in this biography: specifically, it suggests substantial use intensity 
which implies the threepointer had been curated.37 The microwear traces evidence 
a strong intersubjectivity between this threepointer and its caretakers during its life, 
to whichever effect it could propagate. Finally, in death the threepointer ended up 
in a midden. Evidently, there had been a justifiable reason to remove it from human 
intentionality. For this to occur it had to be fully objectified, either preoperatively 
or as the result of external provocations, for its life cycle to be finished. 
6.2.2 Exotics in motion
All exchanged threepointers possess a specialised biography. The Late Ceramic 
Age AG2 and AG3 share in their cause phase the cultural desirability that existed 
for the calci-rudite form as the threepointer’s artefactual ‘bundle’ (fig 43). The 
material’s qualities in the conception, its matchless appearance and ‘piece of a place’ 
association, communicated a distinguishing composition of the rock’s ‘bundle 
of affects and capacities’. Having these qualities the material was recognised as 
exercising its own intentionality and perspective. The unparalleled biographical 
desire to subject it to human agency further indicates that it was more efficacious 
than regular materials of which threepointers were made. In accordance with the 
archaeological record, knowledge of the exclusive localised occurrence of calci-
rudite as well as the ability to subjectivise it was maintained for generations. This 
biographical potential was acted upon in the procurement phase.
37  Though it is acknowledged that curation data is presently distinguished with Low 
confidence. Nevertheless, examples exist for the curation or inheritance of things with perspectival 
qualities in Amazonia. Such things may be interwoven with a lineage (Bilhaut 2006) or be too 
dangerous in their native perspective and necessitate curation for safety concerns (Barcelos Neto 
2009).
Figure 43. Anse à la Gourde calci-rudite threepointers AG2 (left) and AG3 
(right).
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After the calci-rudite had agreed to subordinate itself to human subjectivity, 
willingly or by force, it had to be manufactured into a threepointer’s form. During 
this process the association of manufacture in Anguilla would be imprinted in the 
threepointer’s biography (Crock 2000; Crock and Petersen 1999; 2004; Knippenberg 
2004; 2006). The operational sequence of these threepointers includes presumed 
flaking, pecking, elaborate grinding on their outer surfaces, and incision. The basal 
surfaces were shaped through pecking, but the finesse with which this technique 
was applied and the control over the motions displayed is unparalleled amongst 
the examined sample. Accordingly, the Amerindians responsible for working 
with the material were knowledgeable and experienced on a technological level. 
Therefore, extensive care was taken in order to subjectify the perspectives of these 
threepointers, and prevent one’s own perspective from becoming tainted in the 
process. By turning the material’s raw form into the cultural conical three-pointed 
shape, the excellent craftsmanship would subordinate the comparatively dangerous 
perspective of the material in an effective manner. This transformation again 
resulted in a comparably higher efficaciousness than that of other threepointers. 
In life, these threepointers were exchanged over several hundred kilometres. 
Both were handled extensively, and are in this respect comparable to PC6 (Section 
6.2.1.1). Artefacts may be exchanged in several different forms and for several 
different reasons in Amerindian ontologies. Exchanges can produce and stress 
distinctions between people or peoples (Miller 2009, 76), or connect and reinforce 
social networks (Hugh-Jones 2009). Things often need to be de-subjectified in 
order to safely exchange them (Santos-Granero 2009b, 17-19); however, this would 
counteract the cultural desirability of the material. It is likely that a transferred calci-
rudite threepointer retained previous investments of agency and subjectification, 
even if this was lessened in order to minimise the danger of its perspective reverting 
to a lethal form. As the handling traces suggest, the threepointers were continuously 
subjectified under everyday circumstances, both before and after exchange. Some 
special subjectification may further have been enacted by applying the herring 
bone motif incisions, after it had passed to less skilled hands (cf. Section 5.4.1.1). 
The intersubjective history of these threepointers persevered even after they had 
incurred chips on their surfaces, since handling polish is observed inside the 
negatives. The extensive formation of these polishes consolidates the impressive 
perspectival qualities of these threepointers by suggesting curation, similar to as 
they did for PC6. 
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Both calci-rudite threepointers were found in the habitation areas 
corresponding to the late occupation of Anse à la Gourde. It is unknown if they 
were discarded or abandoned with the abandonment of the settlement. This result 
suggests once more that the life trajectories commonly had no bearing on the 
depositions.
6.2.2.1 Exotics in place
The Late Ceramic Age AG1 and C01 also followed a biographical trajectory that led 
them through exchanges (fig 44). Both are made from igneous rocks whose material 
proveniences are unknown. Their appearances are opaque and homogeneous. These 
threepointers were recovered as exotic items from sites in limestone environments. 
However, further information in regards to a cause or conception and how these 
phases shaped the biographical meaning is unknown. Following the theoretical 
reconstructions they are premised to have expressed their perspectivist nature 
forcing the Amerindians to turn them into threepointers as response. 
The birth of these threepointers progressed along the same lines as 
the calci-rudite specimens, although the pecking on the basal surfaces is less 
sophisticated. However, their incised decoration corresponds better to the general 
quality of manufacture. The process of careful subjectification is not likely to 
have differed much from how it was reconstructed in Section 6.2.2. Naturally, the 
suggested amplification of the threepointer’s subjectiveness on the basis of inherent 
significance to the materials has no footing in the data for these specimens. 
In the life phase these threepointers were transported from unknown areas 
to the sites of Anse à la Gourde and El Cabo. It is unknown whether this entailed a 
physical exchange or if they were procured inland by the inhabitants of those sites, 
but the lack of manufacturing debris suggests the former for AG1 (Knippenberg 
Figure 44. Exotic igneous rock threepointers AG1 (left) and C01 (right).
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2006, 183-185). Intersubjectivity did not involve a large degree of physical 
handling as it did for the calci-rudite specimens. Instead, AG1 was made to act 
while fastened to other things as shown by the presence of adhesives on the rim 
of its conoid surface. Both exposed to and constitutive of physical expressions of 
human cultural life, this reconstruction shows how its potential for intersubjectivity 
was manifested through human activities.
This threepointer (AG1) was recovered from a habitation context. The 
other (C01) was deposited intentionally in association with a house entrance 
(Section 5.5.3). This contradiction to the general biographical patterns indicates 
that its efficacy was specifically related to the functioning of the house. The 
meaning this threepointer accumulated during its life did not dissipate as it usually 
did, but was instead recontextualised as part of the associated house trajectory. 
When incorporated in the human cultural architecture of the El Cabo village, the 
threepointer became a constituting part of the structure, permanently supporting the 
cultural symbolism of a roundhouse. It is possible that this process was intended 
to use the threepointer’s intersubjectivity and perspectival qualities to constitute 
the structure’s place in the supernatural order. The control exercised over the 
supernatural agency of the threepointer would extend to the roundhouse, and 
further to perhaps the constitution of human life itself. The intersubjectivity with 
which the threepointer was embellished during making, through exchange, and in 
death, erupted in this highly significant biographical profile.
6.2.3 Life of a ‘trigonolith’
Perhaps the most conspicuous biography is that of the threepointer C10 from El 
Cabo (fig 45). The material obtained for this threepointer’s conception is the local 
bedrock at the site of El Cabo, in which the postholes anchoring the houses were 
dug. This choice made a direct and pronounced connection with the local geology, 
which forms the most notable quality of this material. The overall variety in the El 
Cabo materials indicates that this connection was deliberate. The quality of being 
local indicates that an entity’s dangerous perspective was donned with a bundle 
from this bedrock material to cement an affiliation or alliance with the village. 
Alternatively, it may have revealed itself from the bedrock material originally, 
maintaining a pre-existing affiliation with the site.
The process of birth for this threepointer involved extended and controlled 
pecking in order to create the outline. This technique created the conical shape, 
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reshaping the entity’s bodily ‘bundle of affects and capacities’. Through pecking 
and possibly limited incising the characteristic anthropomorphic decorations of 
trigonoliths were applied, transforming the entity into an artefactual body with 
humanised affects and capacities. As with the other threepointers, the exposure to 
human perspectives gradually transformed this threepointer’s perspective into that 
of a safe, acculturated being, subjectivised and beneficial. The specifically human 
shapes of the eyes, mouth, and limbs indicate that its perspective was granted an 
equal ‘bundle’ in the prey-predator hierarchy. Opposing the bodily ‘bundle’ of 
lesser animals that other trigonoliths have, this threepointer became an ally, rather 
than a familiar. Such a birth and alteration of the thing’s subjectivity may be typical 
for threepointers with anthropo-zoomorphic decoration. 
The life of this threepointer revealed further points of interest. During this 
phase the threepointer had been commissioned similarly to AG1 (Section 6.2.2.1), 
as evident from the tarry remnants present on its basal surface and ‘cheeks’. 
The latter location suggests applications related to modifying the appearance of 
the threepointer (clothing, wrappings, or inlays), which would induce further 
subjectification. There is possible evidence for exposure to other essences of human 
culture (Section 5.4.2.1). These biographical possibilities show that intersubjectivity 
was continuously and effectively maintained with the threepointer. The entity will 
have reciprocated for this care through its own subjectivity. Its effects may have 
taken the form of guiding and safeguarding the Amerindian world and particularly 
the village of El Cabo and its inhabitants (see Section 7.1). 
In death, its unbridled intersubjectivity prevented it from being treated like 
Figure 45. El Cabo limestone bedrock threepointer C10. Right photo courtesy 
of Ben Hull.
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a generically discarded object. The threepointer was deposited into a bedrock cavity 
together with a guaíza, adjacent to a house trajectory. Interpreted as intentional, its 
capacity for intersubjectivity must have persisted and been expected to manifest. The 
biographical possibility is reminiscent of the deposition of C01 (Section 6.2.2.1), 
but the execution differs. Recontextualising the threepointer from an active life to a 
cache next to the house floor creates an act of display, signalling that the powerful 
subjectivity was commemorated and immobilised in this place. However, such 
a move would not be without consequences. In this state the threepointer would 
normally revert back to its lethal perspective, necessitating protocol, maintenance, 
or continuous association with human culture to prevent this from happening. In 
fact, this conflict promotes alternative interpretations, suggesting that the cavity 
functioned as a resting place or was related to earlier contextualisations in the 
threepointer’s biography. If it persisted until the terminal occupation of the site, 
the threepointer might have been abandoned together with the site, its perspective 
unable to leave its place of origin. Several options are in fact possible for ending 
this specialised biography, which primarily signal that the data for intentional 
depositions need to be quantified before the impact of depositing intersubjectivity 
can be reconstructed. 
6.3 ConCLuSIonS
This chapter attempted the reconstruction and interpretation of threepointer 
biographies by anchoring the biographical possibilities analysed in Chapter 5 to 
the theoretical framework prepared in Chapter 3. The majority of threepointers 
followed a generalised biography, which is itself an average of fluctuating 
patterns in chronological and geographical spacing. Several remarkable results 
indicate that many specialised biographies existed, and that deviations from the 
generalised pattern were easily realised. The courses of the biographies reveal how 
the Amerindians experienced their highly subjectivised living world. The cultural 
meaning of threepointers seems to be centred in the phases of cause, conception, 
and birth, illustrating that their transformation was what granted them their 
‘threepointer’ essence. The phases of life and death show how this essence was 
interacted with. These reconstructions demonstrate that threepointers are a far more 
complex and constituting phenomenon of Amerindian society than previously 
estimated. This result is discussed in Chapter 7.
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7 – Discussion and Conclusion
The main objective of the present study was to investigate how threepointers 
conducted themselves in the pre-Columbian world. The previous chapter turned 
the theoretical and methodological narratives into biographical reconstructions of 
threepointers, illustrating their life paths within Amerindian ontology. What remains 
is to contextualise the biographies within this ontology. This discussion is held in 
the first section, which further offers interpretations on diachronic developments 
in the indigenous worldview and some comparisons with previous imaging of 
threepointers. The second section evaluates the applicability of the microwear 
analysis aapproach nd discusses the endurance of the theoretical premises. This 
chapter revisits the research objectives in Section 3, which concludes the thesis. 
7.1 THReepoInTeRS In THe AMeRInDIAn woRLD
Ontology pervades the cultural expressions of life in all respects. Threepointers are 
not inexplicable ‘religious paraphernalia’, but form an ardent material expression of 
this pervasiveness. This research proposes that threepointers are not representations 
of something, nor surrogate deities related to the harmony of Amerindian life. 
Threepointers are above all materialisations of this successfully operating ontology, 
solidified through the core process of intersubjectivity. In effect, threepointers are 
subjective relationships which have become corporeal, rather than substances 
which enter into relationships. Such an inversion of the naturalist Western view is 
in fact typical of Amerindian ontologies (Viveiros de Castro 1998, 485). 
This view on the nature of threepointers summarises the theoretical 
implications of the reconstructions conducted in Chapter 6. Naturally, it holds 
ramifications for life in the pre-Columbian Caribbean. This section discusses what 
kind of noticeable and measurable effects threepointers could have had, what the 
proposed ontology implicates for ‘zemiism’ in the pre-Columbian Antilles, and 
contrasts previous threepointer interpretations. It needs not be said that the research 
considers its insights to be valuable for the study of the pre-Columbian worldviews, 
but by all means not a definitive solution to it. 
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7.1.1 Functioning
(Inter)subjectivity, to return to this mechanism shortly, is not just an apt replacement 
term for commodification as the biographical ‘recontextualisator’. In a social 
universe where every event is in fact an action (Section 3.1.1), intersubjectivity 
forms the cornerstone of life by making (inter)action possible. It is the central process 
perspectivism is about (Viveiros de Castro 2004a, 477). A recontextualisation in the 
biography signifies that something happened because the actions of somebody made 
it happen. Since all natural events are someone’s actions in Amerindian ontology, 
occurrences like sickness and death, or fluctuations in the ‘weather-world’ (Ingold 
2011), become effects of supernatural agency. This is the subjectivity exercised by 
capable entities. The form this subjectivity takes must be deciphered using shamanic 
knowledge, in order to find out who was responsible for the event. Deducing the 
presence of and controlling such entities may allow their efficacy to be directed into 
other effects.38
Consequently, intersubjectivity familiarises the universe by making 
its structural workings understandable as social processes. The materiality of 
threepointers was probably not the only one that was deduced from this process, 
as other things (such as zemies) may well have shared this nature. These objects 
must have served a purpose expressing their own subjectivity, which cannot be read 
using only archaeological data. The ethnohistoric and ethnographic sources suggest 
several common ways for things to do this, such as curing illnesses or directing 
energy patterns. Premising that such expressions are averages for Amerindian 
ontologies, threepointers and other Caribbean artefacts could have functioned on 
similar terms. 
The biographical possibilities of the life phase of threepointers are found 
amongst numerous intersubjective things. Such objects, like river-collected rock 
crystals and stone pebbles, are invariably described as powerful shamanic aids, 
capable of harnessing cosmic energies. While some derive their potential from 
human agency (e.g. Gúzman-Gallegos 2009, 224-226; Hugh-Jones 2009; Miller 
2009, 71-75; Overing 1990; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975, 79-80, 90; 1979; 1997, 
128-129, 148-149, 157-166, 177), others are entities potentially transformed into 
artefacts in primordial events (e.g. Bilhaut 2006; Santos-Granero 2009b, 114-
38  Such effects seem always beneficial to someone – when they are harmful to humans, 
they benefit predators higher up the hierarchy.
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116; Walker 2009, 90-94; cf. Halbmayer 2012b, 112-113). The efficacy of these 
things, directed by shamanic knowledge, is occasionally restricted to specialised 
applications such as crop stimulation. More often, they perform many different 
functions. Through their subjectivity, such things commonly enable or amplify 
the accomplishments of ritual specialists, or vice versa. Nevertheless, the physical 
conduct of this function is only loosely connected to their specific application. The 
resulting microwear traces are not sufficient for predicting uses more specific than 
indicating that the objects may have formed part of an ontology of use through 
intersubjectivity. Examples from the cited literature are the practice of handling 
the crystals using specific motions, engulfing them in tobacco smoke, sucking and 
oral contact in general, suspension as pendants or ornaments, and integration into 
powerful composite instruments such as staves. The latter three forms of use seem 
exclusive to ensouled artefacts, whereas self-transformed things are commonly 
limited to the first two.
Threepointers cannot be considered to be directly analogical to these magical 
rocks, since their biographies differ and since metaphoric tension may occur. 
Nevertheless, most practices recur: some threepointers were treated with handling 
and others either suspended or integrated as composite objects (cf. Walker 1993). 
Furthermore, on at least one occasion a behique spat out an unspecified object 
from his mouth during a curing session, with the object subsequently becoming a 
beneficial zemi (Pané 1999 [1571], 21-23, 26; on general ‘behique-ism’ see Roe 
1997). If the microwear analogy is to be accepted, threepointers are effectively 
comparable to instruments enabling and amplifying the ‘shamanic’ capacities of 
behiques. Though for some, the effectual mode of interaction may be better framed 
as threepointers enacting autonomously, and behiques or caciques guiding them 
in this process. In this way the subjectivity of threepointers, their ability to create 
supernatural agency, can be channelled into counselling, turn sickness into curing, 
impotence into fertility, and be used to fulfil a variety of other functions. 
The major dissimilarity between threepointers and subjectivity-powered 
things is the absence of nicotine and smoke particles. Microwear analysis may 
be methodologically capable of detecting such residues, but it is unknown if any 
remain. The hypothesis could not be investigated during the present research. 
However, even presuming the absence of this practice, it may simply reflect a 
culturally specific preference, much like threepointer typology and the fluctuating 
subjectification during the operational sequences. This absence does not prejudice 
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the shared ontology of thing subjectivity, originating the supernatural causality 
responsible for the natural flow of the world. 
Naturally, this argument establishes a larger purpose than threepointers 
would need to fulfil just by themselves. ‘Threepointers’ is in this sense a synecdoche 
for the group of zemies and other similar things; it is not intended that they subsume 
the entirety ontological potential for other artefacts. It is considered probable that 
several other artefacts, which could range from frog-shaped pendants to cohoba 
idols, fulfilled a similar function. These could have overlapped with threepointers 
or have occupied a niche of their own, a differentiation which probably differed 
through time and space.
7.1.2 A diachronic perspective on intersubjectivity
The religion of the proto-Historic inhabitants of the Greater Antilles is often termed 
‘zemiism’. While an accomplice in metaphoric tension (Section 2.5), the term 
zemiism attends to the presumed continuity in worldview during the Ceramic Age. 
Threepointers are one of the main elements that diachronically link the different 
domains together, as discussed in Sections 1.5 and 2.4.1. Nevertheless, these things 
changed enormously over this time span, as did other ontologically laden artefacts. 
The present approach contributes some thoughts on these changes and the ‘rise’ to 
zemiism.
Certainly, the rich material culture repertoire of the contact period 
Amerindians is a chronologically late phenomenon. Their iconography and 
ethnohistoric documentation argues the strongest for full-fledged exhibited 
perspectivism of things. In earlier periods the enormous variety of artefactual 
bodies in stone, coral, and shell had not yet been given shape to. This explosion of 
ritual art is framed as an increase in the ability of caciques to use zemies to their 
political advantage, which propelled the Amerindian culture and socio-political 
structure towards chiefdom complexity (Section 2.4.1). Consequently, attention 
must be given to the possibility that the self-transformed exhibited perspectivism 
developed late and that earlier threepointers were of the ensouled mode. While 
the subjectifiable ‘bundle’ of the conical three-pointed form was significant, the 
evidence for the premise that early small threepointers were full autonomous 
entities is much weaker. The explosion of ritual art may then be hypothesised to 
actually signify the developing ontological ability to recognise and subjectivise 
perspectival entities.
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Accordingly, this hypothesis reasons that early threepointers had their 
innate soul powered subjectivity unlocked by human agency, but did not possess 
autonomous perspectives. They lack the ‘bundle of affects and capacities’ that endows 
anthropo-zoomoorphic threepointers with human or prey perspectives, while most 
of the ethnohistoric zemi ritual complex is not present in the archaeological record. 
However, it is possible that most early subjectivising artefacts were made of wood 
or other perishable things instead. Wooden and some cotton zemi objects survived 
as curated objects in Western collections, and are known from some archaeological 
contexts (Ostapkowicz et al. 2012). The Wauja, who and whose apapaatai served 
as near direct analogies in Section 3.1.2, manufacture most artefactual ‘bundles’ 
out of wood (Barcelos Neto 2004; 2008; 2009), demonstrating the perspectivism 
in perishable materials perfectly well. In fact, the main evidence that capable 
perspectival entities did not exist to a larger scale earlier in the Ceramic Age is 
calci-rudite. Following the theoretical framework, this material would be a main 
candidate for shaping the artefactual bodies and ‘bundles’ of any perspectival 
entity. The absence of non-threepointer calci-rudite artefacts implies that other 
artefacts simply did not occupy the same ontological niche. While other artefact 
forms could very well have had potential for intersubjectivity, they seem to have 
been unable to engage in the same procuring dialogue.39 It may even be postulated 
that the exploitation of calci-rudite and of unrecognised materials with comparable 
potential provided the initial impetus from which the notion of capturing supernatural 
perspectival entities in artefactual blueprints developed.
Consequently, the earliest ‘encountered’ threepointers (conch prongs) are 
now estimated to have been potentially subjectifiable forms, possessing the arresting 
conical shape, but not an expressed perspective. The point at which threepointers 
moved from ensouled to self-transformed is unknown, and most probably entailed 
a trajectory of contemporaneity of both modes. This contemporaneity may possibly 
have persisted up to the contact period in the form of the trigonolith versus 
microtrigonolith dichotomy.
39  Admittedly, the Wauja analogies indicate that the inability may have been caused for 
other reasons. In this case calci-rudite represents a being transformed into material in primordial 
times, who was conceived as threepointer but whose bodily ornaments were unsuitable elsewhere.
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7.1.3 Comparisons with the field
It is well acknowledged that the ability to advance the present interpretations 
is possible only because the opportunity exists to contrast previous theories. 
Nevertheless, the present approach must contradict the majority of these previous 
interpretations on the basis of knowledge from Amerindian ontologies. The notion 
that threepointers and specifically trigonoliths represented deities is challenged by 
a perspectivist reading of the data. The idea that they were objects housing spirits 
on the inside is not radical enough to conform to Amerindian reality, since it is an 
output of Western epistemology trying to come to grips with unfamiliar philosophies 
(cf. Pels 1998). Analogies between the conical three-pointed form and forms in 
the landscape may be typologically correct, but remain cultural expressions whose 
meaning cannot be understood without an ontological framework. Associations 
with the weather, crop fertility, childbirth, and other traditional functions similarly 
entail the question of ‘how?’, for which this study provides a direction. The issue 
of what ‘zemi’ actually entails has not been resolved here. However, the research 
tentatively indicates that it involves a mixture of modes of ‘thing being’ possessing 
various degrees of intersubjectivity, rather than one inexplicable numinous force. 
Above all, advancements may well be made into understanding the lives and 
biographies of threepointers. 
Besides these direct propositions for the conceptualisation of threepointers, 
the research offers some insights into related issues. The traditional readings of the 
Relacíon of Pané has been questioned on three levels. First is the ambiguity that still 
surrounds the material shapes of many zemies, some of which are or may be argued 
to be threepointers. Second, interpreting the text through the lens of perspectivism 
shapes a new view of the cosmology of the Amerindians, rendering the model of a 
pantheon of deities superfluous (Arrom 1975; Stevens-Arroyo 1988). Third, there 
are indications that the text is biased towards the political betterment of Guarionex, 
the cacique who accommodated Pané. If this bias is confirmed, it holds further 
repercussions for the reading of the text. 
Looking at the pre-Columbian Amerindians as subjectifying humans opens 
new lines of inquiry into pre-Columbian life, foremost in their interaction with 
the material culture repertoire. The significance of visual appearance and material 
provenience surpass that of the technological qualities of materials, which is 
especially pronounced for subjectifying things not used in a functional manner, 
like threepointers. The operational sequences of some artefacts appear to combine 
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technological working with personalised subjectification, which is at the basis 
of the enormous variety of threepointer workmanship. Finally, the hypothesis 
has been made that the artistic developments in the Late Ceramic Age involved 
intersubjective dimension, indicating that there were indeed multiple ways of being 
a thing in the pre-Columbian world.
7.2 evALuATIng THe AppRoACH
The study operated through a biographical framework in which the continuous 
recontextualisations in the life paths of objects afforded insight into cultural 
considerations. The recontextualisations were anchored on an Amerindian ontology 
proposed for the Caribbean, which drew from ethnographic and ethnohistoric 
sources. The analytical component provided microwear data, attained through 
microscopic examination, supplemented with archaeological and contextual data, 
as solid waypoints. In this way the thesis advances an integrated understanding 
of threepointers in the Amerindian world. Still, the sample group, the methods of 
analysis, and the theoretical assumptions did not always align. This section reviews 
first the suitability of threepointers as the topic of the present approach. The 
workability of the theoretical and methodological premises are discussed thereafter.
7.2.1 Microwear analysis on non-functional artefacts
Initially, there was uncertainty as to whether microwear analysis would be an 
effective strategy for investigating artefacts understood to not be used for craft 
or subsistence activities. Nevertheless, the methodology aided tremendously in 
distinguishing the manufacturing techniques and demonstrated its capability to 
detect alternative human interactions with things through traces and residues. Its 
analytical resolution certainly extends beyond craft and subsistence activities, to 
the inclusion of ‘ritual’ and other inexplicable things (see also Van Gijn 2010).
 This aside, threepointers are far from the most apprehensible group of 
things. The unending variability reflected in their typology is well mirrored in 
the scope of materials, their operational sequences, the multitude of biographical 
possibilities, and so on. The microwear analyses were limited to shell, corals, 
and the various rock types to reduce the complexity of the data sample. Even so, 
the internal variation in trace development was too large to conduct experiments 
aimed at the identification of all polishes. Some non-recognisable polishes thus 
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remain to be addressed in further studies. Nevertheless, limiting the research to 
threepointers of one material would not have produced the wide biographical data 
that is now available. Doing so would have resulted in a non-representative result 
of biographical possibilities, since there is little correlation between a material and 
the biography aside from the operational sequence. A reduced sample would have 
further lacked sufficient breadth for contrasting biographical oddities, and not had 
the ability to compare the assemblages across geographic and diachronic scales. 
For this reason the pilot format of the study, aimed at broad variability, is judged to 
have been a fair choice.
The most pressing issue with the research is the condition of the materials. 
The approach ideally examines threepointers of diagnosed material from well 
documented excavated contexts and which have not been subjected to too much 
post-excavation handling. The former two criteria are needed to infer biographical 
possibilities in the conception and death phases, while the latter is necessary for 
the life phase and complements birth data. Wear traces on several threepointers 
were dismissed because their surfaces had deteriorated due to taphonomy or 
post-excavation contact. This reduced the analysis of their operational sequences 
to comparisons of reduction negatives and macroscopic features, which is less 
diagnostic. These issues were acknowledged by assigning confidence to the data. 
The contextual information of the selected sites is generally well 
documented, but the chronological association of the threepointers, based upon 
ceramic styles, remains coarse. Actual contemporaneity is difficult to establish in 
Caribbean archaeology without directly associated radiocarbon dates, which are 
rare for threepointers. The provenience of the materials is more complicated, as the 
source area could be determined only for stone. The other materials have a marine 
origin, and occur along the island chain. The identification of exotic stones rests 
in large part on the research of Knippenberg (2004; 2006), whereas knowledge 
of the local occurrence of materials is provided by excavators (Burkhalter 2012; 
Knippenberg 2006; Samson 2010; Siegel et al. 2005). Inferring that most stone 
threepointers are local is an estimate based upon these sources, or in some cases, 
a deduction from the geological situation. Naturally, there can be no absolute 
certainty for determining materials as local. 
These factors limit the resolution of the research, but they are unavoidable 
in a study on threepointers. The sample was selected in part to cope with these 
factors, as the issue is still worse for most threepointers elsewhere. The likelihood 
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is high that threepointers from past excavations and particularly museum exhibited 
specimens are disturbed or insufficiently documented. This problem can only be 
addressed with newly excavated threepointers becoming available. 
7.2.2 Theoretical and epistemological premises
Two initial premises were formulated on the basis of theoretical expectations in 
order to deal with the indistinct hazy conceptualisation of threepointers. Treating 
threepointers as autonomously responsive entities proved valuable in anticipating the 
theoretical framework during the discussion on previous research. It was clarified and 
justified through the perspectival framework provided in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, 
it is now suggested that ensoulment, a less radical form of intersubjectivity, could 
be read in the archaeological record for different threepointers. Both modes of 
animacy were likely present in the artefact group. 
The premise that threepointers were not a unified group of things proved useful 
mainly in the discussion of the potential biographical possibilities and functions. 
The biographical possibilities and theoretical reconstructions indeed argue for a 
variety of treatments and purposes to be present within the entire artefact group. 
However, the ontological essence of threepointers is one of sameness, rendering 
the typological lumping valid. All specimens are in fact expressions of subjectivity 
manifested in material form, joined together in the conical three-pointed shape.
A major economic premise remains implicit in the overall imagining of 
threepointers. This is the Marxian principle that the value of a threepointer is 
decided by the skill with which it has been worked. The better it is worked and the 
finer its aesthetics become, the higher is the value that is attached to the threepointer. 
This Western doctrine appears incompatible with the artefact group While a broad 
correlation with the time expenditure for generic threepointers and other artefacts is 
not unrealistic, the operational sequences of many ‘crude’ threepointers demonstrate 
that the most important value was in the conical shape. The workmanship and 
aesthetics of threepointers likely acted as proxies to the potential and expenditure 
of subjectivity, not as strictly enlarging the value of the object. The ‘encountered’ 
threepointers testify that a natural conical shape (relationship) outweighed physical 
manufacture (substance) as far as signalling the three-pointed potential for 
intersubjectivity was concerned. One could further postulate that subjectification 
by a skilled ritual specialist still produced higher value than subjectification by a 
talented artisan.
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The theoretical framework is profoundly anthropological in nature, 
maintaining that studying the recontextualisation of things would provide full 
insight into guiding social and cultural factors. However, the resolution of inquiry 
is limited for the fragmentary archaeological data. It is unavoidable that metaphoric 
tension fills the gaps with contemporary knowledge, for which the information 
drawn from Amerindian ontologies is considered to be the closest and least violating 
match. The biographical framework is thus geared towards answers on the scale 
of ontology, but was able to accommodate for the culturally specific uniqueness 
of threepointers. Threepointers must always have been a logical extension of the 
pre-Columbian Amerindian living world. With this reflection, the thesis may be 
concluded.
7.3 ConCLuSIonS
To comprehend threepointers is to renew the understanding of the pre-Columbian 
Amerindian worldview and ritual cosmos. The principle aim of this research 
was to readdress the artefact group and come to terms with threepointers as an 
archaeological phenomenon. In the preceding chapters and sections it has become 
clear that advances can be made towards understanding the group with the use 
of modern analytical techniques and theoretical developments. The actual aim of 
this research was to reconstruct the biographies of threepointers, contextualising 
their life trajectories as being indigenous cultural and ontological expressions. 
Using this approach new theories on threepointers have been advanced. It is felt 
that significant progress has been made towards these aims. The thesis does not 
pretend that it has been fully successful in tackling all the issues that were raised, 
but it hopes to have provided food for thought. This conclusion first reflects on the 
research aims, answers the research questions thereafter, and finishes with outlining 
relevant opportunities for future research. 
7.3.1 Reflecting on the research aims
The research aims took issue with the state of knowledge on threepointers. The 
approach provided new insights into the indigenous attitudes towards threepointers 
and the Amerindian cosmology at large. The study’s main contribution is felt to 
be employment of the principle of intersubjectivity as the mechanism supporting 
this cosmology. This mechanism allows threepointers to coexist with other zemi 
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objects as being the same things while remaining different artefacts, solving some 
of the dilemma surrounding this concept. Furthermore, the biographical approach 
is capable of productively investigating the meaning behind inexplicable artefacts. 
Naturally, these arguments bear further implications for the status of the Caribbean 
material culture repertoires, to say nothing of larger issues like the development of 
socio-political systems in the Antilles.
In order to address these aims and access these results a sample was 
constructed using threepointers from seven sites. Aiming for maximal variety, it 
covered threepointers of varied materials, from various islands, and with varying 
chronological placement (Section 4.2). These threepointers were analysed at low 
and high magnifications using a selection of microscopes, in order to study the 
patterns of microwear traces developed after manufacture and use. Regrettably, the 
condition of the materials forced a modest interpretation of the microwear traces. 
Only those traces which were identified through experiments or diagnostic references 
contributed to the biographical possibilities of threepointers, supplemented by 
archaeological data. Having arrived at the full range of behaviours the generalised 
biography could be reconstructed. This biography remains conditional in respect 
to the cause and life phases. The large amount of specialised biographies suggests 
that the potential for deviation in the biographies of threepointers has not been 
adequately covered. Clearly, the biographical framework has not yet exhausted the 
diversity of the artefact group. Nevertheless, these reconstructions were successful 
in their rediscovery of the active lives of threepointers.
The results were anchored on the model of Amerindian ontology resting 
on the theory of perspectivism. When using this ontology as the cognitive 
background intersubjectivity becomes the main mechanism responsible for 
shifting threepointers through the biographical phases. (Inter)subjectivity proved 
capable of explaining effectively the recontextualisations threepointers underwent 
and provided an organic reinterpretation of the zemi in Amerindian cosmovision. 
Threepointers can be seen as culturally specific efficacious material expressions of 
intersubjectivity, whose existence is entangled with the essence of the ontological 
system. The subjectification of objects was demonstrably present in proto-Historic 
central Hispaniola, and appears highly applicable to the general structure of the 
Amerindian cosmos. For these reasons it is proposed that the present theoretical-
ontological framework provides a robust examination of the mythological material 
culture from the pre-Columbian Caribbean. 
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How threepointers performed physical functions can be read from the 
data, but the purpose remains indefinite. The ontological basis of this purpose can 
be explored profitably through theory and analogy, but arguments on how it was 
culturally expressed are difficult to verify in archaeology. Still, it may be stated with 
confidence that the potential of threepointers is circumscribed within the limits of 
intersubjectivity. 
7.3.2 Answering the research questions
The central research question was formulated as following: how are the biographies 
of threepointers from the Ceramic Age communities in the Lesser and Greater 
Antilles composed, and how is the apparent heterogeneity of the artefacts reflected 
in this composition? This question serves to connect the specified sub-questions 
with the theoretical approach and to bridge the unity between the generalised and 
specialised biographies. Threepointer biographies may be characterised firstly as 
active. Intersubjectivity means that threepointers were never just inert and passive 
things located in the permanent periphery of happenings. Secondly, this quality 
ensures that their biographies were involved in the living world. The subjectivity 
of threepointers verifies natural events as supernatural actions, whether they were 
subjectivised and beneficial or subjectifying and dangerous. Therefore, threepointer 
biographies are constitutive of the Amerindian living world, stabilising the logical 
consistency of the cosmological system. Within each life phase, threepointers 
exercised the potential to consolidate this system. This conclusion upholds the 
accepted notion that threepointers and zemies were associated with shamanic 
practices and the Amerindian worldview. Nevertheless, it differs vastly from 
previous renditions.
 These elements form the essential composition of every threepointer 
biography. The heterogeneity in the materials and the typological shapes is not at all 
reflected in it. Beyond those biographical possibilities that are determined by physical 
qualities, most are not in any way restricted to certain materials. Furthermore, the 
events that generated microwear traces are either observed amongst threepointers 
of all forms and materials or too rarely observed to represent a division between 
threepointer groups. While the typologies of the threepointers were not linked to 
their biographical profiles in this research, the differences in outward appearance 
are nevertheless considered as expressions of the same essence. The main separation 
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that may be hypothesised is the distinction between self-transformed and ensouled 
threepointers. This distinction forms a topic for future investigation.
7.3.2.1 Sub-questions one to five
These sub-questions all tread upon new territories in the imaging of threepointers. 
The first sub-question examined the cause: what biographical evidence is available 
to establish the causes of origin of threepointers and how do these correspond to 
the processes described in the ethnohistoric sources? A difficult phase to address 
with archaeological data, some data patterns nevertheless imply biographical 
possibilities known from ethnohistory and ethnography. Most pressing is the 
common phenomenon of manuport threepointers, minimally or not altered 
geofacts. This phenomenon is best explained with the parallel of the unexpected 
encounter with a supernatural entity, in which intersubjectivity occurs which 
initiates a threepointer’s biography. The conical shape is the property that stood 
out in these instances, displaying that the right artefactual ‘bundle’ of these things 
was pre-existing. The second biographical possibility for the cause is the result 
that calculated selection took place for specific materials, notably calci-rudite, 
which ignored materials which were normally used to manufacture threepointers. 
This biographical evidence corresponds most to the notion that certain landmarks 
and materials were regarded highly for enspirited properties, of which ample 
ethnographic parallels exist (e.g. Hofman and Jacobs 2000/2001).
The second sub-question investigated the conception: what were the criteria 
used for the selection and procurement of materials, and how are they influenced 
by technological, ideological, and preferential concerns? The primary criterion 
is the subjectifiability of the material. From thereon the recognition could follow 
that the material formed the disguise of a subjectivising perspectival entity. The 
materials are predominantly associated with a watery context, potentially related 
to the significance of brilliance. Further potential visual qualities are considered to 
relate to the ability of the materials to ‘stand out’ against their background, since 
no other correlates were observed. The exceptional calci-rudite material becomes 
a highly potent bodily form in this view, signifying additional meaning through its 
source outcrop. In all cases do these criteria, which are ideological, subsume the 
technological deliberations. No indications exist that the working characteristics of 
materials were decisive for the choice of selection. Instead, contextual properties 
such as the relation with bodies of water seem to have mattered most. The 
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shifting cultural preferences over time indicate several reorientations and perhaps 
intensifications in ideological preference or knowledge. 
The third sub-question delved into the operational sequence: were 
specialised manufacturing technologies or preferred strategies used to produce 
threepointers, and what insights into cultural processes do they give? This question 
must be answered with the caveat that the materials most threepointers are made of 
necessitate a strategy aimed at reduction, which restricts the technological options, 
but that pottery and arguably bone transform the material. The average operational 
sequence moves to increasingly fine-grained reduction for all the materials. 
However, individual preference is so great that there is no noticeable standardisation 
in the process. A provisional protocol is observed only for stone threepointers, for 
whom the shape is created by pecking the three-pointed outline, not the lateral 
surfaces. If subsequently ground, this finishing centres on the lateral surfaces of the 
cone instead and does often not extend to the pecked surfaces. This protocol is best 
explained as applying subjectification with maximum efficacy. The aim is foremost 
to obtain the important conical three-pointed shape, which signifies the correct 
artefactual ‘bundle’ and the potential for subjectivity. Secondary modification such 
as grinding increases the physical effort spent and is considered analogous to the 
longevity of the subjectification. The conoid surface forms the most cost-efficient 
location for this purpose. 
Following the conclusion that it was specifically the potential for 
subjectivity that mattered, the most important consequence of manufacture was 
the acculturation and subjectification of the threepointer. Further accentuation then 
served to better the artefactual ‘bundle’. The regular technological making of a 
threepointer was thus not aimed at making the material into a threepointer, but at 
making the threepointer stand out through the material, unlocking its subjectivity. 
This indicates that threepointers were subjectified and recontextualised through 
intnagible processes as much as they were physically and technologically modified. 
The fourth sub-question addressed the potential results for the life 
phase: what are the causes of any potential wear and residue traces present on 
the threepointers, and what kind of inferences do they allow with regard to social 
and ritual functions? The main results are the presence of handling traces, various 
forms of tarry residues, and microwear traces from cording with plants. These data 
correspond to physical manipulation and suspension, but there is no evidence for 
their use in specific subsistence or craft activities. The social and ritual functions 
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are inferred as indicating an active and publicly expressed intersubjectivity during 
the life phase. Since threepointers thus caused natural events to occur through 
their own supernatural agency, their applied functionality translates into a range 
of natural effects that affected human life in beneficial or harmful ways. The 
biographical possibility of exchange indicates that recontextualisations other than 
through subjectification were similarly possible. However, the significance of this 
otherwise important phenomenon has evaded the present theoretical framework.
The fifth sub-question closes the biographical framework: what sort of 
recontextualisation took place in the deposition of threepointers? For most, simple 
discarding is all that the data reveals. Threepointers recovered from habitation 
areas are considered to have been abandoned with the occupation of the site, while 
threepointers found in the middens are part of the refuse swept away from the 
house floors. The active subjectivity of these threepointers is presumed to have 
been removed or naturally disappeared before or with the recontextualisation 
the act of discarding entails. Otherwise their perspectival nature would have 
survived the loss of subjectification, and the threepointer would pose danger to the 
Amerindian communities. Some special depositions were observed, but it cannot 
be presently stated if their rarity is representative of the archaeological record 
instead of excavation methodologies. These threepointers ended their biographies 
in permanent association with architectural features, presumably solidifying the 
house trajectories with their own intersubjectivity, which persisted. Once more data 
become available, such interments could perhaps be defended as constitution or 
support of the structures within the structure of the cosmological system.
7.3.2.2 Sub-question six
The sixth question measured intra-sample similarities: how does variation within the 
reconstructed threepointer biographies compare between different sites or periods? 
The answer to this question is conditional since a disparity exists in the analytical 
quality of the sites, which mostly represent different geographic and diachronic 
niches. The generalised biography of threepointers remains constant in its most 
abstract formulation, but there are several noteworthy shifts in the time-sensitive 
cultural preferences of the indigenous peoples. Over the course of the Early Ceramic 
Age, there is a clear move from shell towards a mixture of shell, coral and stones. 
In the Late Ceramic Age corals and limestones seem to be favoured, culminating 
in the later phase in a broad variety of materials including bone and pottery. This 
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variety is most pronounced in the biographies of threepointers from the Dominican 
Republic.
The manufacturing technologies initially comprised attention to detail and a 
sophisticated finishing of threepointers, but the quality of workmanship diminished 
later in the Early Ceramic Age. Although the necessary skills remained known 
and were executed for some threepointers, they were re-established for general 
manufacture only during the latest phase of the Late Ceramic Age. Regional 
differences are not observed to exceed the chronological patterns. Furthermore, 
while the special biographical possibilities of the life and death phases incline 
towards the Late Ceramic Age, this is currently not considered to be the result of 
extant biographical variability. Last, threepointers are more likely to be present in 
the habitation areas of Late Ceramic Age sites, which is probably a consequence of 
less intense transportation of refuse to the middens during final occupations.
Finally, the ethnohistoric records suggest that self-transformed entities 
could transform into autonomous things in possession of an artefactual ‘bundle’ in 
proto-Historic central Hispaniola. The hypothesis is offered that other threepointers, 
specifically earlier and smaller specimens, maintained a mode of ensoulment 
instead. While similarly capable of powerful subjectivity, this had to be unlocked 
through human agency; these threepointers are less likely to have been capable of 
acting upon their own intent. The turning point between these two modes may have 
come through various mediums for threepointers. Possibilities are the exploitation 
of calci-rudite material, the development of stylistic or iconographic signifiers, or 
the existence of perishable artefact classes which possessed this mode before the 
capability for perspectivism was carried over to threepointers.
7.3.3 Suggestions for future research
Threepointer biographies have proven to be highly insightful into the Amerindian 
worldview. Nevertheless, these insights remain in their infancy, awaiting nurturing 
and maturing. It is essential to address the gaps that remain in the reconstructed 
biographies by the investigation of additional materials from systematically 
documented excavations. Special attention must be paid to the conservation of the 
materials to ensure that no data is needlessly lost. A better understanding of the 
biographical phases and possibilities of threepointers will bring additional insight 
into meaningful patterns within the variability of the sample, and improve the 
present generalisations. Sorting out the generalised and specialised biographies of 
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different samples will further refine understanding of the artefact group.
The biographical-ontological framework necessitates further research on 
the potential modes of subjectivity open to Amerindian objects. Additional sources 
are necessary for advancing a better understanding of these ontologies, needed to 
address issues like the effect of exchange on subjectification, the modes in which 
pre-Columbian artefacts could have operated, and developments in this ontological 
experience over the Ceramic Age timespan. The biographical framework and 
the approach through microwear analysis are extendable to the wider range of 
Amerindian ritual artefacts, an extension necessary to turn the present argument into 
an organic understanding of the proto-Historical cosmological system. Furthermore, 
the impressive renewed readability that a perspectivist framework allows for Pané’s 
Relacíon implores further rereading of this indispensable document.
The value of microwear analysis for the study of Caribbean materials as 
well as for artefacts not used for either craft or subsistence activities can only be 
underscored here. In order to fully realise its potential much supplementary work is 
necessary on studying trace formation for Caribbean contact materials. Additional 
artefact studies and especially more experiments will see to these developments. 
Last, it would be highly relevant to frame artefacts such as stone collars or cohoba 
idols in a biographical approach and see in which respects they differ from 
threepointers, and how they are alike. 
7.4 CLoSIng ReMARkS
Every threepointer has a biography of its own. The history it accumulated reflects 
intersubjectivity, cultural values, ontological autonomy, and scientific wonder. Filling 
the void of supernatural agency in the pre-Columbian living world, threepointers 
were perpetually entrenched in a cosmic entanglement with the Amerindian 
universe. In this way they were responsible for protecting the harmony of the 
natural cycle and were essential to human life. Have artefacts not always fulfilled 
this role in human society? Even today threepointers continue their biographies 
in museums and exhibitions, drawing fascination from tourists, local people, and 
students alike. If nothing else, the research hoped to have succeeded in questioning 
old paradigms and providing new impetuses to the topic of threepointers. The story 
of their lifetimes is one that deserves to be told.
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Abstract
Threepointers are amongst the most enigmatic artefacts of the pre-Columbian 
insular Caribbean (ca. 200 BC – AD 1492). According to the ethnohistoric 
chronicles they possessed a largely ritual function and were designated as zemies, 
Amerindian spirit-objects. Nevertheless, what threepointers actually signified and 
how they were used is not known, nor have previous studies been able to verify 
the existing hypotheses. This pilot study explores a biographical way of visualising 
the threepointer artefact group, addressing the question of how they operated in 
Amerindian society. Microscopic trace analysis has been carried out on a sample 
of 59 threepointers, describing the microwear patterns that developed due to 
manufacture and use. Supplemented with data on the material proveniences and 
archaeological contexts, the research presents a broad range of evidence. These 
data are inserted in a biographical framework aimed at reconstruction of the cultural 
expectations behind the biographical trajectories of threepointers. As threepointers 
moved through five distinct phases in their biographies, being cause, conception, 
birth, life, and death, they were continuously recontextualised in the eyes of 
society. The thesis investigates how this process reflects on the cultural and societal 
values of the Amerindians. A reinterpretation of the ethnohistoric chronicles using 
ethnographic observations circumscribes this biographical framework in the context 
of Amerindian ontologies. Intersubjectivity between people and threepointers 
was the mechanism that allowed threepointers to interact with human sociality as 
autonomous actors. Through this mechanism, threepointers could be drawn to the 
human habitus, acculturated, and made to act on their own subjectivity. 
 This study finds that threepointers were enormously variable in ‘conception’ 
and ‘birth’, knew active uses during ‘life’, but had no common significance in 
‘death’. It argues that their unique existence is the direct result of their potential 
for intersubjectivity. Threepointers effectively functioned as devices capable of 
influencing the natural flow of the world. 
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Samenvatting
Driepunters behoren tot de meest raadselachtige artefacten van de precolumbiaanse 
Antillen (ca 200 v.C. – 1492 n.C). Conform de ethnohistorische bronnen bezaten 
zij een voornamelijk rituele functie daar zij als zemies, bezielde Indiaanse objecten, 
betitelt werden. Desondanks is het onbekend wat zij betekenden of hoe zij gebruikt 
werden, noch zijn eerdere studies in staat geweest om bestaande hypotheses te 
verifiëren. Deze pilotstudie verkent een biografische beeldvorming van de 
driepunter artefactgroep, en behandelt daarmee de vraag welke functie zij vervulden 
in de Indiaanse samenleving. Microscopisch sporenonderzoek is uitgevoerd op 
een sample van 59 driepunters om eventuele gebruiks- en productiesporen te 
bestuderen. Aangevuld met gegevens over de herkomst van het gebruikte materiaal 
en de archeologische context presenteert dit onderzoek een uiteenlopend aanbod 
aan bewijs. De resultaten zijn bijeengevoegd in een biografisch kader gericht 
op de reconstructie van de culturele verwachtingen die de levenspaden van 
driepunters bepaalden. Wanneer driepunters zich langs de vijf onderscheiden fases 
in hun biografieën bewogen, zijnde oorzaak, conceptie, geboorte, leven, en dood, 
werden zij continue gehercontextualiseerd in en door de samenleving. De scriptie 
onderzoekt hoe dit proces zijn weerslag heeft op de culturele en maatschappelijke 
waarden van de Indianen. Een herinterpretatie van de ethnohistorische bronnen op 
basis van etnografische observaties wordt gebruikt om dit biografisch raamwerk te 
omvatten in de context van Indiaanse ontologieën. Intersubjectiviteit tussen mens 
en driepunter is het mechanisme dat driepunters in staat stelde om als autonome 
participanten deel te nemen aan de menselijke sociale omgang. Door middel van 
dit mechanisme konden driepunters naar de menselijke belevingswereld getrokken 
worden, geaccultureerd worden, en via hun eigen subjectiviteit presteren. 
 De bevindingen van deze studie zijn dat driepunters enorm variabel waren 
in ‘conceptie’ en ‘geboorte’, een actief ‘leven’ leidden, maar geen algemene 
betekenis hadden in de ‘dood’. Zij stelt tevens dat hun unieke bestaan het directe 
resultaat is van hun potentiële intersubjectiviteit. Effectief gezien functioneerden 
de driepunters als werktuigen die invloed uitoefenden op de natuurlijke werking 
van de wereld. 
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Appendix 1
The information entered in the cells below refers to either the biographical 
possibilities given in Chapter 5 or the individual outcome for the threepointer in 
this biographical possibility.
*  Threepointers with a specialised biography are underlined.
**  Threepointers which are considered non-interpretable or erroneously  
 included as threepointers do not appear in the tables.
***  Only the farthest certain step in the operational sequence is given,  
 along with the presence of decoration.
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